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ABELAM LAND AND SUSTENANCE: SWIDDEN 
HORTICULTURE IN AN AREA OF HIGH POPU-
LATION DENSITY, MAPRIK, NEW GUINEA. 
"' A precis 
The aim of this thesis is threefold: to make a 
regional study of the area occupied by the Abelam people; 
to enquire into the reaction to stresses derived from 
land shortage and external influences among a popula-
tion of swidden cultivators; to seek to bring some 
measurement and exactitude into the study of production 
and consumption of food in a primitive society. 
The first and larger part of the thesis is a 
discussion and analysis of the various systems involved 
in the production and collection of foodo Chapter 2 
describes the physical setting; Chapter 3 gives some 
historical background and discusses some aspects of 
culture contacts, health and demography; Chapter 4 
describes aspects of the social and territorial organi-
zation of the people that are relevant to the topic 
while an extra chapter (Chapter 5) is given to land 
tenure because of its importance to this thesis. Chapter 
6 is the longest chapter in the thesis and describes the 
way in which land is used, the techniques employed and 
the ways in which man organizes himself to perform 
productive tasks. Chapter 7 discusses diet and the 
distribution and consumption of food and it is an attempt 
to integrate and provide a raison d'etre for the previous 
chapters. 
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The second part of the thesis which is only one 
chapter (Chapter 8) attempts to synthesise the material 
of the first section, and, by comparative methods 
investigate the problems of the Wosera region where 
stresses are most marked~ 
The general theme throughout the thesis is that 
production and land use, the usual interests of a 
geographer, cannot be studied in isolation from the way 
that society is organized ffiLd the way that the food 
produced is ultimately distributed and consumed. 
Further much use has been made of quantitative data 
which were collected in the field. Although much of 
the material is of a doubtful order of accuracy, it is 
felt that it was very useful in the comparative work 
and that it gave solid support to subjective judgements. 
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PREFACE 
This thesis was written during my tenure of a three 
year Scholarship at the Australian National University. 
Of this period 15 months were spent in the field. Field 
work was divided into three spells; from May to September 
1961, from January to November 1962 and the month of July 
1963" On the second spell of ten months I was accompanied 
by my wife and two children then aged three years and 18 
months, I established a permanent field base in Yenigo 
village though a total of about eleven weeks were spent in 
Stapikum village on periodic visits lasting from five to 
twelve days. While in Stapikum I stayed in a Government 
rest house at Yambingei (one mile from the village) or 
hired a house in the middle of the village. Occasional 
daily visits were made to many neighbouring villages in 
both areas and several extended patrols were made into the 
Wosera area~ along the Sepik River between Pagwi and 
Angoram 9• into the Chambri Lakes, to Yangoru and to some of 
the Houn\tain Arapesh villages, 
The Abelam, the people studied} are a language group 
of over 30]000 people whose territory occupies the central 
part of the Haprik Sub~district which extends for a further 
16 miles west of Nunguaia and about 12 miles east of Balmo 
(see Figure 1), The Sub-district itself has a total 
population of 82,957 (1962) and is 60 miles long along a 
WNioJ axis with an average width of about 30 miles. The 
Government station at Maprik (3°38'S., 143003'E.) is the 
administrative headquarters of the Sub-district. Haprik 
is centrally sited in the Sub-district which has two other 
subsidiary patrol posts, Yangoru 20 miles to the east of 
Haprik and Dreikikir 20 miles to the west. Host of 
Abelam territory is patrolled from Maprik (see Figure 3). 
Within the Sub~district the 13 different linguistic 
groups (Glasgow and Loving 1960) are all non-Helanesian 
(Capell 1954:10, 1940:44, Kaberry 1941:236, Laycock 1962:9). 
The Abelam, by far the largest, is surrounded by five other 
linguistic groups (see Figure 2). To the north and north 
west 9 bet·ween the Abe lam and the coast, are the Houn tain and 
Southern Arapesh groups who speak a language of a different 
language Stock to that of the Abelam, To the east is the 
Boikin group and to the south the Sepik Plains group which 
both belong to the same linguistic Family as the Abelam 
(called the ndu Family by Laycock 1962). Immediately to 
the west of the Wosera is the Gawanga group which has a 
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common Stock with the ndu Family (Glasgow and Loving 1960). 
The Abelam and their neighbours are subsistence cultivators 
growing mainly yams and taro in gardens which have a 
productive life of about two years and long fallow periods. 
Some foods are collected from the forest and fallow areas 
outside the gardens, the most important of these is sago, 
'.vhich forms the basis of the diet during part of the year. 
The term 'Abelam' is the Arapesh name for the people 
and was first used in anthropological writings by Mead 
(1938: 156). The Abelam have no inclusive name for them-
selves although they realise that they speak a mutually 
intelligible language and are socially and culturally 
distinct from their neighbours,except to the south,where 
there is a gradual linguistic and cultural transition to 
the Sepik Plains people, who in turn show close associations 
1vith the Iiitmul of the Middle Sepik River.1 
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1. The term 'Abelam' is often used in this thesis 
to describe that limited part of the Abelam people and 
habitat actually studied, and no wider extrapolation 
is intended except where the context implies the 
contrary. 
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Where appropriate I have used the following abbreviations 
of kinship terms: 
F Father 
M - Mother 
B Brother 
Z - Sister 
H - Husband 
W Wife 
D - Daughter 
S - Son 
Thus WB =Wife's brother and FZS =Father's sister's son. 
NOTE ON THE SPELLING OF ABELAM AND 
PIDGIN ENGLISH WORDS 
Wherever possible I have used the same spelling as 
that used by Kaberry (1941, 1941-42, 1957) and Forge (1962 
and personal communications). In many cases Forge made 
suggestions in the field but many words are spelt on the 
principles laid down by him but for which he cannot be held 
responsible. All village names follow DNA usage as spelt 
in the 'Village Directory' (DNA 1960). Yenigo village and 
a clan within the village should both be spelt 'Yanuk~' but 
to save confusion I have used the DNA spelling 'Yenigo' for 
the village name and 'Yanuko' as the clan name. Both words 
are pronounced the same way .. 
For Pidgin English words I have used the orthography 
of Mihalic (1957). All Abelam names are underlined and 
all Pidgin words or Anglicized forms of Pidgin are enclosed 
in inverted commas. Many words in both languages are 
pluralized by adding an 's'. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is a geographer's attempt to analyse the ~grarian .problems of 'swidden' cultivators 1 in an area of 
high population density. Abelam land, i.n the Jvlaprik Sub-
district of the Sepik His tric t of the. Trust Terri tory of 
New Guinea, has within i.t tracts tha~ are more densely 
peopled than any other lowland area of equal or greater 
size inthe whole island. Their populations approach in 
places about 400 persons per square mile. Higher densities 
occur in the New Guinea Highlands (Brookfield 1960~234, 
1961:442), and on the Gazelle Peninsula of New Britain, and 
far higher densities are encountered in the Indonesian and 
Philippine archipelagoes, and on some of the Jvlicronesian 
atolls to the north. But all these have either significant 
cash cropping, access to marine resources, some technology 
of land-use that permits more permanent cultivation of the 
ground, or they are on land of relatively high initial 
fertility (Nohr 1944:18, 501-2, 575) .. The distinctive 
characteristics of Abelam land use, by contrast, are a 
virtual absence of cash cropping, soil of quite low initial 
fertility,_new gardens every year which are productive for 
about 18 months to two years only, long fallow periods and 
agricultural practices that are in the main lacking in 
elaboration. An important exception to the last is the 
unique method employed to cultivate large yams; this is 
confined to a limited part of the total farmed area, and 
the effort put into it is out of all proportion to the 
dietary return. 
1. 'Swidden' is an old English dialect word meaning 
'burned clearing' (found in the Oxford English Dictionary 
under 'swithen'). The word was resurrected by Izikowitz 
(1951:7) and has since been used by Conklin, Frake, Scott 
and others. Nye and Greenland (1960g6) point out that 
the term does not emphasize the temporary nature of 
cultivation but evert the term shifting cultivation is not 
used in a consistent way in the literature (for example 
see Pelzer 1945:17 and 1958:126, Watters 1960:64, Conklin 
1957:1-4 and 1961:27, and Simoons 1960:72). The term 
is vague for one is never sure what is shifting, the 
gardens, the settlements or both. In this thesis all 
swiddens planted with food crops will be called gardens. 
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The initial aim was to carry 1out an ethno-ecological 
study of subsistence horticulture, following methods such 
as those used by H. C. Conklin in his study of the Hanunoo 
(Conklin 1957), but with a geographer's greater emphasis on 
areal differentiation. This theme still persists in the 
finished >vork; 
•..• the first step in the right direction is a 
thorough study of local agriculture. If only 
we could interpret a traditional practice in 
terms of its environment and traditional 
limitations, we could certainly find a way to 
improvement (de Schlippe 1956:~vi). 
Once in the field, however, so clear an areal differentiation 
emerged between different parts of Abelam land that I 
decided to carry out a comparative study, employing two 
localities as representative of the areas in which they 
stand. One of these, Yenigo village in the North 
Abelam area, seven miles southeast of Maprik (see Figure 1), 
is representative of communities w~th adequate land, 
apparent balance in the ecosystem, and an absence of serious 
1. I prefer the use of the term 1 horticulture 1 to 
'agriculture' because in the Maprik area there is 
garden culture as opposed to the cultivation of fields 
or tracts of land. The gardens are fenced, only 
about half an acre in size and usually isolated from 
each other. Agriculture also means that the soil 
is tilled whereas horticulture implies the culture 
of individual plants (cf.Williams 1933:11, Ames 1939: 
129-132, Barrau 1958a~79-80 and 1960:4). 
2. An ecosystem is a functioning, interacting system 
composed of one or more living organisms and their 
effective environment, both physical and biological 
(Tansley 1935:299-30~ and Fosberg 1963:2) . 
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ecological. 1 stress 1 • The other, Stapikum village, eleven 
miles to the southwest of Maprik, in an area generally known 
by the folk -- and pays -- name 'Wosera 1 , is representative 
of communities with inadequate land, apparent disturbance 
of balance in the ecosystem, and hence of palpable ecological 
., 
1 stress 1 • 
In the course of my work it became apparent that both 
communities were also suffering from 'stresses 1 of a 
different kind, deriving from pressure exerted by outside 
influences, especially those of Government and Mission on 
their cultural and social and economic organization. But 
the severity of these stresses was not the same in both 
areas. It seems that the effect of greater ecological 
stress in Stapikum, deriving from greater population 
pressure on land resources, aggravates the impact of 
1. I use the word 'stress' as defined by Webster's New 
International Dictionary, second edition. 'To subject 
to the action of external forces; to put pressure upon 
to cause strain to; especially to overstrain'. In plant 
ecology stress can lead to changes in the physiology of 
the plant and either temporary wilting or extinction. 
I think that the term can be profitably applied in a 
wider ecological and even social framework. Use of the 
word 'stress' has the advantage that it includes all 
external forces creating a strain on an individual 
organism or a group or complex of organisms; these 
include environmental stresses or limitations, traditional 
social stresses, population and land stresses and stresses 
caused by disrupting forces such as religious missions 
and exotic governments. A particular social stress, for 
example a land dispute, which creates a stress on 
society, may have social attributes such as l~nd owner-
ship and inheritance patterns, rights of conquest and 
ancestral attachments to the land but. also far wider 
connotations; it may for example have its origins in 
food and land shortage, disease, drought or some other 
environmental factor. Use of the word 'stress' 
largely involves subjective judgements but ·it does 
integrate environmental .and social factors. 
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external forces upon socie~y, while in turn these external 
forces aggravate the ecological situation. It slowly became 
apparent .that forces of both local and external origin 
interact to produce this observable fact: that one 
community is worse off, less well~fed, more slovenly in its 
agricultural practices, more depressed and demoralized, 
than the other. 
In that it involves areal differentiation, this is, 
by Hartshorne's definition, a geographical problem 
(Hartshorne 1939:460). But were that all, there would be 
few grounds for the intervention of a geographer into a 
study of what is, as Spate has pointed out (1953a~22) the 
classic and preferred domain of the social or·cultural 
anthropologist, However, it is not only the nature of the 
problem that demands a geographical approach: a wide 
sector of the problem is also amenable to attack by well 
established geographical methods. Not only is the 
agriculture or horticulture of a people integrated into a 
sociocultural matrix (Conklin 1957;2) but it is also adapted 
to certain environmental conditions and needs: it is 
necessary also to comprehend the environment, to map 
distribution patterns in order to perceive their relationships 
with that environment, and in trying to understand these 
patterns, to seek to comprehend the integrated whole over 
area (i.e. regional synthesis), as well as around the focus 
of the individual, local community or tribal group. Frake 
has defined the social system as 1 a nehvork among persons 
of a social community' and the ecological system as 'the 
network of the relationships between man.~ the other organisms 
of his biotic community, and the constituents of his 
physical environment'. He goes on to point out that 'in 
both cases the net is woven of cultural threads, and the two 
networks are, of course, interwoven at many points' (Frake 
1962:54). But whereas to the anthropologist it is man 
himself, and the network binding men, that is at the centre 
of his thoughts, the geographer is concerned first with 
these networks seen as distribution patterns on the ground; 
man is not central but is rather the mobile and motivating 
element in his ecosystem, creating the distribution patterns 
that are, to the geographer, the initial object of observa-
tion; and later the described phenomena toward whose 
interpretation his inquiry is directed throughout, 
This contention can be illustrated in two ways. A 
geographer will probably begin the study of an agricultural 
system by observing, mapping and describing the distribution 
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of land~use. The. study of land-use hmvever does not solely 
entail the.mechanical plotting.on a map of the ways in which 
laJJ.d is. used, but is rather a more penetrating investigation 
into . the na tura.l, social, technical and economic aspects 
.that result in actual use of the land (Kostrowicki 1960: 173). 
To do this,. the geog:rapher needs to w1.de.rs tand the 
distribution of land holding: this draws him beyond his 
mapping opera.tions into a study of land tenure systems and 
the allocation of resources, and on, if he can, into social 
structure and kinship, mechanisms for the settlement of 
disputes, politics, warfare, and the whole gamut of 
institutions that are properly the field of the social 
anthropologist. He may also need to understand the choice 
of crops, and this can lead him into studies in diet, 
cooking 1 nutrition, the economic system and its institution-
alized forms. He will also be required to understand land 
selection, which demands that he study soils, weather and 
climate and plant sociology. To know how far to go into 
these fields and where to stop, is a test of his judgement, 
but the essential criterion is relevance to the initial 
question, which is to understand the pattern of land-use. 
Ethnoecology, earlier mentioned, as developed by its 
practitioners, is not necessarily a geographical field of 
enquiry. An ethnoecological approach demands that the 
environment should be described as 'the people construe it 
according to the categories of their ethnoscience' (Frake 
1962:55), and carried out by ecologically-orientated field 
investigators working in an ethnographic context (Conklin 
1961:28). The geographer 1 s aim is different: he may need 
to understand some aspects of the ethnoscience of the people 
among whom he is working in o~der to comprehend their 
rationale of resource selection as well as his own. But 
his object is to comprehend the distribution of resource use 
toward which this ethnoscience is a contributory factor: 
his context is chorographic, not ethnographic. 
Anthropological studies in the area greatly facilitated 
this work (Kaberry 1941, 1941-42, 1957; Forge 1962 and 
personal communications). Working i·n a strange environment 
and among. a strange people it is inevitable," and indeed 
desirable, that a geographer or any other field worker should 
use the factual material and interpretations of anthropologists 
and to some extent use anthrop-ological methods. 
Methodologically the greatest contribut"ion of anthropology 
lies in need to make case studies and to study micro-
. , I -- I f -
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regions 1 rather than the more usual wider regional approach 
of the geographer (cf. Spate 1953a:22-23). While I agree 
with Spate that.there is more variety in societies than in 
land, and that man-land relationships can be studied most 
economically from the angle of man rather than that of 
land, in fact social anthropologists rarely study these 
relationships. As Leach points out, anthropologists have 
tended to treat kinship structure as a thing in itself 2 
without relating it to land and property (Leach 1961:305). 
Specialists in other fields such as statistics, economics, 
pedology and agriculture have likewise tended to ignore 
social aspects of their own particular problems. The 
geographer wj_th his interest in total environment should be 
in a position to redress the balance. 
In short, the aim of this thesis is to make 'a 
thorough analysis of the structure and content of the 
particular systems involved 9 (Conklin 1959a~63) in man-land 
relationships. What is intended here is to make an 
intimate study of subsistence horticulture in two fairly 
small areas 9 whiqh will reveal not only the elements of 
order in the agricultural pattern but will also suggest 
reasons for these elements of order, whether the reasons 
lie in facets of the physical environment or whether they 
lie in social and economic characteristics (including land 
tenure)' (Farmer 1962). From this first stage it is 
----------------------------------------------------------
1. Micro-regional studies are an o~d geographic 
technique in that they provide illustrations 
representative of a larger region (Hartshorne 
1939:456) and detailed case studies of mans 9 
utilization of resources in certain environments. 
2. Some notable exceptions are Richards 1939, 
Freeman 1955, Conklin 1957, Leach 1961 and 
Sahlins 1962. 
. ' 
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possible to go on and study stress in man-land relationships 
and to perhaps ultimately find a basis for the improvement 
of life. 
Hethod of Field Work 
From the beginning of this study it was apparent that 
it was impossible to make a general survey of all Abelam 
villages collecting data from any records available and 
using questionnaires. The questionnaire method is not 
satisfactory especially where there are so many problems in 
communication of ideas, and so much that is unknown about 
the societies and their interpretation of what are, to us, 
common and every day logical questions (see Farmer 1962). 
Secondly there are virtually no records available at the 
village level except the village books which are kept in 
Lhe villages and which have so many patent inaccuracies 
and inconsistencies from year to year that they provide 
very little detailed information that is of use. Even 
the total populations of the various CSD 1 s show unexplained 
fluctuations from year to year and only after about 1956 
did they become congruous and begin to show definite trends 
(for further details on census taking in New Guinea see 
lllcArthur 1956:324-357 and 548). To my knowledge all the 
village books were destroyed during the war and the 
earliest post-war books date from 1948. Some books left 
in the charge of village officials became so damaged that 
they are illegible. Also, though aerial photographs, 
flown in 1958, were available for most of the Abelam area, 
they were taken from 25,000 feet and have inadequate 
definition for detailed work even when enlarged. There 
were also no good large scale topographical maps though 
planimetric maps of the area east of longitude 143 degrees 
east had been prepared by the Division of National Happing 
at a scale of 1;40,000 showing rivers, roads and village 
locations (see annotated nQtes on all maps in Appendix G). 
It was out of the question to make a random se!.ection 
of villages to be studied, because, for reasons which I shall 
discuss later, I felt that it was only possible to make a 
study of one or two villages. Therefore the two sample 
villages had to be carefully selected so that they were 
typical of the situations I wanted to describe and yet, for 
reasons of expediency, were easily accessible. 
Plate 1 -- Tambaran Houses at Bainyik Village. 
The lowest row of painted faces on the 
facade represent the Eggwalndu. 
·•. 
Plate 2 - Several hamlets in Waiknakum Village. 
Near the top of the picture is the back 
view of a tambaran house. Other houses 
are shown scattered along the ridge top 
surrounded by planted trees~ the most 
conspicuous being the coconuts. 
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In undeveloped or primitive areas the need to make 
micro-studies calls for little justification. Generally 
there is a lack of 'documentary' records, statistical data 
and cadastral surveys. All material must be collected 
directly from informants and by observation, collection 
and surveys of the field-worker. Other practical problems 
are those of isolation, communications and language. None 
of the indigenes with whom I worked spoke English and there 
was considerable dialectal difference among Abelam speakers 
throughout the area. Also within a subsistence economy 
most activities are organized within small groups and small 
areas so that the assumption that villages or similar small 
groups are illustrative of conditions in larger regions is 
reasonably justified. In addition, if one is to study the 
interrelationships between factors of the land and factors 
of society, one must live in the area concerned and make 
close observation of all stages of life and make at least 
some personal acquaintance with the people being studied. 
Man-land relationships are more intimate in a subsistence 
economy than in our own and are closely linked with the 
maintenance of life, beliefs and the socj.al system. 
After a preliminary reconnaissance of most of the 
area by vehicle and intensive study of th·9 aerial photo-
graphs, the two villages finally selected were Yenigo and 
Stapikum. I have previously mentioned the location of 
these villages and that Yenigo represents apparent balance 
in the ecosystem and Stapikum shows much evidence of eco~ 
lo~ical stresses .. Also both villa~es had the advantage of 
be1ng on or close to a 1 Jeep 1 road. · A road went through 
Yenigo village whilst the central part of Stapikum village 
was only about one mile from a road. Both villages were 
fairly isolated from European contact. Yenigo is about 
ten miles by road from Maprik and four miles from the 
nearest mission station (see Figure 8). Stapikum is 
1. A 'Jeep' road refers to an earth road made by native 
labour and usually passable even in wet weather by a 
four wheeled drive vehicle with chairis. Stones from 
rivers are often placed in ruts and on steep sections 
of the roads. 
-· ·~ ·I I' - • ' 
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fourteen miles by road. from Maprik and about two miles from 
a mission station. Neither village was too large for 
study in the time available and both are fairly representative 
of segmen~s of larger village groups. 
Problems of Field Work 
The usual problems of language, environmental 
condit.ions, communications, logistics and of obtaining 
data from informants were encountered. Two other problems 
call for special discussion, namely those of land use 
mapping in the tropics among shifting cultivators, and those 
associated with measurement. 
Lingu-istic Problems. 
When I first went into the field I unfortunately made 
no attempt to learn the local language. I did all my work 
through the medium of Pidgin English, which is the lingua. 
franca of Australian New Guinea. As I became fluent in the 
use of Pidgin I found it an imprecise language, limited in 
vocabulary and its range of concepts and capable of a high 
degree of misinterpretation. Also though most of the men 
under forty spoke Pidgin, many of the older men (the best 
informants) and many of the women were unable to speak it 
so with them I had to deal through a Pidgin interpreter, 
which doubled the chances of misi.ntrepretation. Towards 
the end of my field work I was still unable to speak the 
Abeiam language but was able to understand the drift of 
many conversations. Since leaving the field I have 
corresponded with some of the _younger men who are able to 
write, but none of the answers to questions I have asked 
have been in any way satisfactory. 
Problems of Informants. 
Apart from the problems associated with misinter-
pretation through dealing in Pidgin, informants on the 
whole were unreliable and tended to giv•e an answer that 
they thougnt was wanted or one which oversimplifi·ed the 
matter being discussed. Once having given an answer most 
informants would be unwilling to change their statement, 
modify it or repeat it and would be most indignant if I 
I . . ~ . . ;1' . ' I f I 
I 
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asked another man the same question in their presence. 
When I first went to Yenigo village I asked several men 
how many varieties of yam they had. They replied that 
they only had three varieties and they maintained this 
for several months in the face of my obvious disbelief and 
repeated questioning. When I accidentally discovered 
that there were a number of varieties I questioned the 
natives on why they had lied. They said that they were 
sorry for me and wanted to save me a lot of work. There 
and then we sat down and they gave me the names of over 
fifty varieties of yams. 
On the whole I was accepted readily enough in both 
villages and the natives were flattered and surprised that 
a European was living with them and trying to make personal 
contact. I was given village names in both villages and 
was to some extent adopted by the older men in some clans. 
Having my wife and children in the field definitely helped 
rapport but also resulted in me being forbidden entry to 
the ceremonial yam gardens during the growing season, 
because of the sex taboo. The most difficult thing w;th 
the natives was to explain (in Pidgin) what I was doing and 
to impress on them the need for accurate and detailed 
answers to questions. 
Problems of Land Use Mapping in the Trop.ics. 
Similar problems were encountered to the ones discussed 
by 11ikkramatileke ( 1959). In New Guinea there are no maps 
which could serve as base maps for detailed garden mapping 
and these had to be constructed. This was done by making 
a map showing all rivers, ridges, settlements and roads from 
aerial photographs (using a stereoscope) and, by photographic 
enlargement, fitting this onto a chain and compass traverse 
of a scale of one inch to 500 feet which went through each 
village. These were my base maps and on them I located all 
the gardens surveyed in both villages for two years, by 
cross bearings where possible, or by making the slope 
conditions and direction of the garden fit the contours, as 
interpreted from the aerial photographs. Each individual 
garden was measured and plotted by chain and compass 
techniques at a scale of one inch to 50 feet and for the 
land use maps (Figures 17 and 18) these plans were reduced 
by a factor of ten on a pantograph. 
1 1 
After the detailed >vork carried on in both villages 
had been done land use patterns were observed over the whole 
Abelam area from aerial photographs and from a Cessna 
aeroplane. 
It became clear that 1 the inherent characteristics 
of much of tr6pical agriculture, particularly the impermanence 
of many of its facets, make for qualitative rather than 
quantitative assessments, and the need for very frequent 
revision of such findingsv (Wi.kkramatileke 1959:95). 
Problems of Measurement and Quantification. 
Any measurement that is done is not satisfactory if 
investigations are only carried out over one to three years. 
Considerable time depth is needed in all studies of this 
sort in order to discern the variability which is not unusual 
in tropical climates and primitive societies due. to variety 
of both environmental conditions from year to year, and to 
social pressures to prepare feasts and festivities at 
certain times. Time available for the study was however 
limited by the terms of my scholarship and judgements are 
based only on what information I could collect in fifteen 
months field work. All data required had to be collected 
in the field by the field worker without any real assistance 
from the indigenes, none of whom could speak English nor had 
any but the most elementary formal education. This: meant 
that all data had to be collected from small samples in 
arbitarily selected areas. 
I have made measurements wherever possible in an 
attempt to test some value judgements, to make comparisons 
between the two villages studied, and to s~e, as an academic 
exercise, just how much quantification was possible and 
what are its limitations. In setting out to do this many 
mistakes were made and many of the final measurements are 
of doubtful validity for reasons set out in.the text. Also 
I now realize that in some fields more could have been 
attempted, particularly in time and motion studies. A 
very interesting study could be made, for example, of a 
comparison of how much time goes into producing a given 
amount of ordinary yam or 1 mami 1 (Dioscorea esculenta) 
which is one of the main foods, and into production of the 
ceremonially important yam (Dioscorea alata). 
,. 
Plate J = Yenigo Village with,Hamlet II facing the 
tambaran house (see Figure 10). 
Plate 4 - Stapikum Village. 
Most of the coffee gardens are 
village area (see Figure 18). 
River is in the background. 
near the 
The Nanu 
Compared with Yenigo (see Plate J) there 
ar.e fewer trees plan ted around the hamlets, 
fewer houses and the .fallow is generally 
lower and sparser. 
• 
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I have made no attempt to arrive quantitatively at an 
'optimum population 1 or 'land carrying capacity 1 (cp. Allen 
.1949) for such a mechanical approach to the problem is 
fallacious. Each part of the earth 1 s surface is to some 
ex-tent unique and. has its own particular social and physical 
problems and capacities in terms of population. The 
concept of 'optimum population' assumes that man is 
controlled by his environment and that man and his methods 
of land use are static and will not change. The East 
African Royal Commission (1955;35~6) also points out that 
the concept implies the possibility of some conscious effort 
to control population or the means by which the society utilizes 
or increases the natural resources at its disposal. 
A more useful concept is that of a critical population 
or critical population density. Farmer writing of the 
~hena system of cultivation in Ceylon says: 
.... as elsewhere, the system becomes truly 
pernicious if the population increases beyond 
a critical density. It is clear in the field 
(my italics) that this stage has been reached 
in such areas as that immediately to the west 
of Kala Wewa, and that it will soon be reached 
elsewhere. It is not easy to say what the 
critical density is. In the Kala Wewa area, 
the present density may be approximately 
critical at about 200-250 per square mile; 
field research into this problem would yield 
valuable results (Farmer 1954:27). 
Critical population is thus a subjective concept, tentative 
and indicative for surrounding areas and it describes an 
existing situation. Critical population is only apparent 
in the field and the symptoms are deterioration or destruction 
of the garden habitat and any number of social stresses. 
1, These terms are also used by Conklin 
( 1959a: 63). 
1J 
There are many factors, social, economic and 
environmental that affect population and land use, but 
very few of these variables are quantifiable and by their 
very nature, cannot be measured (Conklin 1959a:6J and Spate 
1960:125). The end result of all factors affecting 
population and land use can be determtned to some extent 
by measuring areas of fields and gardensT yields, population 
and its trends, the amount of land available for cultivation 
and the duration of the full agricultural cycle. These 
measurable factors however are not constants and their 
relationship one to another may change over a period of 
time so that the best assessment that can be attempted is 
to make measurements and to use them to help make a 
qualitative judgement about man-land relationships: I have 
done this in making a comparison of the Yenigo and Stapikum 
areas. The state of the society in Stapikum, its 
depression, its hopelessness and its obsession with land 
disputes (all unquantifiable) were the main pointers to 
ecological stresses but much quantifiable evidenca bore out 
this impression. 
In a society under stress and in contact with another 
culture which is actively encouraging transition, the 
unquantifiable factors affecting land use and population 
are probably the most important. Change in techniques, 
beliefs and crops and the breaking down of old barriers and 
taboos are most likely to take place very quickly due to 
forces acting from both within and without that society. 
Finally in attempting measurement, a fieldworker finds 
out much that he may have otherwise missed for measurement 
demands regular attendance and constant supervision. Thus 
when measuring gardens I found many crops and techniques 
that informants had omitted to tell me about and when 
weighing large ceremonial yams I was told to handle them 
gently and to speak in complimentary terms about them for, 
although yams cannot talk, they can hear and are easily 
offended. 
I I I - I • : " ' ; : 
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The. Plan of the The.sis 
The theme throughout the first section of this thesis 
is an analysis of the various systems involved in the 
production and collection of food.. Host of the data were 
collected in Yenigo village onlY- although comparative studies 
were made in other villages, particularly in Stapikum 
villag.e in the Wosera, for 1 systems and patterns of tropical 
agriculture are highly peculiar to local environment. They 
often.display a primitive dependence on varied physical 
circumstances and a like degree of attachment to diverse 
traditions and social dictates' (Wikkramatileke 1959:79). 
Because of this the thesis is divided for convenience into 
five fairly discrete parts which describe, and to some 
extent analyse Abelam systems and patterns. The first 
part (Chapter 2) describes the physical environment; the 
second part discusses some aspects of the social and 
territorial organization of the people (Chapter 4) and has 
some general introductory remarks on the results of culture 
contacts, the health and demography of the Abelam (Chapter 
J); an extra chapter (Chapter 5) is given to land tenure 
because of its particular importance to this thesis. The 
third part forms the longest chapter (Chapter 6) and it 
describes the way in which the land is actually used and 
techniques emp~oyed. This chapter and the fourth part 
(Chapter 7), which discusses diet and the distribution and 
consumption of food, attempts to integrate and provide a 
raison d'~tre for what is included in the first two sections. 
Studies of this sort too frequently neglect discussion 
of diet and distribution of food. Geographers have tended 
to emphasize production almost to the complete exclusion of 
consumption. But 1 Hunger (or malnutrition) is an 
ecological phenomenon; a manifestation of dis-equilibrium 
between human groups and their social and physical milieus' 
(Sorre 1962g45J). Even if hunger does not exist, diet 
expresses a relationship between man and his environment, 
climate can set nutritional requirements, and ecological 
conditions can determine the composition and abundance of 
foods (Serre 1962:449). Diet can also reflect the 
cumulative weight of tradition, beliefs, taboos and prejudices. 
Problems connected with waste, storage, methods of 
distribution of food, diet, nutritional stress, times and 
areas of food shortage, are just as important as food 
production itself. 
1.5 
The f~fth and ~ast part of the thes~s (Chapter 8) 
at.tempts to synthes~se the mater~al. of the f~rst section, 
and, by comparat~ve methods, to ~nvest~gate the problems 
of the whole reg~on w~th part~cular emphasis on the 
\vosera area where problems of stress are most ser~ous. 
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Chapter 2 
THE PHYSICAL SETTING 
---
The Abelam occupy part of the southern fall of the Prince 
Alexander Ranges, to the north of the Sepik River and its 
associated flood plains. Most of the Abelam live in the 
densely settled hill country south of the ranges. South of 
the hills are the r-.Iiddle Sepik 1 grass plains which are 
unoccupied except for a fe\v villages in the gallery·-like 
forest fringing the southward flowing rivers. 
The oldest rocks in the area are metamorphosed rocks 
(mainly amphibolite and gneiss) which form the basement rock 
of the Ranges and are the source of the alluvial gold found 
in some of the rivers. In the Miocene epoch these rocks 
were overlain with marine deposits of mudstone; siltstone, 
intercalated conglomerate, sandstone and_coral limestone 
which were at least 2,000 feet thick tHeine.r and Mabbutt 
1961:40). Reiner and Robbins (in press) sum up the subsequen~ 
phases of geological his tory thus:. 
In the late Pliocene or early Pleistocene the 
coastal range began to emerge in an anticlinal 
uplift, and a synclinal trough was formed between 
the two major structural anticlines of the coastal 
and Central Range of New Guinea. The areas of 
strong uplifting and faulting were centred in the 
Prince Alexander mountains which rose to J,OOO 
feet above sea-level. With this uplift marine 
deposits emerged and the loosely packed siltstone, 
mudstone and conglomerate were subjected to 
subaerial erosion. Under the humid climate 
rapid weathering formed deep soil mantles which 
now conceal much of the original rock. This 
initial erosion increased with continued uplift 
and-became severe resulting in the now strongly 
dissected mountain ranges. 
1, Middle Sepik refers to that part of the Sepik River 
basin between Ambunti and Angoram. 
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Immediately. south of the coastal anticline the slightly 
uptil ted Pliocene marine sediments >vere overlain unconformably 
by Pleistocene gravel and sand shed from the anticline. 
Subsequently, in the Quaternary, marine and fluvial fine 
clay of floodplain.origin was deposited in the marine bight 
partly drowning the Pleistocene gravel of the fans. Reiner 
and Robbins consider that the clay is ~he result of Pleistocene 
eustatic changes of sea-level. Aggradation extended back 
into the marine bight along the length or the Sepik and its 
tributaries. After this deposit~on there was a lowering of 
the sea-level and an uptilting of the land to the north, 
probably associated with renewed uplift of the coastal 
ranges. Now these deposits stand fifteen to thirty feet 
above the present Sepik Floodplain and the junction is 
marked by an extremely fretted boundary· with some long 
penetrations by the floodplains northwards (see Figure 5). 
In late Pleistocene and Recent times the present Sepik 
Floodplain has been formed by deposition from the Sepik 
Hi.ver. 
The area occupied by the Abelam can be divided into 
six physiographic regions (see Figure 4), which are expresslons 
of the geological history already described. These regions 
are the Prince Alexander Ranges, the Foothllls, the Wlngei 
Hills, the Wosera Hills and the Low Grassland Hills, all 
baslcally erosional surfaces, and the Upper Middle Sepik Plain 
whlch is a depositlonal surface. Floodplains and alluvial 
terraces occur in all regions except the Ranges and are 
discussed separately with each region. 
Only a few Abelam villages are in the southern parts of 
the Ranges. Altitude varies from the northern coast to 
.Mount Turu (3,980 feet) but, except for a few isolated peaks, 
rarely exceeds 2,500 feet. Slopes are steep and local relief 
is often more than 2,000 feet between narrow ridges and deep-
winding valleys. It is largely an area of uplifted sedimentary 
rocks with metamorphic rocks forming summit areas in some 
places, particularly to the north of Yamil and in the Mount 
Turu area. 
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The ranges are broken into parallel fault blocks, 
many of which are strongly tilted, and dips are 
steep and variable. The major faults have given 
ri.se to dissected, west~northwest~·tending escarp~ 
ment zones. These delimit the coast and the 
southern edge of the mountains, and also form the 
main watersheds. The intervening fault blocks 
(give rise to] the east-~west trending upper 
catchments of larger rivers] such as the Hawain 
and Sowam in the north and the Screw and Nagam 
in the south. These rivers appear in part to 
be antecedent to the faulting, for they turn to 
cross the fault zones in deep gorges. Locally, 
fault basins have formed, [such a basin is drained 
by the upper Screw]. Cross~faults trending 
slightly east of north have controlled the courses 
of many upper valleys. Continuing tectonic 
disturbance is reflected in numerous landslides 
(Reiner and Mabbutt 1961:44). 
In the southern parts of the Ranges there are at least 
four lakes, one over half a mile long, which were formed by 
earthquake activity in the 19J0s. While I was in the field 
there 1vere a number of noticeable earth tremors. 
1 
The Foothills. · 
The foothill zone is less strongly uplifted and faulted 
than the Ranges. Altitudes rarely exceed 1,200 feet and the 
lower limit is around 400 to 500 feet. Local relief is 
usually between 100 feet in the south and about 600 feet in 
the north. The region is traversed by rivers, approximately 
parallel, which to the south merge into the Sepik Floodplain 
as floodout deltas. These rivers and their tributaries have 
dissected the mudstone and siltstone deposits into a series of 
narrow but rounded ridges which dip to the south. Tributary 
valleys have steeply rounded heads and sloping floors with 
many well-developed colluvial aprons. 
The rivers which rise in the mountains and pass through. 
this region are fairly flat-bottomed and have a series of 
1. This is a combination of Land System 6 and part of 
Land System 10 of the CSIRO Report 1961. 
Plate 5 - A mosa~c of aerial photographs of the 
sou ther:n fall of the Pri.nce Alexander Ranges 
east of .. 14J0 E. The Screw River is on the 
left hand marg.in of the photograph, Maprik~ 
Bainyik, Wingei and Yangoru are located with 
the ~nitial letter of ea.ch place. The Maprik 
Pagwi road runs through the centre of the 
str~p of grassland immed~ately south of 
Balnyik. 
The transi ti.ons f"rom the grass land w~ th its 
gallery-llke forest. to the densely populated 
hi.ll zone under garden regrowth and thence to 
the sparsely populated and forested mountains, 
is clearly shown. 
The scale of the photo is just over·S inches 
to one mile, 
(Photo CSTRO) 
alluvial terraces and. floodplains which are narrow in the 
Foothills, being rarely more than 200 yards in width. They 
gradually become broader until they are up to 800 yards in 
width on the plains, The lower terraces or floodplains 
which are often flooded are only five to ten feet above the 
normal level of the river, Some of the higher but discon-
tinuous terraces which are twenty feet above the normal 
level of the river are only occasionally inundated and are 
therefore used for gardens, particularly in the Low Grass-
land Hills and Upper Middle Sepik Plains regions (see below). 
These high terraces are rarely more than 50 yards wide in 
the Foothills. 
1 The Wingei Hills.· 
The Wingei Hills are similar to the Foothills, but 
they are more varied in direction and interspersed with a 
number of low ridges with gentle slopes. On the whole 
altitude and relief are not as great as in the Foothills 
region. The most striking difference between the two regions 
is the vegetational cover. The Wingei region is dominated 
by long grassland while the Foothills are under secondary 
forest and garden regrowth. Rivers passing through these 
regions have very similar floodplains. 
The Wosera Hills. 2 
The Wosera and much of the \{ora', Bumbi ta-Huhiang and 
Gawanga CSDs consist mainly of lo>v rounded hills which, like 
the Wingei Hills, have not the predominant north-south 
orientation of the Foothills. Slopes are more moderate and 
ridges more rounded than the Wingei Hills and local relief 
is rarely more than 150 feet (see Plate 36). 
Huch of the area, especially west from the Central Wosera 
(those villages around the Nanu River including Stapikum), is 
1. The Wingei Hills region is the same as Land System 
11 (CSIRO 1961). 
2. The Wosera is included in Land System 10 of the 
CSIRO report. 
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underlain with a fairly hard sandstone which often outcrops 
on the ridgetops. This sandstone probably represents an old 
eroded surface overlain with the Pliocene and Miocene 
sediments already mentioned. I would postulate that this 
general area was uptilted in the late Pleistocene at the 
same time as the Lower Middle Sepik Plain, but that uplift 
was greater and orientated along a northwest~southeast axis. 
This would account for the tendency of the streams to flow to 
the southeast rather than due south, as they tend to do 
further east. 
The three main rivers of the Wosera are the Screw, the 
Amuk and the Nanu. They have floodplains up to a mile wide 
and between 10 and 40 feet above the normal level of the 
rivers. Unlike the floodplains to the east they are intensely 
cultivated and almost completely cleared of forest. Plate 
5 shows a remarkable contrast between the east and west of 
road from Maprik to Pagwi. To the east the hilly interfluves 
are covered with grass and the areas around the rivers are 
covered with forest and garden regrowth. To the west in the 
Wosera the interfluves are covered with secondary forest and 
garden regrowth with only a few patches of grass while the 
areas around the rivers are covered with gardens, grass or 
tall cane. 
The Amuk and Nanu have their headwaters in the Torricelli 
Mountains 1 more than 25 miles to the north west and sometimes 
remain in flood for weeks. The Screw rises approximately 12 
miles to the north and is more inclined to have flash floods. 
Unlike the smaller rivers to the east the floodplains of 
these three rivers tend to become inundated instead of scoured 
by flooding. 1 
------------------------------~--~--------------~----------------------·------
1. A comparison of aerial photographs taken by Adastra 
Airways in 1939 for the Australasian Petroleum Co. with 
some taken in 1958 for the Division of National Mapping 
show that the Screw and Amuk Rivers have changed their 
courses on the floodplains. 
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The_ Low Grassland Hills. 1 
These low hills occur to the south of the Foothills and 
are usually extensively pitted. They consist of dissected 
Pleistocene fans which are up to 100 feet deep and the rivers 
have cut into the underlying Pliocene sediments. Altitude 
of the hills is between 250 and 400 feet and the low rounded 
hills and accordant ridges have a relief of up to 80 feet. 
Any steep slopes are usually marked with land slumps. The 
valleys are shallow and open with gently sloping heads and 
often planted with sago palms. Floodplains and alluvial 
terraces occur along the major rivers but only the high 
terraces are used for garden cultivation. The floodplains 
are planted with tree crops and bananas which can survive 
frequent flooding. 
The Upper Middle Sepik Plain. 2 
The Upper Middle Sepik Plain consists mainly of 
marine and fluvial clay which was deposited in the Quaternary. 
It has flat or gently undulating surfaces and is lower than 
the Low Grassland Hills with relief rarely more than 50 feet. 
The surface is pitted and ill~drained, with a number of 
shallow valley depressions which are generally wider at the 
head than at the narrower southward=flowing outlets. The 
floodplains and alluvial terraces of the Low Grassland 
Hills continue into this region. 
Soils 
Apart from the reconnaissance survey carried out by the 
Division of Land Research and Regional Survey of the CSIRO in 
1959 (Haantjens 1961:49- 119), very little is known about 
the distribution of soils in this area. The following 
remarks on soils are based on Haantjens 1 classification of 
soils and his analyses and descriptions, and from a number 
of soil profiles, 36 inches deep, which I dug in the two 
villages where I was working. Average analytical data for 
the major soil groups are shown in Appendix A. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Land System 12 (CSIRO 1961). 
2. Land System 15 (CSIRO 1961). 
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.The Ranges and .. the Foothills have mainly brown forest 
soils, .often very .shallow in the mountains, with dark 
colluvial soi.ls on many of the lower slopes and fairly course 
tex.tured alluvial soils on the floodplains and lower terraces 
of the throughgoing rivers. In Yenigo village, which is in 
the southern part of the Foothills, the most common soil is 
the brown forest soil which occurs on all the ridges in the 
village. The main variation in local soil type is in the 
degree of sandiness or stoniness, which seems to depend on 
the nature of the parent material which is a brawny yellow 
siltstone lying conformably on dark mudstone that is only 
exposed by landslips and stream erosion in the lower parts 
of the valleys. This type of soil has an A horizon which 
is rarely more than nine inches deep; it is brownish-grey 
to dark brown in colour, has a sandy clay loam texture and 
a pH of approximately 6.5. The B horizon, eighteen inches 
to two feet deep, varies little in colour from the A horizon, 
but is a tough plastic clay with brownish yellow weathered 
fragments of the C horizon in its lower portions. The C 
horizon, which is the weathered siltstone parent material, 
goes down to a considerable depth and is a yellow brown 
silty clay. 
The soils of the Wingei Hills are similar to those 
of Foothills except in much of the rolling ridge country. 
This is covered with shallow black earth having a black heavy 
clay about 18 inches deep in the A horizon, which 1has a 
strongly developed fine angular blocky structure when dry, 
and may be granular at the surface. When moist, the A horizon 
is very firm to very plastic. Some lime concretions or 
coral fragments may be present in the lower parts ••• ~ 
(Haantjens 1961~60). The C horizon is a weathered mudstone 
or siltstone containing limestone fragments or streaks and 
soft concretions of lime. 
In the Wosera Hills region (the grass areas excluded) 
the most common soil is again the brown forest soil but in 
Stapikum, and in many other villages, it is often gleyed and 
strongly mottled indicating poor drainage. Iron concretions 
are riot unusual in the sub~soil. Topsoils are thin and 
slightly darker than the sub~soi.ls; occasionally topsoils 
are entirely absent. It is interesting that the natives 
classified most of the Stapikum soils as 1 bad 1 soils for 
growing yams and most of the Yenigo soils as 'good'. 
Colluvial soils are again common on the lower slopes. The 
broad river terraces in the Wosera have a somewhat finer 
textured alluvial soil than those in the other regions; this 
is particularly noticeable on the higher and older terraces. 
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The Low Grassland Hills and the Upper tvliddle Sepi.k Plain 
have mainly podzolized meadow soil with patches of red and 
yellow earth, meadow soil, gleyed brown forest soil on the 
interfluves and alluvial soil along the major streams. With 
the exception of the alluvial soil they are all very infertile, 
mainly the result of inherently poor parent material. There 
is evidence that the soils of the plains suffer from many 
trace element deficiencies (Haantjens 1961~68). All of the 
soils are slightly acidic and low in nitrogen. The nitrogen 
content may vary hmvever in all soils depending on the amount 
of local accumulations of organic matter. With the exception 
of the alluvial soils, they are all low in phosphorus and 
potash (see Appendix A for some analytical data of some of 
these soil groups). 
The Abelam evaluate soil (_kupma) by its productive 
capacity as demonstrated by results; a soil is either good 
(yikngwen J<:uE~a) or bad (kaperei kupma). Host of the bad soil 
is a hard sandy or stoney clay which, on exposure to the sun, 
dries out and becomes very hard. Often, however, a soil is 
classified as bad if one crop grown on it fails, regardless of 
other factors such as the skill of the gardener or the weather 
condition~. This empirical classification means that those 
soils tried and tested and found to be good are used repeatedly 
for growing the ceremonially important yams (yabi). Soils 
which produce poor crops are given long fallow periods un ti.J_ 
the people forget their reputation or are forced to use them 
again because of land shortages. 
The Abelam give names to different parts and different 
types o~ soil. Host of the names are purely descriptive; 
some examples are .takwul kupma (the top part of the soil), 
taule ku:e_mB; (we a the red silts tone which is usually the C horizon) , 
djile, ramu and wama _ku,EmB; (black, yellow and white soils), 
kabile kuprna (river or alluvial soil)1 and~ ku..:e_ma which is a 
gravelly soil usually under grass. 
--------------------------------~-----·----------------------------------------1. Along the wide river terraces of the Amuk River on land 
belonging to Tugaikim village (see Figure 15) there are three 
clearly marked terraces and the soil of each terrace is 
given a different name. The highest terrace which has not 
been flooded in living memory has a heavy clay soil and is 
known as kwangea kuEma. The middle terrace is occasionally 
flooded, and the soils are coarser and known as .nimbu k~a.. 
The lowest terrace is usually flooded at least once a year 
and the sandy friable soil is known as kabj.le, kuEma. The 
very recent sands and muds along the banks of the river also 
hav~ different names. 
Plate 6 ~ Gardens in the tall grassland of the East 
Abelam Region? .. ..., 
Dense groves of sago can be seen in the 
valle-y: bottoms 1 and plantings of coconuts 
and other trees are evident on the ridge 
top around the village area (±op left), 
Plate 7 - Floodplains and high river terraces along 
the Screw River north of Kunjingini.o 
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Weather and Gl~mate 
Seasonal .variations in temperature are negligible and 
seas.ons a.re dist.inguishyd primarily by changes in. the direction 
of the prevailing winds· and by resultant variations in rainfall. 
Weather is controlled by the fluctuation of a low pressure zone 
of convergence which moves bet>veen 10° - 15° North in July and 
5°- 10° South in January (CSIRO 1961: 12) 2 bringing the Maprik 
area into the influence of south east trade winds in winter and 
north west winds in summer. The north west winds are deflected 
north east trades after they cross the equator. 
The Maprik area is comparatively dry by New Guinea stan-
dards with a mean rainfall of between 60 and 80 inches, 
There is a well marked dry season which does not show on the 
climatic classifications of either Kgppen (K&ppen and Geiger 
1933) or Schmidt and Ferguson (Schmidt and Ferguson 1952) which 
are Afi and Type A respectively.3 Thornthwaite 9 s classification 
(1948)4 brings out the fact that rainfall is not excessive and 
that the dry season is not intense enough to lead to serious 
water deficiencies (cp.CSIRO 1961;29), but is enough to absorb 
water surpluses of the wet season. 
1, For a discussion on the controversies about the origins 
of these winds see Curry and Armstrong(1959). 
2. See Ho (1963:20-21) for diagrammatic representation. 
!! 
3. According to Koppen 9 s 0 c~assification A= Temperature of 
coldest month above 64.4 F.,f= Rainfall of driest month 
greater than 2.4 inches and i = Range in temperature between 
warmest and coldest month less than 9°Fo According to 
Schmidt and Ferguson who based their work on Mohr, Type A is 
when the quotient Q is between 0 and 14.3 and Type B between 
14.4 and 33.3. Q is the average number of dry months over 
the average number of wet months expressed as a percentage. 
A dry month has less than 60mm (2.36 inches) and allows the 
soil to dry out thoroughly, while a wet month, with more 
than 100 mm (3.94 inches), keeps the soil permanently moist. 
Schmidt and F0rguson used stations with ten or more years~ 
records. Detailed analysis is not possible on all stations. 
Angoram with only six years 9 records has a Type B climate. 
4. According to Thorn thwai te 9 s classification l\'Iaprik has a 
notation of C2A 9 ra 9 which means Moist Sub-humid with a 
moisture index between 0 and 20. It is Megathermal with 
little or no water deficiency and no marked summer concen-
tration of temperature. This classification and estimation 
of Evapotranspir~tion is only based on one year 9 s temperature 
records. For detailed discussion on climatic classifications 
in the tropics see Ho (1963:23-28) and Blumenstock (1958:3-11). 
I ' . !' . I I .' J: · .. . I I I I 1 : • 
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Unfortunately meteorological records are lacking or 
incomplete over all the area. Monthly rainfall data were 
available from the Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology, 
Melbourne, . for lvewak, Bainyik, Ambunti, Angoram, Maprik, 
Yambi and Dagua for 15, 1J, 1J, 6, 5, 4 and J years 
respectively and monthly averages have been plotted on 
Figure 5. Daily rainfall records for a year from 
September 1960 to August 1961 were obtained from the 
Malaria Control Pilot Project for Maprik and the results 
are plotted on Figure 6. Continuous long term temperature 
records are not available for any.station near Maprik. Daily 
records of hours of sunshine, max.imum_and minimum temperatures 
and relative humidity at 0800, 1200 and 1600 hours (weekends 
and public holidays excepted) were obtained however from the 
Malaria Control Project for some of the period between 1959 
and 1962. 
Rainfall. 
Maprik is in the rain shadow of the Prince Alexander Ranges 
which accounts for its low mean annual rainfall of only 65 
inches. Figure 5 shows that there is a maximum period of 
rainfall during the so-called North west Monsoon from October 
to April in all stations in the Wewak - Maprik area except 
Wewak. The southern winter maximum inWewak can probably 
be attributed to the sheltering effect of Kairiru and Mushu 
Islands to the North west in the path of the prevailing 
summer winds. Intensity of rainfall (expressed as average 
rain per wet day) is also highest during the North west 
season. Bainyik has an average total number of 68 wet days 
from December to March of which 22 days receive more than 
0.50 inches and an average total number of 41 wet days from 
June to September of which 9 days received more than 0.50 
inches. The periods of highest monthly rainfall and 
greatest intensity of rainfall occur at the beginning and end 
of the wet season, during and just after the two periods of 
g~eatest isolation in April and late October. The 1 wet~ 
begins and ends with the typical afternoon thunderstorms of 
the doldrums which are usually very localized, and is 
maintained throughout by the inflow of moist equatorial air 
from the Pacific Ocean. 
Mean annual rainfall increases from the southern 
foothills of the Prince Alexander Ranges towards the Sepik 
River (Maprik 66.5 inches, Yambi 81,J5, Angoram 85.J6 and 
Ambunti 97.58). Seasonality of rainfall, especially during 
the periods of high sun, also becomes more pronounced: this 
J· 
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is due to increased convectional .rain over the plains • the 
river and the associated lakes and floodplains. Although 
dry season total rainfall is slightly higher on the plains 
than in the foothills, intensity of rainfall is greater and 
rainless periods, which aid the firing of grass, are more 
common. 
In Bainyik only 2.2 days in excess of 2.0 inches can 
be expected annually and only one day in excess of 4.0 inches 
can be expected every five years (CSIRO 1961:23-24). The 
likelihood of severe erosion and rapid flooding of creeks and 
low lying land is therefore quite low though rivers which 
rise in the mountains, where rainfall is probably well in 
excess of a 100 inches a year, are likely to flood frequently, 
especially in the wet season. 
Droughts are rare in the Foothills although rice crops 
have been ruined by short dry periods.2 Arnold (CSIRO 1961: 
29-34) using Thornthwaite 7 s formula (Thornthwaite 1948) 
concludes that 1 periods of water deficit of two to five 
months duration occur in most years usually commencing about 
the middle of the south-east season and extending into the 
north-west season 1 • However, too many assumptions and 
arbitrary values are involved to allow this analysis much 
significance; Crops grow in all seasons although yields seem 
to be better when crops are planted early in the wet season; 
the forest does reflect some seasonality. 
Cloud cover is considerable throughout the year. All 
months have an average of between three to five hours of sun-
shine a day, with little seasonal change apart from a slight 
increase in the dry season. 
·-----------------------------------------------~--------------
1. Average rain per wet day varies from October with 
0.54 inches to July with 0.32 inches. 
2. Kaberry (1941:346) writes, 1 the natives give graphic 
accounts of how the earth became parched, the pools and 
streams dried up 9 and the food lay rotting in the ground.' 
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Temperature and Humidity. 
Mean monthly maximum and minimum temperatures vary little 
throughout the year, In 1959, the only year for which contin·~ 
uous records are available in Maprik, maximum temperatures varied 
from 88° to 91°F, with an annual.mean of 89~9°; minimum 
temperatures varied from 76° to 71° with an annual mean of 73,5°, 
Maximum temperatures vary little throughout the year but minimum 
temperatures become slightly higher in April and October with 
. 0 . 
a result that the greatest diurnal range of about 15 occurs 
in mid~winter during June and July. As one would expect, 
temperatures are lowest at dawn and .reach their maximum around 
1500 hours. 
Humidity is consistently high throughout the year but 
varies during the day, Humidity reaches saturation at night 
quite frequently, so that dews and early morning mists which 
rapidly clear are common. On an average day relative humidity 
is approximately 90 per cent at 0900 hours decreasing to 
approximately 75 per cent by 1500 hours. 
ivinds. 
Winds in general are light. Exceptions are the high 
winds which occur just before and during rain squalls, and the 
very strong localised whirlwinds which occur occasionally 
cutting 1 paths 1 through the forest, and snapping through 
trunks of trees, causing considerable damage along narrow tracts. 1 
Vegetation 
The veg_e ta tion of the Wewak ·~ Lower Sepik Area (which 
inc1udes all Abelam territory east of longitude 14J 0E~ and of the 
Middle Sepik Plains has been extensively described by Robbins 
(1961) and by Reiner and Robbins (in Press). It will only be 
briefly described here. Apart from small localised sago swamps 
and other swamp communities, vegetation of the Abelam area can 
conveniently be divided into three groups. 
~ 
1. There were three occurfnces of these winds while I was 
in the field. High winds occurred over a wide area, The 
type of damage described occurred only along strips JO feet 
wide and 400 to 600 yards long, 
.. I 
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Lowland. Hill F.ores t. 
Within Abelam territory very little remains of the well 
developed three layered forest described by Robbins (1961~128~ 
130.). .Most of the land.has been used for gardening and is 
now.either garden regrowth or secondary forest. In some 
areas, especially in the East Abelam and Wosera regions the 
fallow is dominated by Imperata, Ophiuros, Polytoca, Sorghu~ 
halepense and Saccharum spontaneum all of which are tall 
grasses. This type of vegetation including the regrowth, 
secondary forest and tall grasses, is found in the Foothills 
and the \iosera and some remnants are found in the Middle 
Sepik Plains. 
Alluvium Forest. 
This type of forest differs slightly in structure and 
floristic composition. It occurs on the terraces of southward 
flowing rivers south of the Foothills. Along the Screw, Amuk 
and Nanu rivers in the Wosera, the alluvium forest has been 
completely cleared by cultivation. It is possible that land 
shortages forced the Wosera people to use the floodplains in 
the face of the risk of crop loss during floodingc The 
availability of a yam (asagwa) which would grow in moist 
situations is an important factor in the successful use of 
the floodplains. 
Grassland. 
The greater part of the grasslands are in the form of 
long continuous tracts of grassland up to six miles wide. 
They run from north to south and are separated by narrow 
strips of forest bordering the river gullies (see Plate 5). 
The main grassland, extending south into the Sepik River 
Floodplain is found over uniformly poor soils having distinct 
seasonal alternations of wet and dry phases. 
. I 
This is reflected by the species composition 
which is a complex of Themed~australis and its 
associate, Arundinella setosa on the one hand, 
and Ischaemum barbatum with several common sedges, 
on the other ..•...... Where the relief is 
sufficiently developed the [Themeda. and .ArundinellaJ 
group segregates out to occupy the drier hill crowns 
while Ischaemum dominates the shallow valleys and 
depression folds. Where co-dominant the Themeda 
grass forms small surface~rooted tufts whi~~ t~ 
Ischaemum has a root system penetrating to the wet 
subsoil level (Robbins 1961: 143~144) • 
. I ., 
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To the north of the low Themeda ~ Ischaemum grasslands 
.--c- ,.,_.. ~,..~ ... ~
there is often a transitional zone of grassland community 
dominated by O,phiuros exalta~ and I~perata cyc_lJ.E~~· 
This tall grass zone bears tree and shrub·regrowth and is 
frequently used for gardening. In areas of grassy fallow 
it is not uncommon for garden fires to escape into neighbour= 
ing fallow. As cultivation and firing continue it is 
probable that in time the area will change to more stable 
short grasslands similar to those of the lower plains.
1 
It seems likely that the .whole area between the 
Prince Alexander Ranges and the Sepik River was once tropical 
lowland forest with the exception of swamp communities near 
the Sepik River and a few local poorly drained areas. 
Robbins (1963:3~8) suggests that the extensive Sepik grass-
lands are an induced disclimax caused by native cultivation 
and subsequent per:iodic firing. He argues that although the 
soils of the grasslands are inherently poor, both physically 
and nutritionally, and frequently subject to seasonal drought, 
the g_rasslands do not represent edaphic or climatic climaxes. 
The remnant lowland forest which occurs on the edges of the 
grass have identical soils and a similar environment to the 
grasslands, 
• 
The Regions of_ the Abelam (see FJ,.;gure_l) 
On the basis of dialectal (Figure 2) and physiographic 
differences, as well as population and social differences 
which will be discussed later, four Abelam regions can be 
defined, namely the North Abelam, the East Abelam 1 the Wosera 
.and the Sepik Plains. These geographic regions are to some 
extent recognised by the Abelam people themselves except for 
the Sepik Plains region which is an ill~defined transition 
zone between the Sepik River dwellers and the Abelam. 
1 • This 
years. 
in 1939 
change to short grasslands would take many 
A comparison of the aerial photographs taken 
with those taken in 1958 show no noticeable 
change over two decades. 
JO 
The people of the North Abelam region live in the Foot~ 
hills on sedimentary siltstone and mudstone. Soils are 
generally better here than in any other region and there are 
no extensive areas of grassland. Except for a few patches 
of high forest on stony soils, vegetation is either secondary 
forest or garden regrowth. Population is fairly evenly 
distributed and the indigenes generally admit no shortages 
of land or food. 
In the East Abelam region population is mainly in the 
Wingei Hills, located centrally around Wingei village; 
village lands tend to radiate out from this centre of 
settlement. Hills are less steep than in the Foothills 
especially in the southern parts of the region. There 
are large areas of long grassland, mainly Ophiuros and 
Imperata, which are on black earth and brown. forest soils 
that have a better physical and chemical composition than 
the soils of the Sepik Plains. These areas are used for 
gardens. 
The Sepik Plains region is covered mainly with low 
grasslands on very poor soils and is uninhabited except for 
a few villages in the remnant lowland and alluvial forest 
bordering the southward flowing rivers. 
. The \{osera region is very densely populated, with low 
secondary forest and many patches of both types of grassland. 
The people of this region are very short of land and food and 
there is much evidence of severe ecological stress caused 
by an excessive population practiYing a form of shifting 
cultivation on soils which are unable to support it. 
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Chapter 3 
EUROPEAN CONTACTS AND POPULAT.ION 
European Contacts 
The Abelam had few contacts with the Germans before 
1914. Trade goods 9 particularly steel implements, were 
traded in from the coast and the Sepik River and there was 
a little recruiting of native labour mainly by raiding party 
methods. 1 After the change of political control during the 
First World War many native labourers were recruited privately 
and a few patrols of the Australian Administration went through 
the area, In the early 1930s alluvial gold was found in the . 
Parchee and Screw Rivers and by 1937 there were fifty European 
gold miners in the area (TNGAR 1937~38:122). However, no 
permanent contact was made by the Australian Administration 
until 1937 when a patrol post was established at Maprik, .In 
the following year an agricultural station was established 
at Bainyik. 
Before permanent contact by the Australian Administration 
the Annual Reports for the Territory hint at bad relations 
between natives and Europeans and native informants have con-
firmed this emphatically. Many of the initial contacts with 
Europeans were severe (cf.Whiting and Reed 1938~ 19) and in 
August 1936 a recruiter was speared at Lehinga west of Maprik 
(TNGAR 1936~37:35). In 1938 Roman Catholic missions were 
established at Ulupu and Kunjingini but their influence, like 
that of the Administration, was slight before the war. 
By the end of 1942 the Japanese had occupied the area 
and for the next three and a half years life was considerably 
disrupted (AGS 1944:4). Initially the Japanese were highly 
regarded by the natives. They were billeted in the villages 
and carefully maintained good relationships;2 sometimes 
they even worked with the natives in the gardens . · However, 
in the last few months of the war when the Japanese were very 
short of food they competed with the natives for that which 
was available, killing many natives and even practi_sing some 
1 . Kaberry ( 19Li-1 : 236) mentions two Kalabu natives who 
worked for the Germans. 
2. According to informants a Japanese soldier was publicly 
executed by his officers for raping a native woman. 
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cannibalism. It was only when the natives saw what enormous 
material resources lay behind the Allies that they began to 
support them. The area was heavily bombed and after bitter 
fighting it was 'liberated' in May 1945. 
After the \var it took several years for ANGAU t The 
Australian New Guinea Administrative Unit), and later the 
civil Administration, to re-establish control. The war left 
widespread destruction and shortages in finance and staff, 
The people were very unsettled having seen the might and 
astonishing material power of the Western countries, and 
. II 
cargo cults were not uncommon (Buhler 1957: 11--12). The 
Administration was unable to do much until 1948 al "Chough 9. 
government school was established in Maprik in 1947 (Thompson 
1952:479). 1 The Roman Catholic missions returned in 1948 
and they were followed by missionaries of the Assemblies of 
God, The South Seas Evangelical Mission and the Seventh Day 
Adventists with their confusing complexities of beliefs (see 
Figure 8). Mission impact rarely went deeper than a nominal 
attachment of a native to a Christian denomination, a 
smattering of an elementary education and often a feeling of 
inferiority arising from contact with European attitudes2 and 
material superiority. 
1. This school ceased operations for a time and later 
moved to Bainyik. 
2. It is interesting and, to an Australian, disturbing 
that many natives insisted that I was English and not 
Australian, Apparently I did not behave like an Australian, 
I talked with the natives and, to some extent associated 
myself with them (two anthropologists and the welfare 
officer in Maprik were English), There is virtually no 
social intercourse between most Europeans on the outstations 
and the indigenes. Even the missioners usually construct 
a European-style house set apart from the nearest village. 
Except for a man and his wife at Serangwantu from the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics no European in the area 
speaks the Abelam language fluently and Ad~inistration 
officials make only fleeting contact during the periodic 
patrols. 
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Before April 1958, when a Native Local Government Council 
was proclaimed in Maprik, the Administration appointed and 
worked through 1 luluais' and 'tul tuls', who were, in the 
view of Administration officers, the most able native leaders 
in the villages. They organized the maintenance of roads 
and the cleaning of villages, the carrying of 'cargo' for 
Europeans and the 1 lining 1 of the villagers for government 
inspection, census and tax collection (first collected in 
1939). 
The Native Local Government Council operates through 
elected councillors, and has the power to levy taxes and 
raise money from many sources. 1 There are over 10,000 people 
within the boundaries of the Maprik Council, nearly all of 
>vhom are Abelam speakers. In December 1961 a Council was 
proclaimed in the area around Yangoru and includes within 
its boundaries the Abelam in the Wingei and Nindepoyle CSDs, 
Another council was proclaimed in the Wosera area in 1963 
which includes about 13,000 people from the North Wosera CSD 
and parts of the Tamaui and South Wosera CSDs. A further 
council is likely to be proclaimed shortly to the north of 
the Wosera, and this will mean that nearly all Abelam speakers 
will be within council areas. No native from the Maprik Sub-
district has been elected to represent the New Guinea Coast 
in the Legislative Council in Port Moresby but in the February 
1964 election for the new House of Assembly, two members will 
be elected from the Maprik Sub~district alone. The North and 
South Wosera together with all CSDs patrolled from Dreikikir 
will form one electorate and the remainder of the Sub-district 
will form the second electorate. In the Sub-district in June 
1963 there were 104 councillors, 194 'luluais' and 209 'tul 
tuls' . 
Economic advancement offers even greater problems than 
political advancement for the country is not richly endowed 
with natural resources, and tropical crops are notoriously 
unstable so far as marketing is concerned. Traditional payments 
1. In the year ending December 1961 the Maprik Council 
raised £3,932 from taxes and £3,908 from other sources 
(mainly the sale of native art). In the year ending 
December 1962 the Council raised £5,158 from taxes and 
only £688 from other sources (TNGAR). 
J4 
are made with shell rings 1 which are obtained from the 
Mountain Arapesh in exchange for pigs. Occasionally ring 
payments are supplemented by cash payments with notes or £5 
'sticks' of shillings sewn in cloth for traditional purchases 
such as wives, pigs, magical paints and rings themselves. 
European money is usually considered to be an additional and 
secondary form of wealth and is used for buying trade goods, 
paying taxes or making any European type of transaction. 
2 There is a considerable amount of money in some villages. 
This is obtained by selling cash crops (see Chapter 6), by 
remittances received from fellow villager~ working away from 
the village, by working alluvial gold,J by casual employment 
or by selling native art. Some, no doubt, is left over 
from the £127,978 paid by the Administration as war damage 
compensation in the Maprik Sub-district. It is doubtful 
whether the income obtained by selling native art will 
remain quite so high as the market becomes satisfied and the 
quality of the work falls, Table 1 shows some of the 
sources of income in the Sub-district. 
To the amo~Lts shown in Table 1 must be added the incomes 
of Maprik men employed within the Sub-district and private 
sales of food to missions and other Europeans. Even so the 
total income is pitifully low considering that there are well 
over 82,000 people in the Sub-district. 
1. For a description of the manufacture and use of these 
rings by the Arapesh see Mead (1938:317-319). See also 
Kaberry (1941:352) for some details of how the Abelam use 
them. The cash equivalent of shell rings varies from five 
shillings for small rings to £15 for good quality large rings. 
2. I have seen sums of up to £50 change hands at 'lucky' 
which is a card game of chance. 
J. From the natives' point of view washing of gold 
represents a lot of work for comparatively little return. 
Income now is considerably lower than in the period 
before 1959 when it was almost £11,000 a year. Yenigo 
had only one sluice which is not used now. In the 
period between September 1960 and Augttst 1961 the 15 men 
working on gold earned only £1J6. 
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TABLE 1 - Main Sources of Native Income in Maprik Sub-District 
-
Rate 
received 
1959/60 126oi6.l 1961/62 1962/63 by Natives 
Coffee Nil Insignif. £176 £228 10 pence a 
used for pound. 
seed. 
Rice £2,375 £2,341 £1 '775 £3' 193 3 pence a 
pound. 
Peanuts £482 Nil -Nil Varies,about 
2 pence a 
pound. 
Food to £11 169 As above. 
Government 
Departments 
* Food sold at £2,000 As above. 
1'-'laprik 
Harket 
Gold (includ~ £8' 986 £8,183 £7,162 £5,340 Approx. £20 
ing Subsidy) an ounce. 
* * Native art £2,000 £1 '000 Varies. 
Source ~ Annual Reports from Sub~district Office. 
* 
Estimate, No information. 
Communications 
Compared with most areas in New Guinea, the Haprik Sub-
district has a good network of paths and roads and almost all 
villages in Abelam territory can be reached by a four-wheel-
drive vehicle. Although flooding is common, especially in the 
wet season, the rivers do not remain in flood for any length 
of time so that access is never interrupted for long. The 
North and South Wosera CSDs however are exceptional; the Screw 
River is rarely impassable for more than a few hours, but both 
the Amuk and the Nanu Rivers may remain in flood for days at a 
time. 
There are eleven airstrips in Abelam territory, nine of 
which are used only by mission planes. Haprik airstrip handles 
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most of the light traffic and Hayfield, five miles south of 
Bainyik, receives heavier traffic including the very 
occasional DC3 aircraft, The movement of most light cargo 
and personnel, both European and native, is made in light 
aircraft such as the Cessna, though there is a regular 
weekly Piaggio service to Hayfield; 1 heavy goods are brought 
into the area up the Sepik River, the entrep$t being Wewak 
and occasionally Madang. There is a road, passable most of 
the time by five ton trucks, between Pagwi on the Sepik 
River and Maprik, A jeep track 100 miles long joins Wewak 
and l\'Iaprik, a distance of only 40 miles by air. Army 
engineers are constructing a new road from Wewak to Lumi via 
Maprik which "\<Till be considerably shorter than the old road 
and surfaced with coranas. 
Health and Nutrition 
The Abelam are fairly short and slight in build; 2 t~ey 
have dark brown skin, high foreheads and dark frizzy hair. 
On the whole the adults appear healthy but very vigorous natural 
selection is exerted in infancy and earl.y childhood by the 
environment and lack of personal hygiene and before resistance 
is built up against common infections and diseases. Infant 
1. Freight rates from Wewak to Maprik vary from 4d. to 7d. 
a pound. A single fare is £4.10.0 and a Cessna charter is 
between £16 and £20. 
2. The average height of adult m~les in Yenigo in 1962 was 
5 feet 1 inch and the average height of adult females was 
4 feet 10 inches. The average weight of females was 113 lbs, 
and the average weight of adult males was 123 lbs. 
3. Some of the old men still adhere to the traditional 
custom and 'shave the hair off the front of their heads, 
and allow the rest to mount in a fan at the back, with 
small pencil curls, which they keep oiled, hanging down 
behind the neck' (Kaberry 1941:238). 
J7 
hd t 1 . 1 , and child mortality is very hig ue o rna arla, sepsls, 
neonatal tetanus, endemic bacillary dysentry, gastro-
enteritis, pneumonia, infantile diarrhoea, virus diseases 
and infections and obstetrical complications at birth. 
The principal diseases in adults, apart from malaria, 
are bacterial lung and intestinal infections such as 
pneumonia and dysentry. Amoebiasis is quite prevalent and 
so are helminth infestations. MacLennan et al (1960:305) 
found that 90 per cent of Maprik village was infected with 
hookworm which is mainly a debilitating disease. Round 
worm is much more serious and is often a direct cause of 
death. Virus diseases, followed by secondary bacterial 
infection, tuberculosis, leprosy and gonorrhoea are also 
common. Infected abrasions, cuts and wounds are extremely 
common, often resulting in tropical ulcers, septicaemia and 
gangrene. There is a high incidence of 'grille' (Tinea 
imbrica ta), a fungus infection oi' the skin which occurs on 
about 20 to 25 per cent of the natives. It is unpleasant 
and socially most undesirable, but does not cause death. 
Yaws have been eradicated from the area and all the 
villagers have been immunized against smallpox which has 
not yet appeared in Australian New Guinea, but which, like 
cholera, is undoubtedly moving east from Indonesia. 
Europeans and natives living on European settlements have 
been immunized against poliomyelitis and children attending 
child welfare clinics in the North and East Abelam regions 
are given triple Antigen (immunization against whooping cough, 
diptheria and tetanus). Pregnant women who attend clinics 
are given tetanus toxoid to lower the incidence of neonatal 
tetanus. 
1. Formerly Maprik was one of the few holoendemic 
malarious areas in the world (Peters 1960:242) but 
incidence of the disease has been checked to a large 
extent by widespread spraying of houses with D.D.T. 
by the Malaria Control Section of the Public Health 
Department (PHD). Endemic malaria, ipsofacto, means 
endemic anaemia and lowered resistance to all 
bacterial infection, especially those associated with 
poor sanitation and hygiene. 
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There i.s some nutri.tional stress i.n i.nfants and pregnant 
women. Infant nutri.ti.on is good as long as the supply of 
maternal breast milk is good. Breast feeding stops when 
the child is about two years old and some form of malnutrition 
often occurs before the chi.ld i.s physically capable of 
ingesting the large quantities of starchy foods required 
for the necessary concomitant supply of proteins and other 
nutrients. Prolonged breast feedi.ng is the only safeguard 
against infant malnutrition so there are sexual taboos on 
lactating women which are still observed in some Abelam 
areas. Pregnant and lactating women are however barred 
from many forms of meat protein by taboos. This puts a 
considerable nutritional strain on women who are usually 
either pregnant or lactating for most of their reproductive 
life. 1 
Populat:i.on 
If the 260 square miles of unsettled short grasslands 
are excluded, the Abelam live in an area of about 290 square 
miles, which means that the overall population density is 
about 106 people per square mile. Population :Ls unevenly 
distributed however (see Figure 7), some areas in the Wosera 
having population densities approaching 400 per square mile. 
Demographic interpretation from official sources must 
be based on information in Council tax books and village 
books which contain so many patent inaccuracies (see MacArthur 
1956~330 and 548) that it is almost impossible to make any 
but the most general analyses from them. It is apparent 
that patrol officers use different standards and methods in 
the collection of data and that, particularly in the period 
before 1956, people who had avoided previous censuses were 
constantly being included in the census books and the 
boundary of the Sub~district was continually being changed. 
Censuses are not taken simultaneously, nor even at regular 
intervals in each village, and it is not surprising that 
total populations show inexplicable fluctuations. Table 2 
shows population in the Maprik Sub-district from 1950 to 
1962 and from this it appears that figures from 1956 onwards 
might record something near the true rate of natural increase 
1. See also Chapter 7 for further discussiqn on 
nutrition. 
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in the Sub~district. The crude rate of natural increase 
from 1956/57 to 1961/62 was 2.8 per cent. In some areas 
in the Wosera the rate of increase (adjusted to variation 
in inter-census periods and including absentees) was as 
high as 4.0 per cent. 1 
TABLE 2 - Population of Maprik Sub~~istrict (Source TNGAg) 
1949/50 ~ 40,925 (excludes the Dreikikir area which was 
patrolled from Aitape). 
1950/51 ~ 42,540 (excludes the Dreikikir area which was 
patrolled from Aitape). 
1951/52 - 67,479 (includes Dreikikir and estimated 
population of 3,000). 
1952/53- 62,887 (Absentees not enumerated, 3,450 estimated). 
1953/54- 68,152 
1954/55 - 67,902 
1955/56 - 68,232 
1956/57 71,411 
1957/58 - 72,727 
1958/59 - 77,064 
1959/60 - 78,518 
1960/61 - 80,741 
1961/62 - 82,957 
Considering the very high child and maternal mortality rates,
2 
the rate of population increase is very high. Assuming that 
the rate of increase does not change the population will double 
in 24 years. 
·----------------------------------------------·~---------------------
1. For more details on population in the Wosera see 
Chapter 8. 
2. Child mortality rates (0~15 years) are about 520/1,000 
live births in the Wingei and Maprik area and up to 
620/1,000 in the Wosera. Maternal mortality rate is 
as high as 32 deaths per 1,000 total births in the 
iifosera (Schofield; personal communication). 
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Three factors may however check the rate of 1ncrease. 
Hany natives may ei.ther emigrate from the area or desert while 
work1ng under Agreement outside the Sub-district; if the 
economy develops they may be attracted to the towns. In some 
areas such as the Wosera, mortal1ty may increase as a result 
of lowered res1stence to disease due to malnutrition. 
Finally, during the next ten years, comparatively few females 
will reach ch1ld bear1ng age, due to very low birth rates or 
very h1gh 1nfant mortal1ty rates or both before, dur1ng and 
just after the war (see Figure 9). Nevertheless it seems 
more than likely that these factors will be counteracted by 
the following factors which tend to augment the rate of 
increase. 
1. The gradually increasing use of medical facilities 
provided by the Administration and missions? 
There is a government hospital at Maprik and a 
mission hospital at Kunjingini as well as a 
number of Med1cal Aid Posts staffed by ind1genous 
a1d post orderlies or by hospital orderl1es who 
have completed a two year training course. 
Schofield and Parkinson (1963: 6~8) give many 
reasons for little use being made of available 
medical facilities but this resistance may well 
give way in time. The Malaria Control campaign 
and other spec1al medical campaigns such as those 
against yaws and tuberculosis, and the work of 
the infant welfare clinics will certa1nly lower 
the mortality rate. 
2. There has been a widespread abandonment of. taboos 
connected with the yam and tambaran cults. In 
the present context, the most important of these 
taboos 1s that on sexual intercourse, which 
ensured that most males over the age of JO remained 
continent for at least six months every year when 
they were growing the large ceremonial yams. These 
taboos are still observed among some of the men in 
the North and East Abelam regions but, 1n the 
Wosera the pract1ce of grow1ng ceremonial yams has 
been widely abandoned. 1 There were also taboos on 
1. Schof1eld (personal commun1cation) notes that each 
Wosera woman has 1.9 more ch1ld births than those in 
1-Tingei. 
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sexual intercourse with pregnant and lactating 
women and this led to well spaced families, for 
children were often not weaned until they were 
two and a half years old, Today many cases 
are seen, especially in the Wosera, of siblings 
separated in age by only eighteen months. 
3, The desire of the people is to have as many 
children as possible. This desire is completely 
unaffected by consciousness of acute land short-
age and a large family remains the ideal, even 
of those who have not enough food themselves. 1 
Although the rate of population increase is very high 
now, even before European contact the area was densely 
populated and the Abelam were expand~ng their territory 
(Thurmvald 1914;81, Behrman 1924~37) . Ethnological and 
linguistic literature indicates that the Abelam originated 
in, or south of, the Middle Sepik area and moved north 
across the Middle Sepik Plains.3 This theory is supported 
by Robbins (cf. p.29) who believes that the Middle Sepik 
grasslands are man made, caused by a.n advancing front of 
population clearing and repeatedly burning the land. It 
is impossible to say how long this process has taken although 
Laycock estimates on glotto-chronologica.l evidence that the 
Boikin and the Abelam separated from the I~tmul between 1,350 
and 1,700 years ago (Laycock 1961:40). 
1. Cf. Ireland during the 1840s. See Co Woodham-Smith 
'The Great Hunger, Ireland 1845~9', London 1962, 
pp 30~31. 
2. The Abelam area is more densely settled than any 
other area in the Maprik Sub-district. 
3. For summary of various.hypotheses see Laycock 
(1962:267=73). A survey of blood groups in the 
Sepik River District gave no evidence to support or 
disprove any theory and blood groups of all peoples 
tested showed marked heterogeneity (MacLennan et al 
1960). 
. I · ' ,, . I 
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To the north the furthest extension of the Abelam is 
in the immediate area of Haprik station; in this area, 
mainly due to better soils, destruction of the garden habitat 
has not followed clearing and burning. Further expansion 
into the sparsely settled areas to the north seems to have 
finished well before 1937, and migration to the north west 
and east was checked by the Southern Arapesh and Boikin 
peoples who were living in areas that were nearly as 
densely settled as the Abelam territory. To the south 
west, however, the Wosera people were actively expanding. 
Expansion to the west is particularly well 
documented. Wabindumakag has within living 
memory surrendered all its land to the east 
of its present site and cultivated land to 
the west and south west. Nunguaia, the 
most westerly Abelam village, abandoned its 
house sites and land under heavy pressure 
from Jibako, and occupied its present site 
taking over from a Gawanga speaking group 
whom they claim to have massacred to the 
last man. Apparently this took place just 
before Administration control. Similar 
histories can be collected in any part of 
the Wosera (Forge~ personal communication). 
Before permanent contact, boundaries were not absolutely 
stable and expanding groups acquired land at the expense of 
static or decreasing groups. When the government forbade 
warfare and fixed boundaries at their 1937 position, it 
created or accentuated the problem of maldistribution of 
populatj_on, by putting a stop to acts which tended to 
distribute the population according to the carrying capacity 
of the land (cf. Middleton and Greenland 1954:452). Uneven 
distribution of land is particularly apparent in the Wosera 
region where fights over land were very common before 
pacification. Some villages such as Rubugum and Umonoko, 
which were powerful groups when intervillage fighting was 
stopped, have plenty of land whereas other groups, such as 
Bapandu and Stapikum which were weak when village boundaries 
were frozen, are now desperately short of land. 
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Chapter 4 
SOHE ASPECTS OF ABELAM SOCIAL AND TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATION 
Introduction; the Village Grou~ 
As land usage is so closely interwoven with social and 
cultural patterns, it is essential to comprehend culture and 
society, at least in outline, before any attempt is made to 
describe or evaluate technological, economic or other factors 
concerned with the production of food. In the area occupied 
by the Abelam and their neighbours, the ~oneer ethnographic 
work of Thurnwald1 (1914, 1917a, 1917b) and Behrmann (1917, 
1922, 1924) has been followed by more recent work in ethno~ 
graphy, social anthropology and linguistics. Wirz (1954, 
1959), Biihler ( 1957, 1960, 1961, 1962) and Gardi ( 1958, 1960) 
have studied culture and ethnography, with special reference 
to the primitive art forms for which the people of the Maprik 
area are famous; Fortune (1942) has made a detailed study of 
the Mountain Arapesh language and Glasgow and Loving (1960) 
and Laycock (1961, 1962) have conducted linguistic surveys. 
Social anthropologists who have worked in the general area 
include Mead ( 1933, 1934, 1935, 1938, 1940 9 1947) and Fortune 
who' studied the Arapesh 9 Bateson ( 1932, 1936) who wrote on 
the IM.tmul of the Middle Sepik, \{hi ting and Reed who worked 
among the Kwoma of the Washkuk Hills (Whiting and Reed 1938, 
1.Jhi ting 1941, 1944) and Kaberry and Forge who have worked 
among the Abelam themselves. Kaberry was based in Kalabu 
village in the North Abelam region in 1939-40 (Kaberry 1941, 
1941-42, 1957) and Forge spent 15 months during 1958-59 in 
Bengaragum and Wingei villages among the East Abelam (Forge 
1962) and a further 12 months during 1962-3 working mainly in 
Kwanabandu village in the Wosera" 
Within the Abela.m area there are many local differences, 
in dialect, social structure, kinship and initiation systems, 
agricultural techniques and even types of crops. Many of these 
differences will be mentioned in the text but nowhere should 
1. Only works which were of some value in this thesis 
or were major contributions are quoted in this para-
graph. For detailed bibliography see Department of 
Anthropology (A~~) 1963. 
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it be assumed that any generali.zati.on appli.es over the whole 
area. 
The Abelam live in approxi.mately 80 village groups each 
of which usually has a population of about 350. A few 
village groups are much larger and most of these, li.ke 
Kwanabandu whi.ch has a populati.on of over 800, are in the 
lvosera. Nearly half of the 151 Abelam 'vi.llages' shown 
in the Village Di.rectory (DNA: 1960) are one or two segments 
of larger vi.llage groups. They are the result of clans (~!:!!!!) breaking away and formi.ng new groups of hamlets, consoli.~ 
dating thei.r land holdi.ngs by warfare and agreement to form 
automonous village segments, whi.le remaini.ng in physical 
propinquity wi. th the parent village. In what follmvs the 
term 1 vi.llage 7 will be applied to these vi.llage segments; 
'village group 7 designates a true vi.llage or a group of 
village segments. Such fragmentati.on of vi.llage groups is 
facilitated by the fact ~hat clan land is usually concentrated 
in certain parts of the village group terri.tory. The 
importance of the original vi.llage grouping i.s that close 
ti.es exi.st in kinship, clanshi.p and in many exchange relati.on-
shi.ps between village segments. Also there is no clear 
boundary in land holdings between vi.llage segments as there 
i.s between village groups, 1 
The Abelam are aware of being a linguistic and cultural 
group but there i.s no sense of political unity or central 
organization.2 The village group i.s the largest poli.tical and 
war-making group. 
1. Both Yenigo and Stapi.kum are named segments of 
villages known respecti.vely as Korkum (whi.ch also 
includes Malba No.1 and No.2 and Naramco) and 
Numbandu~Komakum (which also includes Bapandu, 
Serakum, Kutigum, Isogum, Numamaka, Gulaki.m and 
Kwatmagum). All village segments in parentheses 
are DNA villages. Both Stapi.kum and Serakum con-
sist of two further segments. I worked only i.n 
the segment known as Stapikum No.1. 
2. The lack of central organization is similar to 
the Arapesh (Mead 1938:160). For description of 
II the loose federated war~making groups of the Iatmul 
see Bateson (1932:255). 
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Before contact fighting was endemic and each village 
group stood in a relation of temporary alliance or hostility 
with its_neighbours; 'the more distant villages were regarded 
as more ar less neutral although chains of alliances could be 
and were followed out to classify any village as enemy or ally' 
(Forge: unpublished notes)" The North Abelam formed small 
war-making groups which rarely included more than two or three 
villages. In the Wosera, where village groups are much 
larger, alliances were often formed with a number of surround-
ing villages resulting in groups of two thousand people or more. 
All alliances were temporary and many villages turned on their 
former allies and exterminated them. The segments of any one 
village are usually in the same war-making group9 although 
there are exceptions. Bapandu, a segment of Numbandu-
Komakum, allied itself to Hoi (see Figure 15) an Arapesh 
village, as a result of sorcery accusations1 and land 
disputes with the other segments of the village group. 
The Village Segmen! 
The village groups are usually two or three miles apart. 
They are situated on ridges and hilltops and are usually 
separated by rivers, thick belts of forest or garden regrowth. 
Before pacification each village had d].tches and stockades 
around the living areas (Thurnwald 1914:82) and evidence of 
the ditches is still apparent in most villages including 
Yenigo and Stapikum. A state of more or less continuous 
hostility was maintained between enemy villages though 
temporary truces were made for ceremonies and yam exchanges 
or when both villages wished to cultivate land near a common 
boundary (Kaberry 1957;38). In pre-contact times occasional 
1. Sorcery is blamed for all illnesses and deaths. After 
every illness or death therefore an intermediary, who is 
thought to have collected the sorcery material of food 
scraps, faeces or some other personal objects, and a 
sorcerer in an enemy village who has 'worked the poison' 
are subject to censure from the group of the dead or 
sick man. Much wealth mainly in the form of shell 
rings, changes hands over sorcery disputes. The 
services of a sorcerer are bought, sorcery material can 
be bought back, and wealth is given, usually through an 
intermediary, to the sorcerer who is thought to be 
'working the poison', in the hope that he will be 
placated so that sickness or death will rtot occur. 
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visirs were made to villages up to ten miles away for 
ceremon:ies and bar-cer of r:ings and pigs and some trips 
were even made to the coast -co obtain salt (Kaberry 1957:33); 
all such visits and expedi-cions would be only undertaken by a 
few men working through chains of fri.ends where men introduced 
the visi.tors to k1n i.n neighbouring village groups, Now 
that most men have spen-r some time working outsi.de the Sub-
dis tr.ic t and warfare has been s t.:.,pped. there i.s much more 
movement between villages. During the dry season in 
particular it is qui. te c omman for men to undertake visits 
to dJ..stant villages to buy pigs or to v:isit friends made 
while working on r.he coast: or in the Bismarck Archipelago, 
Although barriers hi.nderi.ng communica.t1.on between vi..lla.ges 
are being br.Jken down both by pa.cificati.on and encouragement 
of Native Local Government Councils, :it is still true to say 
that the Abelam, unless they are outside the Sub-district, 
take little interest in li.fe outside their own village. 
Each viLlage segment is com.monl.y made up of 15 to 25 
hamlets which are often cont,iguous and rarely more than 200 
feet apart. In Yenigo four of these are main hamlets 1 con-
taining central dancing grounds or amei.s (Plate 9) on which 
all the exchanges, di..sput:es and dances ( 1 singc~sings:) and 
much of the day to day discussion and social intercourse 
takes place. An ~me). usua.l.ly ha.s a. tamba.ra.n house, 2 
containing the important ritual objects, facing onto it. 
Hamlets vary greatly in size and population (Figure 10)? 
in Yen~go there were 18 hamlets in 1962 with an average 
number of 18 s true tures in each ha.m.le t and an average 
populat~on of 13 people. An average si.zed hamlet contains 
four family sleeping houses, four yam storage houses,3 two 
-------·----~·-~-
1. Kaberry (1957: 12-17) uses a different terminology. 
What .I call a hamlet she calls a hamlet section, and 
she calls a main hamlet a ham.let, To save confusi.on 
I shall henceforth call a main hamlet an amei. 
2. A 1 haus tambaran' is the Pi.dgin term for the huge 
tetrahedral cult houses storing the man 1 s sacra (see 
Plate l)o 
3. Some men have two yam storage houses 0ne for ka and 
small wall:Di and one for the ceremonial large wabi.. 
, I 
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Plate 8 -· Kwanabandu Village" 
The low fa..llow :is typical of much of the 
1-loserac 
Plate 9 - The amei of Hamlet XIV in Yenigo, with the 
first stage of the building of a new tambaran 
house in the middle background. The men are 
sharing food after a day's work, 
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In spi.·ce of this, and in spite 01~ many other tensions 
between various groups in the v1llage, the whole village 
presents a united front ro other villages. Strong forces 
work towards village cohesion. All the people within the 
village are related, either ~n a blood relationship or by 
some clas sif.ica tory or exchange rela. c:ionsh.ip, and share 
hunting rights, lend land to each other, and help each 
other in day to da.y acti·l.r:ltles. The vrhale population w·ill 
take pride .in one man 7 s prize yams o.r in an especially good 
tambaran houseo In pre·~contact ti.mes there was the mutual 
need to de :fend the v:1.l iage against aggression and even now 
the vl.llage lands have ~o be defended against rival claims 
in the DNA courts. 
The Clan 
ln the village group containing the village segments 
G1~ Malba Nos, 1 and 2, Yenigo and Naramco, there are at least 
fourt-een clans> five of' these clans are in Yenigo-. According 
to tradi-cion Yanuko and Naramco were both clans of J.lilalba 1 
which bro-ke away c.o form virtua.lly au ton·::>mous village segments. 
Table J sho\'IIS the s t:ruc ture of cla.ne: and sub~clans within 
Yen.igo but it should be borne in m.ind tba.t a.Ll clans but 
Nindekum also have other sub~clans in either Na.ramco or Malba. 
y~uko and Mand_j_ipa t:i ha.ve sub~clans in Malba. and GaD:.lEilkum 
and Fya~io~um have sub~cla:ns in Naramco, 
The clans are r:,or.emic. Each has associ.ated wi.th it a 
bird totem (.d.J.~uJ, other minor totems both animals and leaves, 
and a whole complex of names) figures and spir.i ts referred to 
as a whole as ~gwal. Of these the most important are the 
_gggwalnd-q, who are represented in the largest of the carved 
figures a.nd in the huge faces that a.ppear at the bot tom of the 
painted facade on the ~ambaran house (see Figure 1). Although 
ng_gwal .l.i~erally means f"ather 1 s fa.ther there is no concept of 
descent from the totem or any of the spirits, although wala, a 
spirit living in streams and water holes, is believed to be 
responsible for concep~ion (Kaberry 1941;245).2 
1. The cause for ~he break away is 0bscure except that it 
was connected with adultery, sorcery and murder. Parts of 
other clans in Malba broke away at the same time and other 
groups have subsequently been attracted to Yenigo. Sub-
clan C2 is a refugee group from Unyelim and Sub-clan Bl 
came from -Jame via Malba. 
2. The function of the male in child bi.rth i.s to feed the 
embryo once concept:1.on has taken place. 
I . ·,I I I I 
TABLE J ~ 
Clan 
.._.._..__.,.... 
Yanuko 
!£ 
~: 
.. , 
Mandjipa.ti 
l' 
Nindekum 
!':' 
Nyamiokum 
n 
Gaulpi.lkum 
.Xenigo Clans and Sub~Clans 
Sub-Clan K d ··I urn~. J ::!:;, 
+ ~-Sub~Clan Totem Totem ... 3~a.lndu Kwiendji 
~.,_.....-,.,-~~ 
.. -~·-· 
A1 Wura. Tsike Wungai KW 
A2 H Kwula.mba !\' Klof 
AJ " ~ ~ •; KU 
A4 n Kwaru 
: .. l KW 
B1 Wura Kwula.mba Kwumbat KW 
B2 II Kwass !~ KW 
C1 Kumun Kumun Mbalemo KU 
C2 !! '/? ;~ KW 
CJ !e Mainge 
I~ KU & KW 
Dl Kwarumbei Nyamio Bira KU 
D2 '~ lc 
,~ KH 
E1 Kwaru Kwaru Gantsel KU 
--
All names of birds. 
. .,. These sub-clans also have land and members 
in Malba or Naramco. 
No" of 
~----.-.-..---· 
Adult 
·-----------Males 
2* 
5 
2* 
1 * 
12 
1* 
12 
4 
4 
8* 
10 
2r 
63 
All the members of a clan having the one totem and one main 
_!l_gg_walndu call each other by the Abelam t:erm for brother. Clans 
and sub-clans are not exogamous (cp. Kaberry 1941~250) and the 
only prohibition of marriage appears to be when a blood relation~ 
ship can be traced (see Table 6). As the Abelam are bad 
genealogists? sometimes bei.ng unable to name grandfathers, thi.s 
prohibiti.on can rarely be sustai.ned. Clans are further divi.ded 
i.nto unnamed sub-clans each of whi.ch either has another totem, 
or has members who dwell i.n separate halves of the vi.llage 
CLe. either kumundji. or kwiendj:i) 1 or has both. Sub-clans are 
1. In September 1962 Nindekum was sharply divi.ded i.nto 
~umundj :i and ~w.iend..J :i groups over an a.dul tery charge 
when a man from C 1 abducted a young g:Lrl from CJ 
(~wi.end;ji.). 
• I 
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the land holding group and consist of one to three small 
agnatic groups. A man identifies himself as 'belonging' 
to his sub~clan totem rather than to his clan totem and 
it is a combination of the calls associated with his sub-
clan's totem and his mother's sub~clan totem that each 
individual uses as his personal call on t:he sl.it~gongs or 
1 garamuts 1 • Often there is no other means of identifying 
sub~clans than by this self~stated association with other 
men. 
Clans and sub-clans are nominally patrilineal but 
adoption of children is qui.te common especially if a man 
has no male children. If a child 1 s mother dies the child 
stays wi.th the father who usually marries again. If the 
father dies the child is either fostered by kinsmen or stays 
with the mother, who will almost certainly remarry. In 
Yenigo 16.9 per cent of children of both sexes were living 1 
elsewhere than v.ri th members of their true father 1 s sub-clan. · 
TABLE 4 -~ Re~la tionshiE of Children with Male Provider 
Same Sub~clan 
True or postulated father 
FB or FBS 
Different Sub~clan 
True mother 1 s subsequent husband 
Si.ster 1 s husband ( ZH) 
Father's ZH (FZH) 
Father's FZH 
Mother's father 7 s brother (MFB) 
Adopted* 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
14 
* Sometimes rings are given to the real parents 
by the adopting parents but this did not occur 
in any of these six cases. In all six cases 
both natural parents were alive when adoption 
took place. 
1. Forge in Bengaragum found that 19.4 per cent of the 
children were not living with members of their true father's 
sub~clan (personal communication). 
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Even adults become closely associated with clans and sub-clans 
other than their natal ones, although it is rare for a man 
to sever himself completely from his natal group. ·Many men 
behave in day to day affairs as if they belong to two sub~clans 
or even two clans. These men usually identify themselves 
v.ri th their natal clan un -cil an initiation ceremony forces 
them to clearly state their allegiance. Forge found that in 
Bengaragum only 57 per cent of all men co-operated principally 
with the sub-clan of their true father (personal communication). 
Men change clans for a. variety of reasons, apart from adoption 
in childhood. Sometimes they have active disputes with 
the members of their natal sub-clan which sometimes results 
in their migration to their wives' or mothers' village. 
Occasionally a ma.n will form close associations "\vi th another 
clan after making mortuary payments to a dead member's 
mother 1 s brother. 1 When a man lives on land owned by another 
sub~-clan it can often lead to a gradual and imperceptible 
change of allegiance caused by co-operating principally with 
"the men of his adopting hamlet.2 
Married women retain their natal clan membership and 
have strong ties with their brothers, father and brothers' 
children w~.ich are insti tu tionali.sed in a rela tionshi.p known 
as djan_gi. However, as they age, they take an ever increasing 
interest in their husband's affairs and many of the aged 
women claim membership of their husband 1 s clan in lieu of their 
own. 
1. For more details see under Land inheritance in Chapter 5. 
2. In Yenigo five men have built houses on the land of 
their wives' clan and they now seem to co~operate principally 
with those clans. 
J. 1 Djangi occurs throughout the Abelam and is primarily the 
custom whereby wife providors have rights to some of the 
produce of her labour. '.J"ife 1 s brother is the main beneficiary 
but gifts to mother 1 s brother are also important. The 
situation is confusing because wife 1 s brother gives food to his 
sister to feed her child and this service has to be paid for 
with rings, especially when the child is an adult. Djangi 
has no return and is an obligation; a wife will 'mark' a very 
fine bunch of bananas and send for her brother to come and get 
it and the husband has no power to stop her doing this. The 
payment of rings to mother's brother for food received is 
sometimes called ~J~Ei in the Wosera. It varies throughout 
the area in amount but there are always some obligati.ons and 
they have some sanctions' (Forge~ personal communication). 
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Within the clans and sub~clans or any <Jther Abelam group 
there 1s no system of hered1tary leadership. Leadership ~s 
acqui.red through the Yam Cult which is C•::mcerned w.i th the 
grow~ng and exchange of yams and is the principal focus of 
Abelam interes"ts and values (Forge 1962: 10). A successful 
yam grower acquires prestige and attracts younger and less 
successful men to en"trust their yams to him, the yam expert., 
In return they support him in his exchange activities, 
These men are referred to as nemandu, which literally means 
i - . ·-1big man;.· They exercise leadership in all fields of 
Abelam life and they are the only men wi~h the power to 
mobilize large groups of men for economic and ceremonial 
activities. Skill in oratory and artis"tic work confer 
pres ti.ge but are only ef secondary impor-r;a.nce! formerly 
fighting ability was also taken into account. Big men 
compete amongst themselves with yams and pigs and also in 
t:he allegiance of the village's younger men. 
Most Abelam actlviti.es such as house building and 
garden work do not require leadershipo A man recruits his 
assistants on a basia of rec:Lprocal services based on ties 
of kinship, co~residence and clanship, The tasks performed 
are familiar to all and any signs of leadership are taken as 
criticisms of work and lead to disputes. The Abelam do not 
submit easily to any authority., except when they realise that 
it is in "their own interests. It is recognised by both 
leader and led that t:he arrangement is of l1mited duration for 
the achievement of specific ends such as painting, yam growing 
or the building of a tambaran house (Forge; unpublished notes). 
The Fami]X, 
The basic residential and economic unit is the family. 
I~ is usually monogamous, although of the 59 married males in 
Yenigo, eight had two wives and one had three wives, The members 
of monogamous families nearly always live in the same hamlet and 
under the same roof. In the case of polygynous families at 
least one of the wives and her children will live in a separate 
house, either in her husband 1 s hamlet or in her natal hamlet. 
1 
- . Nemandu also means elder brother in Yenigo. 
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The family is the most important of all groups as far 
as day to day affairs and simple economic activities such as 
gardening are concerned, and in many respects a family is a 
'self-sufficient unit 1 (Kaberry 1941-42:82). The various 
family groupings are represented in Table 5. It is very 
unusual for young adults to remain unmarried for longc 
The nine widows and four of the widowers in Yenigo were aged 
and, although they had one or more garden blocks of their 
own, most of them who had no children ate with some kinsman. 
In 1962 there were 21 temporary absentees from Yenigo 
which was less than in previous years. Near1y all men over 
thirty had spent an average of three years working as 
indentured or agreement labourers in the Bismarck Archipelago 
and in the towns of the mainland. 1 There are a few men from 
most villages who have gone a>vay to work and stayed away for 
periods of up to ten years. In the North Abelam region most 
of them finally return to their villages and keep in touch 
with friends and kinsmen in the village by sending messages 
back with returning absentees and sometimes by letter writing, 
Although there are many possible objections to the system of 
labour under agreement2 allowed by the Native Labour 
Ordinance, it cannot be said that absenteeism serl_ously 
disrupts Abelam social life. Most agreement workers are under 
thirty years of age, and it is not until a man is approaching 
thirtyfive and growing yams that he takes any effective part 
in Abelam ceremonial or social life. 
1. In 1950 the 'Native Labour Ordinance 1 was amended 
to replace the indenture system by a system of labour 
under agreement in which, inter alia, all penal 
sanctions for breaches of contract were removed, For 
summary see TNGAR (1961~·62: 108-110). 
2. For objections to the agreement and indenture 
sr.stems see Hogbin (1951: 183~203), Groves (1962) and 
Buhler ( 1957). Going away to >vork is rather similar 
to the custom of bejalai of the Iban (Freeman 1955;74). 
TABLE 5 - Types of Family in Yenigo, 1962 
Simple Monogamous Families 
Childless or aged couples 
Couples with children 
-:+couples >vi th husband away at work 
(husband included) 
*Families absent 
Polygyno~__K.~i~s. 
Dwelling in one hamlet 
Dwelling in two hamlets 
Families with Accretions 
-----
Monogamous (i.e. half siblings, 
adopted brothers etc.). 
Polygy~o.us 
Dwelling in one hamlet 
Dwelling in two hamlets 
Unmarried men 
In village+ 
*Absent at work 
Depleted Families 
Widows and children 
Widowers and children 
*1vidowers absent at work 
* Total absent from village 21. 
Number of 
Families 
15 
21 
3 
3 
4 
1 
8 
2 
2 
1 
10 
9 
5 
1 
85 
54 
Number of 
Persons 
30 
76 
7 
7 
18 
7 
35 
9 
14 
1 
10 
1 1 
8 
1 
234 
+ It is unusual for men to remain single. This 
one case was a very shy and apparently impotent 
man. All unmarried absentees are young men 
mostly under 22 years of age. 
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The Pattern of Residence 
Most men occupy those parts of each hamlet which are 
owned by their own sub~clan. House sites, though nominally 
belonging to the clan or sub~clan, are usually inherited 
from father to son, and residence tends to be patrilocal, 
but in fact only 37.1 per cent of the married males in 
Yenigo claimed that they were living in their natal hamlet. 
Reasons for changing hamlets are complex; any one, or 
combination of, the following factors may be involved~ 
1 • 
4. 
a positive clash of personalities within 
the hamlet; 
a wish to change allegiance to another 
sub-clan or 1 big man'; 
a wish to strengthen existing ties of 
mutual co-opera.tion1 or friendship, for 
common residence creates strong bonds 
of sentiment (Kaberry 1941:242). Often 
~uindu (see under exchange relationships) 
or men who have >vorked together away from 
the village prefer to reside in the same 
hamlet; 
a desire to obtain a better house site. 
Figure 10, which shows the residential distribution 
of adult males in Yenigo, also shows that between September 
1961 and October 1962, eighteen men built new houses. Of 
these, ten men built new houses in the same hamlet and eight 
moved their residence to a new hamlet. Two of the men who 
moved did so because they wished to become more strongly 
attached to men in a. sub-clan other than their own. Two 
others formed a new hamlet because they had had disputes in 
their old hamlet" There was no apparent reason for the other 
four men changing hamlets. 
1. This question of co~operation will be discussed 
later, but in this context, men may be attracted 
to the hamlets of their wife's people or their mother's 
people. 
I o • I d . I I 
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In any case a man always maintains close ties with his 
natal hamlet where he has rights to land and to the fruits 
of trees which his father planted around his house. His 
natal amei remains the focus of his ceremon1al and social 
---·-life and he will always d1splay his yams there. The 
tambaran house which faces onto it contains many of the 
• 
ritual objec~s with which he is closely associated. 
Because of this a man rarely changes his residence from 
one half of ~he village to the other for this would 
necessarily mean a change 1n ~!Dei allegiance. 
Although Yenigo is a comparatively ne~ village 
segment, only having broken away from Malba two generations 
ago, there are a number cf discarded hamlets with well 
established coconuts 
last five decades . 
. i.n residence. 
where people have lived within the 
This indicates c~nsiderable fluidity 
Figure 10 shows that hamlet group and sub-clan group 
canna t be equated. The ~2:1-.E.I.~ndj)/J.<;wiendj i. and the arne~; 
allegi.ance are in many ways more significant and it is rare 
for a man tc change these, The most obvious character1stic 
of the residen.tial pa~tern is the wide freedom of choice 
available to the individual. 
Ma rriag__,~. 
A marriage 1s instutionalized by a presentation of 
r1ngs by the bridegroom, his clan brothers and often his 
mother 1 s brother, to the bride's father who distributes some 
of the rings to his clan brothers, his wife 1 s brothers and 
his mother's brothers. In Yenigo the bridegroom may give 
up to six shell rings but in some areas such as the North 
Wosera and around Bengaragum, the bride price is a~ high as 
24 shell rings which is equivalent to about £A100. 
··-~----·-·~--- ~--~-~--~-------·-· 
1. Sometimes no rings are given if the br1de is a widow, 
especially if she is elderly and being married to one of 
her late husband's kinsmen. A bride price depends on the 
beauty and working ability of the woman and also where she 
comes from, H:i.gh bride prices are always paid when a 
bride comes from an enemy v1.llage. 
' ) I . I 
' · , · fi · fi 
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In Yenigo and the surrounding villages, sister exchange is 
allowed in lieu of payment, and 12 of the 59 married males 
obtained wives by this means (among the East Abelam and the 
Hoseras thls practice is forbidden) • · Some of the young 
men are now married in the Council House which involves 
registration and a cash payment of only £5, This form of 
marriage is no~ accepted in the village and a man is abused 
by his w~fe in marital arguments and by his wife's kin in 
any dispute until the traditional payment is made in full. 
Full payment is always made if the wi:fe comes from a 
neighbouring village,2 Table 6 shows place of origin of 
spouse, 
TABLE 6 j>_las~._.£.f Orig,in.:,... of~o.£se in Yenigo 2:1J.d 
Stapikum. October 1962. 
S tapikt~~ 
No. of 
Y~~nigg 
No. of 
_Marr2-,~~ H ~.£!: i ~_g.e s 
Intra_,Vi ll~e Segmeg_E_ 
Of same clan 
Of different clans 
Of same vi_llage group 
Of different village groups 
39 
1 l 15.9 
1 J* 18.9 
~~-·~~~-
69 100.0 
1 
2'! 
1 1 
2 
35 
2.9 
60.0 
31.4 
5.7 
100.0 
~--~ 
-- ----~-· 
.Includes -r;hree men who married Yenigo girls and 
immigrated. 
1. For details on courtshi.p and marriage see Kaberry 
( 1941 : 250~253) • 
2. Even in pre~contact times it was not uncommon for 
marriages to be made between individuals from.enemy 
villages. If fighting occurred between the two 
villages concerne~ affines would carefully avoid 
casting spears at or near each other. 
i ' ' ' 
I ·I •, . '. 
I • I " 
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Marriage is a form of exchange, but unlike all other 
Abelam exchange relationships, one party is in a more advanta-
geous position than the other party. The wife givers give 
the woman and yams 1 and, later, ceremonial services. In 
return they receive from the husband 1 s group the highly 
prized shell rings as the bride price, at the birth of the 
wife 1 s first child, for ceremonial services, and later, on 
the deaths of all her children. Thus a very important 
relationship arises between a man and his mother's brothers and 
their sub~clan (known collectively as waun£:u) and his father 7 s 
mo the.r 1 s brothers and their sub~clan (.yai;!:l:.B'~~:!) , which does not 
end until he dies and his heirs make a. final payment in rings to 
the dead man's mother 1 s brothers. If this payment is not made, 
the creditors have the power to forbid the dead man's heirs to 
use the dead man's trees and their products. Thus every adult 
male is involved with three groups from whi.ch he, his father and 
his father 7 s father received wives and who must, due to marriage 
~rohibitions, be of different cognatic groups. At the same 
1:ime he and h:is heirs are involved in a w.Lfe giving capaci.ty with 
many groups which include his daughters 1 and cl.assifica tory 
daughters' husbands, his sisters 7 and classificatory sisters 1 
sons and thei.r sons spread over three generations. 
With all these groups he is in an exchange relation-
ship characterised by lack of rivalry and competition, 
vital ritual and ceremonial relationships, a consider-
able movement of the highly value~ shell rings, and a 
more or less harmoni.ous inequality between the 
indiv1dual and the groups concerned (Forge~ unpublished 
notes). . 
Although a man loses wea.l th, marr:Lage provides him with 
heirs and does open up new spheres of associations on which a 
man can call for services, assistance and privileges. If a 
man 1 s mother's brother cannot meet his obligations, other men, 
by meeting them for him, may put themselves 1n the favourable 
position of classificatory mother 7 s brother. 
·~~~~~-------------
1. In S tapikum a bride 1 s father gave 235 yams wei.ghing 
approximately 2,600 pounds to his new son~in-law who 
kept the bulk of his yams for his own use, but distri·~ 
buted most of the big tubers to those who had helped 
him acquire the bride price, See also note above on 
djangi. 
II' 
I 
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The Ara, 
Al.l men :J.n the village are divi.ded int.o two unnamed, 
non~exogamous and non~loca .. L.ized sect.Lons called .9-~, which 
are usua.I..ly but no-c rigidly pa-cri.lineal. Every adult male 
ha.s an exchange pa.rtner ca.lled ~.sl:l~mber:~~ in the opp.osi te· 
3.ra fer the exchange of .large yams ( wabl.) and pigs. The 
.§l~!]i; .Ls also the basi.s of the i.nitiat'ion system (see Chapter 7). 
Ihf' J;s_ha!,!l~b•or:.~: relati.onsh:i p varies greEttly throughout the 
Abela.m, d.iffer.i:rl.g mainly in the degree in which it cuts ' 
acT~'SS relati,?nships of clan, kt.1£1Unc~ji,j}cwi2ndJi, and, in some 
cases mole ty" In Yen Lgo one ar!l; consisted n:f Ez.a.mi£_kU;!!! and 
G_.§-.£bp_ib~un1 clans and some men from X,eEy~~- and .tragdj_i.pa.ti 
clans: the other ara consisted of Nindekum clan and also 
. ·---·----·-· ..---.·-~r.---~. ~~-
some men f'rom both .Y~nu_B;~ and .~andj_.iEi!:!i clans, Thus in 
Yeni.go only two clans were split though men from both halves 
of the vi lla.ge were .in both ~,r~:s. 
A man must no"t consume or plant portions of any large 
y·ams t.ha.t he has gro1vn h1mself, neither can he c0nsume any 
portion of a pig that he has reared himself for both pig and 
yam should be given "LO his _ts~bera. Exchanges should 
always be equivalent and careful tallies are always kept on 
strips of cane of both the length and g1rth of the yams and 
pigs and -chey are only destroyed orr the return of equivalent 
specimens. I"t is often many years before equivalence ~s 
ob-r;ained and there are numerous ta.llies throughout the 
village, the largest of them often decorating the front of 
the tambaran house. Tshamberas and aras both strive to 
~--" 
outdo each other, but the relationsh.ip ie essentially 
friendly in spite of the bombastic and derogatory speeches 
made about one 1 s _tshal!lbexa 1 s offerings a. t the pres en ta.t1on 
ceremonies. Prestige is gained by pairs cf tshambera who 
. C-'~---~,.,_....,_,.._., 
are able to exchange yams and pigs which are obviously 
bigger than those of any other pair, 
If two men, two groups, or even two villages have a 
dispute hostile exchanges of yams and pigs usually take place. 
Al -chough the proximate causes of di.spu tes are often trivial, 
Ehey usually have very deep seated origins. Exchanges 
between vi lla.ges often reach gigantic proportions. One 
such exchange in Gwalip village in October 1962 resulted in 
1. In the Wosera the ara is called tshamberak and i.s 
·--~_.., ., ___ or=-,.._.., __ .,_.._ _ ~·
very dif.ferent from the .§..ras of the North Abelam people. 
., • • ' • I I . ' . ' 
. . II • I ' ' I . . 'I . ' . 1 I l·· 1'-.. 1 t. jli·' 
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approximately 2~ tons of yams and several p1gs be.Lng given 
to Bugitu (near Bepandu village) by Gwalip village, This 
particular disput:e started as a small exchange and gradually 
grew as each village successively· strove to outdo the other. 1 
In this exchange, Gwalip was helped i.n collecting the food 
by its allies which included Yenigo, Ma.lba., Nara.mco and 
Yangisagu. The allies of Bugitu, whlch included Unyelim, 
Komb.ikum and Wingei., received some of the presenta ti•::m .in 
payment for past: help and .in ant.ictpation of future help. 
Such huge exchanges are recent. :in origin and the amassing 
of such .large quanti ties of food from d:Ls tan t aLlies ha.s 
only become possible by the enf·or~ement of peace by the 
Administration, <:Lnd more .le.i..=ure,;: 
In Yenigo -~w~:!:.._~;[-';dJJ, had an exchange w:i. th .some Naramco 
men over the killing of a. Naramco piglet and kumun§.Ji and 
_!_cwiend~j.i had a. short~·lived exchange over an a.dul tery 
accusation, Kaberry ( 1941~42'.215) writes of a man, who Jn 
a.:n adultery dispute tcr:Led to 7 shame 7 another man by sending 
him pigs and yams and in effect challenging him to return an 
equiva.lent amount~ 1 the i.mplica.tion rraSJ that the adulterer 
is more interested in sexual intercourse than in growing yams 
and ~oul~ not be able to meet rhe challenge'. 
When exchanges are made by a group. yam soup, tobacco 
and betel nl;lt are given to the v.1.s:itors who receive the 
presentation, When the presentation l.s made there is usua.lly 
much di.sputing, shouting and mocking by both parties. 
Bombastic and i.nf' lamma. tory speeches are ma.de a.bou t the nature 
of the g:ift or about the manner in 1.\rh.tch .it is accepted.J 
1 • 
2. 
') 
-'• 
The immediate cause of this dispute was a Gwalip man 
spitting in the face of a Bugitu man; but the twa 
villages have had long standing enmity. 
cf. Salis bury ( 1 962; 329) , 1 As an immediate resul"t of 
technological change the Siane had become more lWelpured, 
they had larger and more elaborate ceremonies, and the 
number and size of ceremonial payments had :increased about 
threefold, 7 
Men threaten each other w.it.h spears and f:ights always 
appear to be on the point of breaking out. In actual fact 
fights are rare and tempers cool very qui.ckly. Tt is 
not unusual to hear two men abusing each other and then 
to see them quietly enjoying a cigarette together a few 
minutes later. 
I I I ' , J . l I . • . 
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To refuse to accept yams would ~mply ~nab~lity to grow them 
and to refuse pigs would imply poverty in shell rings with 
vvhich pigs are normally bought. These exchanges of 
institutionalized rivalry serve as a controlled expression 
of both permanent hostility and temporary disputes which 
could otherwise lead r;o conflict and the disruption of 
society. The exchange relationship can 'only be 
terminated when passions cool and equivalence is obtained 1 
(Forge: unpublished notes) and there is a ceremonial 
exchange of rings and sometimes a ceremonial planting of 
coconuts. 
Nauindu. 
In both Yenigo and Stapikum there is a wife exchange 
relationship in which the partners copulate with each other's 
wife; they call each other nauindu. In this relationship 
the prohibitions mentioned previously in marriage apply, and 
in fact all partners, male and female, are usually from 
different sub"-- clans, The relationship is only temporary and 
can exist only when agreeable to all four parties, I<Jhile 
the relationship exi~ts pauindu will often live in the same 
hamlet and garden together. Children of pauindu call each 
other brother and are fully aware of the significance of the 
relationship. 
In Stapikum 22 of the JO married males have nauindu and 
in Yenigo 10 of the 59 married males,l The relationship is 
\vell known in the village and nauindu often visit each other 
for purely social reasons. It is, however, carefully hidden 
from the missions and the Administration.2 
The Yam and the Tambaran Cults 3 
The Abelam are remarkable for the tenacity with which 
they have clung to their ancestral culture (Forge 1962,9) in 
spite of the traumatic culture contacts they have had with 
·------- ·--~--
1. One man in the Yenigo village, who rejoices under the 
name of Kikomban (copulating man), has this relationship 
with two other men. 
2. In Ne\v Guinea adultery is a crime w:Lth penal sanctions. 
J. The Yam and Tambaran Cults are discussed in more detail 
by Kaberry (1941:355·-8). See also Chapter 6. 
.. I I ' . I . J • ' : • ~ 
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German recrc.U. ters, Austral:ian recru:i -cers, goldm:iners 1 
AdmJ.nistrat.ion officials, Japanese invaders, carg0 cults and 
ChrJ.s-cLan missioners. Traditional beliefs are s~ill widely 
held and the :introduction of new :ideas or techniques always 
meets with dislnteres-ced toleration or ac~ive resistance. 
The principal focus of' Abelam interests and values is 
~he cult that surrounds the growing and exchange of yams, and 
succeE s within the cult can only be obtained by know·ing the 
proper techniques and the magic which, in the Abelam m1nd, 
are inseparable (cf. Malinowski ?935:62). Before e.ny man 
can plB.y an acti.ve part in Abelam social or ritual life he 
must be initiated into -che Tambaran Cu.lt whers he is 
1ntr3duced to many things that will later ensure his success 
as a yam grower. It is within the Tambaran Cult that a man 
will gai.n access to ritual objects, and knowledge of magical 
subs~ances which will help him in the various stages of yam 
gro,.d.ng. Probably more import an r, by carry.ing out the 
proper rites, he wi 11 be able to invoke rhe D.B:_gwalp9-u to 
watch e>ver his yams and make them grow large. 
Women are rigidly excluded from both cults and they are 
only permi~ted to enter the tambaran house just after it 1s 
built, before any ritual obJects have been placed in it. 
Women are inimical to the growth of -che large ceremonial yams 
and are forbidden to enter gardens and store houses containing 
them. When ~he missions first came to the area, the Yam Cult, 
practiced to a large extent in the seclus1on of the bush, 
escaped notice and condemnation, but the Tambaran Cult with 
1ts belief in 1 idols 1 , its beatings at initiations and its 
rigid excluslon of women, was an obvious target for mission 
hostility, Some over-zealous missioners burnt tambaran 
houses and many cult carvings were destroyed, particularly 
1n the Wosera (cf, Kaberry 194LJ66). 1 .In the early ~950s 
few tambaran houses were built and there was a general decline 
1n the cult, Recently, however, there has been a revival 
among the North and East Abelam and a number of new tambaran 
houses have been built, It is reasoned amongst ~he nat1ves 
1, Destruction of cult objects may have been associated 
with B. 1 cargo cult 1 (cf. Burridge 1960:29). 'jTantum 
religio potuit suadere malorum 1''(Lucre-r;uis, De Rerum 
Natura 1 , 10 1 ) . -~ 
-~
•l • I • 1 • 
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1 
that there were misfortunes and poor yams· during the 
years when there was a decline :i.n belief, due to the 
E~~~lndu withdrawing their support, The Abelam also 
feel that their own way of life appears to be the only 
force acting towards stability (cf. Schofield and 
Parkinson '! 96 J: 4) . Informants repeatedly stated 
that first the Germans came, then the English, then 
the Japanese and finally the Australians. Their 
h1story is wrong but it reflects the fact that they 
view contacts with other cultures as transitory. 
The Abelam feel that these outside contacts, and i.n 
partjcular the missions, attempted to destroy traditional 
beliefs but were unable to replace them with anything 
better, 
. Yams in fact were smaller during this period 
but almost certainly because less care was taken 
in their cultivation. 
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Chapter 5 
ABELAI\'1 LAND TENURE 
The understanding of the manner in which a man obtains 
r.Lghts to land must be the first stage in any study of land 
utilization. Especially is this so in a subsistence 
society where there is little or no full--time economic 
specialization and where every man must have access to land 
to grow his own food crops. The methods by which a man 
gains access 1 to land may directly affect the way in which land is used· and it may aid or hinder improvements in 
techniques of land .use (Pelzer 1941:78). A man's rights 
to land tie him to certain areas and closely affiliate him 
with certain groups w1thin his society. 
The _ _Yillage Lands 
The boundaries shown on the maps of the village segmen~s 
of Yenigo and Stapikum (Figures 17 and 18) are either mutually 
agreed with a neighbouring village group, are 'kiap 12 boundari.es 
1 suggested 1 by DNA officials, or are approximate frontiers, 
for often the interjacent lands between village segments have 
mixed ownership, and portions of land are owned by clans in 
different segments of the village group. Boundaries between 
village groups are usually clearly defined by a ridge top or 
a stream and are rarely disputed except in the Wosera region. 
Even in pre-contact times, fights over land were rare among 
the Northern and Eastern Abelam, most fights there being 
concerned with sorcery or sago rights ( cf. Kabe rry 19 57~. 9) . 
In Yenigo only one instance was remembered when the village 
fought over land. 
1. For example Morgan (1959a: 149) notes that where 
individual or family use-right in land has replaced 
community use~right the land is worked in a mosaic of 
scattered patches. Where land is held by large 
groups as in Owerri, large blocks are cleared and 
subsequently sub~divided for use by individual families. 
2, The 1 kiap 1 (Government Official) boundaries are 
'suggested' by DNA officials pending a final settle-
ment by the Native Lands Commission~r. There are 
penal sanctions for not abiding by a patrol officer's 
decision. 
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Within the village all the land is claimed and 
divided into strips 50 to JOO feet wide which run down the 
sides of ridges. Paths run along the ridgetops and trees 
or shrubs planted on the edge of the paths mark the 
beginning of each strip. Rights to these strips of land 
do not include the areas around the streams and rivers 
for liliich there are separate sago growing rights (see 
under tree ownership). Land is owned by clans and sub-
clans which are said to consist of the descendants of 
the man who established a claim to the land by using it 
for the first time. Clan membership is always emphasised, 
but the head of a srall agnatic group is frequently named 
as the land holder.· Informants say, 1 This land is Nambi t 1 s 
of Nyamiokum. 1 Land belonging to each clan is concentrated 
in different parts of village territory but one clan never 
owns one large continuous area of land. Yanuko and Mandj.ipati 
have most of their holdings in the south eastern parts o:f 
the village territory, Nindekum in the north east and Nyamiokum 
to the north west,but they also claim outliers in all other 
parts of the village lands. 
An emigrant usually retains claims in his natal village 
for one or two generations but thereafter neglects them and 
the land passes to others in his sub~clan or other sub-clans 
within his natal clan. Migration o:f males is not usual 
among the North Abe.lam~ Yenigo had only three males who 
had immigrated and three who had emigrated. All these men 
came or went to the natal village of their wives, whose 
clan gave the immigrants house sites and land. In the 
1ifosera emigration from villages short of land is much more 
common. Table 7 shows that at least 26 males born in 
Stapikum and still living in 1962 have migrated to other 
villages. Some of them left the village as children, but 
1 .. A small agnatic group rarely consists of more than 
four adult maleso As brothers age and their children 
~row up they tend to form separate land holding groups 
(see under Inheritance). The term small agnatic 
group as used here means only a man and his sons, 
though it may include his·· younger brothers, his 
brother's sons or even·his father 1 s brother's sons if 
he is the eldest surviving member of the group. 
I I I - • I I I , 
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at least 15 ~eft as adults who were either unable to gain 
access to land or unable to acCfuire the traditional wealth 
for a bride price in Stapikum. 
TABLE 7 - Present Residence and Reason for Emigration of 
26 Males born in Stapikum and still living in 
1962 
'· 
Present 
. --:-
Reason given for 
Emigrating Village Number Total 
Unable to raise the 
necessary bride price 
Short of land 
Disputes (adultery and 
sorcery probably 
associated with shortages 
of land) 
Children migrated with mother 
when she remarried in another 
village 
Unknown 
Inheritance of Land: 
Umonoko 
Serakum 
U~utagwa 
Wabindumakag 
Kumunugum 
Utamup 
Wabindumakag 
Gulakim 
Serakum 
Kutigum 
Umonoko 
Serakum 
Kutigum 
the Land Holder 
2 
4 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
4 
1 
1 
26 
7 
5 
4 
8 
2 
26 
Although land is conceived of as clan or sub-clan 
property, men become attached to particular sections of land 
which they or their fathers have used before. In 1961, for 
example, it was said that a certain section of land 'belonged' 
to Maningrau, the most senior male in sub-clan B1 of Mandjipati. 
1. If the male migrate~ to the village of the wife, 
bride prices are low and often are not demanded. 
'j I I 
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at least 15 -left as adults who were either unable to gain 
access to land or unable to ac~uire the traditional wealth 
for a bride price in Stapikum. 
TABLE 7 - Present Residence and Reason for Emigration of 
26 Males born in Stapikum and still living in 
1962 
Present ., Reason given for 
Emigrating Village Number Total 
Unable to raise the 
necessary bride price 
Short of land 
Disputes (adultery and 
sorcery probably 
associated with shortages 
of land) 
Children migrated with mother 
when she remarried in another 
village 
Unknown 
Inheritance of Land: 
Umonoko 2 
Serakum 4 
Ugutagwa 1 7 
Wabindumakag 1 
Kumunugum 4 5 
Utamup 1 
Wabindumakag 1 
Gulakim 2 4 
Serakum J 
Kutigum 1 
Umonoko 4 8 
Serakum 1 
Kutigum 1 2 
26 26 
the Land Holder 
Although land is conceived of as clan or sub-clan 
property, men become attached to particular sections of land 
which they or their fathers have used before. In 1961, for 
example, it was said that a certain section of land 'belonged' 
to Maningrau, the most senior male in sub-clan B1 of Mandjipati. 
1. If the male migrates to the village of the wife, 
bride prices are low and often are not demanded. 
6 ' • ' 
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In 1962 Gwalsilu, Maningrau's father~s brother's son of 
the same sub-clan, made a garden on that land and it was 
agreed that it now 'belonged' to him. In the same way a 
section of land which had not been gardened for at least 
thirty years was said in 1961 to belong to the whole sub-
clan (B1) for nobody remembered who had used the land last. 
In 1962 Koni of the same sub-clan made a garden on the 
land and it then apparently 7 belonged 1 to him. 
This patrilineal inheritance through use of sub-clan 
land associates a man with the land in sentiment only and 
gives him a vague pre-emptive right to it within the sub-
clan. In lvhat follows this man will be called the 'land 
holder'. He must always be consulted by other men who 
want to use that land. However, major decisions concern-
ing the disposal or lending of land are taken by the sub-
clan as a whole, and in a large sub-clan by the big men in 
particular. Land and sago rights are sometimes given to 
the sons of daughters who have married immigrant men, 
though usually the sons become members of their mother's 
clan. If a sub-clan had only one surviving daughter, 
land may go to her sons,even though they may belong to 
another clan,if a payment in shell rings is first made 
to her own. clan. 
Land is inherited jointly by all sons but nominal 
ownership is claimed by the eldest male until the younger 
sons establish a tentative claim of their own by using 
parts of the land. As a man gets older he becomes nominally 
attached to more land. He uses his sub-clan's land, he 
inherits a claim to land from his father or elder brother 
and from close agnates and other .sub-clan members who die 
without heirs, and he occasionally inherits a joint and 
rather vague claim frvm other sub-clans which become moribund 
within his cl.an. 
Land is sub-clan and clan property and normally does 
not pass to other clans. An example of this occurred 
when a third son of a rapidly expanding sub-clan (B1) was 
adopted in late adolescence by Yamandi, a man without sons, 
in sub-clan A2. Until the time of Yamandi's death, this 
young man was a 'middle man' acting as if he belonged to 
two sub-clans of different clans. When Yamandi died the 
young man acted'as if he were the son of Yamandi and took 
a prominant part in the mortuary rites and paid most of 'the 
, I . . . ' I • I• I ' I ' I I I' • I 
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mortuary payments to Yamandi's mother's brothers and subse-
quently he became more closely associated with sub-clan A2. 
The general rule is that the man and not the land changes 1 clan, 
Ownership of Sago Palms and other Trees 
All trees and palms with an economic use are owned 
separately from the land on which they grow (see Figure 11) 
and ownership is individual, Trees are planted near a man's 
residence,2 along the top edges of gard~ns that he has 
planted,3 and along paths, and roads. If a man has usufructory 
rights to land which does not belong to his own sub-clan, any 
trees planted on this land will belong to him and his sons and 
not to the land holder. As the trees only survive for two or 
possibly three generations, and because they are planted on 
the top edge of the gardens and do not interfere with the 
gardening land, disputes between land holder and tree owner 
are rare. 
All the ground that is permanently damp or swampy is 
reserved for the planting and growing of sago. The streams 
and their tributaries are divided so that groups of sago trees 
(not of land) are owned by individuals or jointly by brothers. 
Disputes over the ownership of sago are quite common, especially 
where sago has been planted along stream boundaries between 
contiguous village groups. Because of this, ridgetops make the 
1. An exception is when a man acquires land from his 
mother's brother who dies without heirs. In this case 
a payment in rings is always made to his mother's brother 1 s 
clan. 
2. Where a man owns trees often indicates the residence 
of his father or his father's father making it possible 
to trace out settlement patterns for at least two 
generations (cf.Conklin 1960:41). Some Yenigo men still 
own old coconut palms in Malba hamlets, where their fore-
bearers lived some 60 years ago. The fact that many 
Wosera hamlets are without mature coconuts, indicates 
the newness of the .hamlets. 
3. It is convenient to plant young trees in gardens 
because the ground is cleared and the trees are protected 
by the garden fence from depredations by pigs. 
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best boundar~es between villages. Disputes between 
villages, especially in the Wosera, frequently stem from 
the fact that in pre-contact warfare, sago as well as land 
often changed hands. Most of the sago planted before 
pacification has matured and been cut, but many other 
palms were planted afterwards on disputed ground, before 
the dispute was brought to the notice of DNA officers and 
a temporary decision made. Such decisions are frequently 
not recognised by the natives and planting by the two 
groups still goes on. 1 
Disputes between individuals arise when sago palms 
are cut without permission from the owner and also when 
emigrant men claim the palms that their fathers had planted 
although they themselves had never returned to their natal 
village to care for the palms. Trees and palms are 
inherited patrilineally but subject to an important 
qualification. They can only be inherited if a mortuary 
payment of shell rings and food is paid to the dead man's 
mother's brother. 2 Until this payment is made the mother's 
brother can forbid the dead man's sons to use the fruits and 
other products of the trees and palms. If the payment is 
made, but not to the satisfaction of the dead man's mother's 
brother, the two parties may both claim the inheritance and 
this is another cause of dispute. 
1. Patrol Report No.1 1961-62 North and South Wosera 
Division, mentions the destruction of boundary markers 
by dissatisfied parties after the markers had been put 
in position following a ruling by DNA officers. The 
report says that 'these people (the Woseras) are so 
short of land that they ... ignore any settlement made 
unfavourably to them •.... As has been shown in the past, 
they are not afraid of any legal consequences. 1 In 
the Wosera I have heard many 1 luluais 1 and 'tul tuls' 
proudly boast about how often they had been to gaol 
over a particular dispute. 
2. A man must feed his father's mother's brothers if 
they come from other villages, give them yams weighing 
about 100 pounds and finally some pig meat. 
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Access to Land the Garden Operator 
According to informants loans of land may be solicited 
anywhere within the village. In fact, about half the 
gardens were made on a man's sub-clan land and most of the 
other gardens are made on land borrowed from a fellow clans-
man or a close kinsman or affine (see Table 8). In Yenigo, 
where no sub-clan is short of land, it is difficult to 
understand why men should wish to borrow land when there is 
plenty of their own sub-clan land available. Four factors 
may help to determine this, namely : 
1. The desire to cement ties of kinship, clanship or 
some other relationship, by participating in a 
reciprocal loan of land with a man in another 
sub-clan. This is probably the most common 
reason for lending and borrowing land. The other 
three reasons given below are to some extent 
reciprocal, but informants denied that there >vas 
ever any obligation to return the loan of land. 
2. Land near the hamlet of residence is clearly 
preferred even although the most distant parts 
of a man's clan land are rarely more than an 
hour's walk from his hamlet. A consequence of 
this preference is the lower cut fallow nearer 
the hamlets, which is obviously cut more 
frequently than the fallow in more distant areas, 
J, Two close associates will often wish to share a 
common garden boundary. 
the practical advantage 
to fence three sides of 
This arrangement has 
in that both men only have 
their gardens , 
4. A big man or a man aspiring to leadership frequently 
welcomes the chance to lend land as he acquires 
prestige and the recipient becomes indebted to him, 
A man may wish to ingratiate himself with a land 
holder, by borrowing land. 
Table 8 shows the relationship 9f 
operator in both Yenigo and Stapikum. 
land holder to garden 
In all cases where a 
1. The term 'garden operator' is used to define the man 
who initiates and organises the clearing and fencing of 
the garden. 
I ! 
I 
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man borrowed land he was able to give a substantive of classifi-
catory kinship relationship with the land holder. This table 
show·s that kinship is the basis for any loan of land; most of 
the classificatory relationships and the tenuous biological and 
affinal relationships are reinforced by ties of co-residence or 
co-operation in some other field. 
TABLE 8 Relationship of Land Holder to Garden Operator 
lvi thin Sub-clan 
Within small agnatic group 
e.g.F~S, FB-BS, FBS-FBS 
Within Sub-clan 
Within Clan (not above) 
Class.B-Class.B etc, 
Between Non-agnatic Kin 
MB-ZS, MBS-FZS 
MZ(S)-(M)ZS 
MClass.B-Class,ZS 
FMB(S)-(F)ZSS 
Be tween Affines 
IVB-ZH 
Blv-HB* 
WF-DH 
1'-'lore distant relation 
Class.relationship 
Other 
Class.B relationship not 
included above. e.g.half-
siblings of different clans, 
class.B of different clans 
and nauindu 
Yenigo Nov .. 
1960 - May 1962 
No. of Gardens 
46 
5 
1 1 
9 
J 
4 
J 
J 
1 
J 
2 
2 
% 
50.4 
10.9 
18.8 
10.9 
Stapikum Jan.-
Dec. 1961 
No.of Gardens 
29 
1 
4 
2 
1 
., 
2 
2 
% 
71 • 4 
9.5 
9-5 
9 
101 
8.9 
99.9 42 99.9 
Parentheses include an extra generation which informants 
ignored but which existed according to my genealogies. 
* Husband away working. 
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In Yenigo there was no resentment when one man asked 
another for a loan of land. As the rights do not rest 
solely with the individual but also with his sub-clan, all 
the landholder's dependants and other members of the sub-
clan have prior rights to the land and are given the formal 
chance to take up their priority before the land is lent to 
another outside the sub~clan. The landholder was always 
willing to lend the land and he received no payment or 
rental. In every case when I asked why A uses B's ]_and 
when he or his sub-clan had plenty of land of' their own 
which was suitable for gardening, the answer usually ran 
as follows: 
'A liked this land, he went and asked B (and his 
sub-clan) whether he could use it. B said, 
"Alright: when you have finished using the ground 
the land will again be ours."' 
Rights to the land lasted from when the bush was first cut 
until all the crops were harvested and, if trees were planted 
on the upper slopes, rights to the trees continued until they 
died. 
In the Wosera there is evidence that some villages with ~lenty of land have rented land to villages that are short of 
land. 1 Moi village rented some ground to Stapikum No.2 on the 
understanding that the ground would be used for annual crops only. 
The rental was only a few pigs and rings. Already, only a 
few years after the arrangement was made, Stapikum claimed the 
land as their own saying that not only have they used the land, 
but they have bought it. 
Table 8 suggests that in Stapikum 1 where there are bad 
social relations within the village and where there is a press-
ing consciousness of land shortage, the lending of land outside 
the sub-clan is not as common as in Yenigo where land pressures 
are not felt. Pressure of population has induced a need for 
security in land, and personal and group rights are more 
jealously guarded (cf. Meggitt 1959:271 and Brookfield and 
Brown 1963:125 ff). 
1. Renting of land is contrary to customary practice. 
Morgan (1955:328) noted a similar trend in areas of 
unequal distribution of population in south eastern 
Nigeria. 
The Giving of Garden Blocks 0 . 
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the Block User 
The garden operator organises and completes the clearing 
and fencing of the garden site and then divides the garden into 
blocks or strips of land, with markers of cane, bamboo or wood, 
\vhich are laid down the slope of the hill (see Figure 12) . In 
Stapikum it is rare for a garden to have more than three blocks 
and they vary greatly in size; the garden operator usually 
k~eps the larger part of the garden for his own use, giving the 
other blocks to men who help him prepare the garden site for · 
planting, In Yenigo a garden may have from five to fifteen 
blocks which are usually of approximate equal size but much 
smaller than the Stapikum blocks, Table 9 summarizes some of 
these differences. 
TABLE 9 - A Comparison of Gardens and Garden Blocks in Yenigo 
and Stapikum 
Average size of Garden 
(acres) 
Average number of Blocks 
per garden 
Average size of Garden Blocks 
(acres) 
Yenigo 
0.69 
9.7 
0.07 
Stapikum 
0,41 
2.4 
0.21 
In Yenigo the garden operator keeps for himself as many 
blocks as he can use. Th~s depends on his needs, his 
gardening ability and his ambitions, which in turn are limited 
by the amount of seed yam in his yam house which is available 
for planting. The usual pattern is that he keeps about half 
the blocks for his own use and ma~es the rest available to 
his kinsmen, affines and other associates. When he distributes 
blocks he does not take into account who helped him prepare 
the garden for planting as do men in Stapikum nor whether a 
man is the actual land holderc Occasionally a man may ask 
a garden operator if he can use a block but it is more usual 
for the garden operator to offer blocks to his associates. 
In doing this he considers whether he must return a previous 
gift of a garden block. Although informants always state, as 
they do about land which is lent, that there is no obligation 
to return the gift of a garden block, in fact a return gift 
is usually made within two years. The block giver will also 
consider whether any of his associates have seed yam that is 
in danger of spoiling or whether he has responsibilities to 
TABLE 10 - Relationship of Garden Operator to Block User 
Yenigo 
Jan. to Dec. 
1961 
No.of Blocks 
Within Sub-clan 
Retained by Garden Operator 
Given to Sub-clan members 
( 98. 6' 77. 1 ) * 
Within Clan 
Given to Classificatory B, 
For S (71.4, 9.5) 
Between Non-agnatic kin 
Given to MB· or ZS and MBS or 
FZS (5o.o, 5.0) 
Given to MZ(S) or (M)ZS (87.5, 
25.0) 
Given to M Class. B or Class.ZS 
(11.1, -) 
Given to FMB or ZSS 
Given to Distant Mat. Kin 
Given to Distant Class. Mat.Kin 
( 100.0, 25.0) 
Between Affines 
Given to WB, ZH or WZ (3.2,-) 
Given to B1v (Brother absent 
working)(6o.o, 6o.o) 
Given to WF, WM or DH (71.4, 
19.0) 
Given to WZH (26.6, 26.6) 
Given to Distant affinal 
Relation (100.0, 5J.J) 
Given to Class. Affine (JJ.J,-) 
Other 
Given to Nauindu ( -, -) 
Given to half-siblings of a 
different clan ( -, -) 
Given to Guardian of a different 
clan (75.0. 25.0) 
Other (e.g. Tshambera}(25.0, 
25.0) . 
Total (62.0, JJ.5) 
274 
....:1Q 
J44 
21 
20 
8 
9 
4 
-
41 
J1 
5 
21 
15 
15 
__1 
90 
6 
6 
4 
4 
20 
516 
53. 1 
1J.6 
66.7 
4. 1 
7.9 
100,0 
Stapikum 
Jan. to Dec. 
1961 
No.of' Blocks 
10 
J 
J 
1 
1 
8 
7 
1 
2 
2 
4 
16 
J 
2 
2 
7 
103 
4J.7 
16 • ..2. 
60.2 
9·7 
15.5 
6.8 
100.0 
* The two numbers in parentheses refer to the percentages given 
to people of the same amei and of' the same haml.et respectively 
in Yenigo. 
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any of his associates who are aged, widowed or whose husbands 
are aw-ay from the village working" Coupled with this, if he 
is ambitious, he will offer blocks to the big men of his clan 
who is a classificatory father or elder brother. 
Table 10 is an attempt to show the relationship between 
the garden operator and the block user. As so many people 
within the village are interrelated or have some dual 
relationship (for example a man may be another man's FZS and 
also WZH), it is often difficult to see on what basis a 
block was given. When there has been doubt the relationship 
stated by the garden operator has been used in this table. 
The percentages of garden blocks given to the various 
classes of kin in Table 10 give the impression that both 
villages have a similar pattern in the giving of garden 
blocks. This broadly speaking is so, but the table does 
not bring out the two facts that in Stapikum garden blocks 
are of unequal size and the garden operator keeps_ the larger 
part of the garden for his own use. Kinship forms the basis 
for block giving although amei allegiance and co-residence 
reinforce many kinship relationships especially the more 
tenuous ones. In Yenigo, of the 242 blocks given away, 81 
(33.5 per cent) were given to members of the same hamlet and 
149 (62.0 per cent) to members of the same amei. 
In the preceding sections (particularly Tables 8 and 10) 
it has been shown that-the most important relationship connected 
with property rights and land use are with the immediate 
family but other relationships, particularly those of residence, 
reinforce these ties. The rather fluid situation within 
villages where men frequently change sub-clans, tshambera and 
residences and, in the Wosera particularly, where they even 
leave their natal villages if there are real shortages of land, 
indicates that the individual will exploit those relationships 
where he can obtain access to land or the help of a big man in 
his yam growing activities. 
. I J I • .' 
I . - I I , , . . . , 
Chapter 6 
ABELAM LAND UTILIZATION 
The subsistence economy of the Abelam and their whole 
way of life is based upon ~he cultivation of starchr tubers 
in gardens. There are two types of Abelam garden. The 
most important in terms of food production is the ka yawi 
(yawi = garden) in which the chief crop is a small yam called 
ka (Dioscorea esculenta),2 but there are many add;tional crops 
interplanted of which the most important is taro (Colocasia 
esculenta).3 The other garden type is the wabi yawi which is 
much smaller and is used almost exclusively for the 9rowing of 
the ceremonially important large yams known as wabi \.Dioscorea 
alata); it is in these gardens that a man establishes his 
reputation as a yam grower. Tree and palm cropping is also 
important among the Abelam, not only in providing food but 
also as a source of building timber, thatching materials and, 
since coffee has been introduced, as a means of obtaining 
a cash income. However in both Yenigo and Stapikum cash 
cropping is relatively unimportant with only 8.6 and 5.3 acres 
respectively being devoted to the p;;d~·~tion of coffee and no 
trees on the.la~d-yet producing. The secondary forest or 
the fallow land is also a minor source of food for men hunt 
and gather wild foods and run domesticated pigs there. 
1. In some parts of the Wosera there are the wabi and 
two types of ka garden, one on the slopes and one on 
the floodplains. These gardens will be discussed later. 
2. Ka is called 1 mami 1 in Pidgin. The three species 
of yam that occur in the Abelam area will be referred 
to henceforth by their Abelam name namely ka, wabi and 
lipma; use of the word yam will refer to all species 
and varieties of Dioscorea. See Appendix F for 
details on the nomenc1ature of plants. 
J. There are two main varieties (possibly subspecies) 
of taro. Mai is a small plant with axillary buds 
attached to a parent corm. Waula is a larger plant 
with adventitious buds attached by rhizomes. Usually 
buds of the mai and the top sections of the waula are 
used as propagating material. 
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. Only about 5 per cent of the village land in both 
Yenigo and Stapikum is unsuited to gardening because of 
inhibiting physical conditions such as excessive steepness, 
frequent flooding or poor drainage. Most of the land 
which is not used for gardening is left because it has 
some other economic use, The village itself and the 
large groves of trees contiguous with the residential areas 
cover about 5 per cent of the village land in Stapikum and 
8 per cent in Yenigo. The groves contain mainly food pro-
ducing trees such as breadfruit (Artocarpus atilis), coconut 
(Cocos nucifera) 9 'taun' (Pometia pinnata) and the betel nut 
palm (Areca catechu) but also a number of valuable timber 
producing trees; all trees provide shade and shelter for 
the houses. Sago groves in damp areas take up ·1 0 to 15 per 
cent of the village lands and roads, paths and coffee planta-
tions about 3 per cent. Table 11 shows the approximate 
acreages given to different forms of land utilization in 
Yenigo and Stapikum, In both villages it appears that just 
over 70 per cent of the land is suitable for gardening. 
TABLE 11 Areas Given to Different Forms of Land 
Utilization in Yenigo and Stapikum (in 
acres) 
Total Village Lands 
Land Not Available for Gardening 
Too steep or liable to regular 
flooding 
Village area and tree groves 
Roads and paths 
Coffee plantations 
Swampy and under sago 
TOTAL 
Total Land Available for Gardening 
Cultivable land per person (acres) 
],enigo 
1,158 
57 
92 
23 
9 
162 
343 
815 
3.48 
Stapikum 
349 
23 
18 
6 
5 
49 
101 
248 
1 . 6 3 
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THE KA GARDENS 
The ka and taro 1 are the main crops of these gardens but 
many other crops are interplanted. The ka are planted first 
with a few wabi and lipma (Dioscorea bulbifera) and when they 
are established taro is interplanted in the shade of the yam 
vines. After the taro is planted many other crops are inter-
planted in an haphazard fashion. All gardens have bananas 
(Musa spp.), red and 1 white 1 winged beans (Psophocarp~ 
tetragolobus) and various green vegetables such as Abelmoschus 
manihot 9 Amaran thus tricolor, and Bras sica cf. .iuncea which 
are known as tsa~~e, bare and mil respectively. Most gardens 
have some sweet corn (zea mays},some 'taro kongkong' 
(Xanthosom~ sp.), various cucurbits such as squash, cucumber, 
pumpkin2 and melons, tobacco (Nicotia~a tabacum) and the 
introduced long bean (Vigna sinensis).J Some gardens may 
have sweet potatoes (Ipomoea batatas) 9 pineapples (Ananas 
comosus), sugar cane (Saccharum officinarum), edible 1 pit-pit 1 
(Saccharum edule), v.rhich is a tall cane with an edible 
inflorescence, cassav~ 1(Manihot esculenta),4 tomatoes, small 
onions, chillies, ca~~cums, various other green vegetables 
such as Deeringia amaranthoides, Amaranthus hybridus and a 
number of introduced cabbages such as Brassica chinensis, 
peanuts and, in some areas, the leaves of some varieties of 
taro are eaten. Paw-paw (Carica papaya) seeds are often 
scattered in gardens and those plants which result, fruit about 
ten months later. Paw-paw is primarily a pig and dog food 
but is occasionally eaten in the gardens for a snack. If 
peanuts and rice are grown as cash crops they usually occupy 
separate gardens or complete garden blocks. 
1. In this thesis the word taro refers only to Colocasia spp •• 
The only other cultivated member of Araceae is a species 
of Xanthosoma. 
2. The fruit of the pumpkin is rarely eaten but the shoots 
of the plant are a popular green vegetable. 
J, One bean from the Vigna sinensis measured 2'5~" in 
length. 
4. Cassava is not a popular food 
most northern Abelam villages. 
eaten in times of shortages. 
except in some of the 
ELsewhere it is only 
I ) ' ' 'I 'I ' ' ' I i • . , , I ' ' ' 1, • , , , ,, . I 
I I - - , ' I , I . I : 
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Individual gardens are scattered throughout the 
village lands although they often occur in groups (see 
Figures 17 and 18). The gardens themselves are fenced and 
roughly rectangular but their shape may be modified to fit 
the contours of the site. In 1961 and 1962 the average 
size of gardens in Yenigo was 0.65 acres with a standard 
deviation of O.JO acres; the average size of the Stapikum 
gardens was 0.35 acres with a standard deviation of 0.26 
acres. 1 
The Agricultural Cycle 
Before permanent European contact was made the 
agricultural cycle to some extent reflected the seasonal 
rainfall distribution. Clearing took place towards the end 
of the dry season (August to September), planting of yams at 
the beginning of the wet (October to January) 2 and harvesting 
of yams seven to nine months later in the middle of the dry 
season (May to August). This pattern still applies to the 
wabi gardens throughout the Abelam ~ut to ka gardens only in 
the lvosera, west of the Amuk River. Elsewhere among the 
Abelam 9 ka gardens are planted in all months of the year 
although Table 12 shows that in Yenigo over one third of the 4 yam planting is still done in the October to December period. · 
----------------------------·-------------------------------------------------
1. Values from 102 gardens in Yenigo and 92 gardens in 
Stapikum (see Table 18). 
2. There appeared to be no calendric timing for the 
planting of yams in Yenigo though Kaberry (1941~346) says 
that the people of Kalabu associated the rising of the 
Pleiades with planting. In the western Abelam villages 
yams are planted early, and the further east the villages 
are, the later the yams are planted. 
J. In Stapikum all gardens are planted between September 
and December and are harvested six to eight months later. 
4. Planting throughout the year is a recent trend which 
had been encouraged by Administration officers in an 
attempt to alleviate the annual 'lean periods'. 
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TABLE 12 - Avera.ge Acreages of Gardens Clearedz Planted and 
Harvested in Yenigo, 1961 and 1962 
Clearing Planting Harvest 
Started Com12leted ComEleted 
Acres % Acres % Acres % 
January 6.5 14.9 2.2 6. 1 0.7 1 . 7 
February 2.2 5. 1 3.3 9. 1 3.2 7.8 
March 2.0 4.6 4.8 13.3 1 0 1 2.7 
April 5. 1 11,7 Je4 9.4 6.3 15.4 
f.'lay l-J.. 2 9.7 3.6 10.0 1 ? 0 2.5 
June 2. 1 5.8 5.3 13.0 
July 1.5 3.4 2.4 6.6 3"5 8,6 
August 2.9 6.7 0.5 1.4 3-7 9 n 1 
September 4.3 9.9 0.5 L4 5.5 13.5 
October 3.3 7.6 8.2 22.7 3.0 7.4 
November 4.0 9.2 3. 1 8.6 4. 1 10.0 
December 7.5 17.2 2.0 5.5 3.4 8.3 
Year 43.5 100.0 36 0 1 99.9 40,8 100.0 
Before European contact the year was divided into two 
periods. A time of yam shortage (hereafter called the 'lean 
period') which lasted from February to June, and when sago was 
the main food, and a time of plenty from '-Tune to January when 
the gardens were producing, and there were plenty of yams in 
store. Due to a more even distrJ..bution of planting through-
out the year the 'lean period' is not as marked among the 
North Abelam but it is still clearly defined in the Wosera 
where all gardens mature in the dry season. 
During the dry season, which is the time of intense 
ceremonial activJ..ty when there are J..nitiations and yam exchanges, 
and when tambaran houses may be built, very little garden work 
is generally done apart from harvesting. From July to October 
1962 no gardens at all were planted J..n YenJ..go because of 
ceremonial activJ..ty mainly connected with the building of two 
tambaran houses. Extra gardens are planted at least seven 
months before any ceremonies whJ..ch will involve large prepara-
tions of food. 
The garden usually has a life of about two years, but it 
is only intensively cropped for about nine to ten months. 
Approximately two or three months are spent cutting the bush 
and clearing the garden site (in several observed cases this 
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process was spread over ten months). The main planting of 
the yams then takes from a day to six weeks depending on the 
garden operator and the block users and their ability to 
attract labouro The period between first plantings and the 
final yam harvesting is between seven and ten months. Once 
the yams and taros are harvested the garden has a further life 
of about a year as bananas, s. edule, patches of sweet potato 
and some replanted ka mature. Table 13 summarizes the 
periods between main garden activities in,,Yenigo. The life 
of any one garden is longer than shown on the table. 
Abandonment of the garden is defined as that time when the 
fence is broken and pigs can enter it. In fact some bananas 
and S. edule survive the ravages of the pigs and may be 
harvested after the fence has been broken. 
There is no definite rotation of garden sites in 
the village land. 
TABLE 1 J The History of Yenigo Gardens 1961 and 1962 
Average period between first 
clearing and first planting 
Average period between first 
planting and last main yam 
harvest 
Average period between last main 
yam harvest and the abandon-
ment of the garden 
Approximate average life of 
garden 
Months 
J.2 
9.5 
22. 1 
Standard 
Deviation 
2.0 
1 0 1 
2.7 (22 gardens 
only) 
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The' Selection of Garden Sites 
In Yenigo in 1962, 80 groups were using blockso These 
block using or gardening groups each worked in the gardens as 
a unit, and the leader of each group was most often the male 
head of the family. In 1962 the leaders of gardening groups 
in Yenigo included 59 adult males and the other groups were 
led by three wives whose husbands were away at work, nine 
1-.ridows, seven co-wives and two young men apout to be married 
(cf. Table 5). Not all gardening groups clear and operate 
their own gardens a.nd most of those gardening groups led by 
women, and some of those led by young men, garden only on 
blocks given to them by garden operators. 
Discussions about future sites for gardens and requests 
for loans of land take place during the year before clearing. 
Most men know where their close associates are going to make 
their next gardens about six months before any actual clearing 
takes place. Apart from those factors mentioned under land 
tenure, the Abelam evaluates the garden potential and selects 
the site mainly by considering its past reputation and the 
state of the fallow. The main criterion is that the bush that 
he is to clear should be tall and dark green in colour. 
Trees which are light green in colour such as ningrup, kwa.lam.ba, 
ma'am, a.1 lain and djungw-ule 1 indicate that the fal.low is not 
old enough while tsarbma (unidentified) is said to indicate a 
particularly poor soil. Some trees such as nimbi (Timonius sp.), 
mangge ( Casearia sp .. ), a small species of Pandanus and the ' · 
shade tolerant :fern tsike (Selaginella_sp .. ) indicate that the 
soil is moist and fertile. All stoney or gravelly soil is 
carefully avoided,2 as is ground which has white ants, which 
according to the natives, indicate that the ground is too dry. 
After the garden site has been selected and one or two 
months before any clearing takes place, it will be marked 
either by cutting small sections of the bush at the four 
corners or by blazing trees or cutting narrow paths down the 
sides of the garden site, 
1. For botanical names see Appendix F, 
2. To my knowledge all the remaining patches of very 
tall f'orest in the Abelam area are on stoney soils. 
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_Cutting t]le Secondary Fores "t 
Nearly all the ~ gardens in Yenigo were made on land 
that had been under fallow for between ten to twenty years. 
The cutting of the forest is done in two stages. First the 
men and the women (for summary of the division of labour see 
Table 15) slash the undergrowth and creepers with bush kllives 
so that it is possible to walk freely under tall trees. 
Saplings are lopped about six feet from the ground with the 
bush knife or steel axe. The cut material on the ground and 
the severed lianes and creepers caught in the trees are lef't 
to dry .for at least a couple of weeks before the second stage 
of tree cutting is started. 
Slashing i.s usually done in a single day by the garden 
operator and 10 to 15 helpers both male and female, \vhom he 
recruits on a reciprocal basis from among his kindred, co-
residents or any other associates. Co-operation is usual 
when the work is heavy but if the task can be done by the 
family without undue effort or loss of time or production, 
help will neither be asked for nor given. As previously 
noted there is no clear correlation between people who helped 
\vi th this work and the ultimate block users. 
All the large trees in the garden with trunks more than 
a foot in diameter are cut down. Because the trees are not 
very big most are cut with steel axes by men standing on the 
ground. If there are buttressing roots men cut above these 
by leaning other logs against the tree and balancing on them 
as they cut. When cutting tall trees they work up the slope 
of the garden and notch most of them through about two thirds 
of the trunk. When this operation is finished the tallest 
tree near the top of the garden is cut through and as it falls 
it brings down the other notched trees, the crowns being 
knitted together in a mass of entwining lianes and vines. As 
the tall trees fall they strip many of the branches and much 
of the foliage from smaller trees that have not been notched. 
The smaller trees between a foot and four inches in diameter 
are then pollarded and trimmed up to JO feet high; if they 
survive the burn these lopped and trimmed trees and saplings 
will later serve as supports for yam trellises or twining 
posts for the yam vines (see Plates 15 and 17)., 
--~ 
Plate 10 - A woman sweeplng a garden by hand prlor to 
plantlng" The sweeplngs cont-~i.n:Lng much 
ash are then put behlnd logs or around 
stumps or even thrown over the garden fence, 
Parallel block dlvlders run down the hlll" 
Plate 11 -A yam hole belng made wlth a dlgging stlck. 
One man holds the clods of earth wlth hls 
hands to stop them rolllng do"m the slopeo 
The blocks behlnd the tobacco plant have not 
yet been swept clean. 
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Felled trees are trimmed and cut up to facilitate 
drying and burning. A cleared area is usually made around 
the edge of the garden and debris is thrown into the centre, 
leaving an access road which also acts as a partial firebreak 
and ensures a cleared area for fencesa Little material 
for fencing is removed from the garden before the burn. 
Most of the fencing materials are later obtained from the 
nearby fallow. 
The Burning of Garden Sites 
After the trees are cut, the garden site is left for 
three to four weeks before it is burned: this period may be 
lengthened depending on weather conditions and the inclination 
of the gardener. Usually just before burning, many stumps 
resprout and there is considerable weed growth. The Abelam 
say that this is good because, while it does not impede 
burning very much, the first regrowth and weed growth are 
checked by the fire. 
The first burn requires .little labour and only two or 
three men work for about an hour. If the garden is on a 
hillside, the top of the garden site is lit first and one man 
works down one side lighting fires with a bamboo torch, while 
another man works dow·n the other side doing the same. In 
this manner the fire slowly works in from the outer edges and 
becomes fiercest in the centre of the garden where there is 
most debris. The fi.re never becomes dangerous to the burners 
and does little damage to the surrounding vegetation. In 
Yenigo the surrounding fall.ow is dense, green and damp so 
fires do not escape from the garden. In Stapikum the 
technique for burning garden sites is the same but because 
the fallow is lower, grassier and much more inflammable, 
many garden fires spread. Large areas are continually 
being reburnt making it increasingly difficult for the bush 
to re-establish itself. 
The first burn is never complete but there are no more 
organised burns. Thereafter the partially burnt rubbish is 
heaped around the stumps and trunks of big trees and burnt 
spasmodically. 1 If there has been considerable weed growth 
1 . Newton ( 1960 ~ 11 ·1) says that tests have shown that 
fallow regrowth can be considerably improved if, when 
clearing, trees and bushes are cut off at ground level 
rather than two or three feet above the ground and if 
cuttings are heaped up for burning between roots rather 
than on top. 
and burning is difficult 9 dried sago fronds, 
inflammable, ar.e used to encourage the fire. 
and heavier stages of the secondary burn are 
men, and the women burn the smaller rubbish. 
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which are highly 
The earlier 
undertaken by the 
Preparation of the Garden Site for Plantin~ 
Between the first burn and the first planting of yams 
the garden has to be cleared and fenced anq a garden house has 
to be built. While the males wi.thi.n the gardeni.ng group, 
sometimes helped by a few associ.ates, do the constructi.onal 
work the women do the fi.nal cleari.ng. No food crops are 
planted i.n the garden before the yams although a few tobacco 
seeds are often scattered after the fi.rst burn. 1 
Most fences are made with the cane of the Saccharum 
sponta.neum which grows prolifically in abandoned gardens. 
They are made by forcing pairs of cane uprights i.nto holes 
made by di.bble sti.cks2 about four i.nches apart at ni.ne i.nch 
intervals around the edge of the garden. Hori.zontal canes 
are then placed between these uprights and then lashed together 
at about ni.ne i.nch i.ntervals from bottom tG top (Plates 13 and 
20). Sometimes thin logs saved from the garden before i.t i.s 
fired are used in the fences and often gardens, well away from 
the village, have strong fences made of saplings and trunks of 
small trees, for wi.ld pi.gs make determi.ned efforts to break 
through cane fences. Fences are usually only four to fi.ve 
feet hi.gh because their sole purpose i.s to exclude pigs from 
the garden. Each garden has an entrance or gat~ whi.ch is a 
crude sti.le surmounted wi.th peti.oles of the sago palm whi.ch 
can be removed. 
1. Tobacco was probably i.ntroduced by early European 
explorers (Riesenfelt 1951~93). 
2. Di.bble sti.cks are pi.eces of wood, not more than two 
inches in diameter and fi.ve or si.x feet long, sharpened 
to a poi.nt at one end. They are made when needed and 
are also used for planting seeds and harvesti.ng yams. 
I 1 ·~ •• ' • 1;;;, . · ~ 
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The garden house is a tent-like structure open at both 
ends(at one end i:;he opening is smaller and lower than at the 
other) made of split but unplaited sago fronds lashed onto a 
timber frame. The garden house is usuall.y built on the 
flattest ground in the garden and where possible it is placed 
near the garden gate, which is usually near the top of the 
garden, most gardens being approached from paths along the 
ridge tops. The function of the garden house is to provide 
shelter from the rain and sun during the day and to store 
tobacco leaves and gardening equipment whi.ch is in daily use, 
Occasionally men and boys 1vi.ll sleep in the garden houses, 
especially in the wabi garden houses as the wabi approach 
maturi.ty, but within the Council areas this is an offence 
punishable by a fine, because only a few of the garden houses 
are sprayed with DoD.To by the Malaria Control Section" 
After the garden has been roughly c.leared and all the 
burning is finished it is divided into blocks by the garden 
operator;1 the di.visions are made by laying pieces of cane 
or timber a.long the ground, Since about ha.lf the blocks are 
given away, blocks used by each family are scattered throughout 
the village l.ands and are plan ted at different times of the 
year, although, if the head of a family is also a garden 
operator, most of his blocks will be concentrated in his own 
garden. Table 14 below is a one-in-five sample (alphabetically 
selected) of blocks planted by different .:families throughout 
the year in Yenigo. This table shows that a lazy gardener 
such as Apugero may only plant a few blocks and harvest once 
a year, while a more energetic man with many responsibilities, 
such as Gwalsilu. will plant and harvest a large number of 
blocks t1vo or three times a year. The average number of 
blocks per family is 6.8 but there is a standard deviation 
of3.7blocks ind~cating a wide range between extremes. 
1. In the Wingei area blocks are given away before 
fencing is done and each block user is responsible 
for fenci.ng those parts of his block on the edge of 
the garden. 
I . . . I • . ·.. . .I . - .. - I. 
I I I I .I . . 
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TABLE 14 Number of Blocks Planted per .Honth in Yenigo 
- - 1961 in 
Head of 
Gardening Deg~_ndan t~ 
Adults Child, J. F, M, A, Mo J, J 0 A, S, 0, N. Do Year Group 
-- -
2 3 3 Apugero 2 
*Djurikei 2 2 1 6 4 1 12 
Domi·~akai 
(widow) 1 3 3 
*Gwalsilu 
(2 wives) 5 1 7 3 6 16 
Kanowie 2 1 .2 1 1 1 l 
*Korgali 3 3 3 6 
K\voudnang 2 1 2 1 1 2 7 
Liciningi 2 1 3 4 7 
l.-ipigwen 
(2nd. wi±'e) 1 3 1 1 
Marrakim 
(widow) 1 2 1 3 4 
Narumini 
(>vi dower) 1 1 3 3 
Ram bung>v:i e 2 4 1 4 5 
2 3 3 6 9 *Sammeli.n 
Tarweena 2 1 1 1 8 1 1 1 
\vangigan 2 1 ~ 6 7 
-x- \vouliambu 
( 2 wives) 3 2 4 2 6 1 2 
--~ 
19 1 1 13 8 1 7 12 6 8 25 6 1 
~-
* Also operates a wabi garden. 
Most or all of the blocks underlined 
are :in the gardener's o\Vll garden. 
11 7 
Once the blocks have been given they become the responsibi-
lity of the block user and the garden operator has no r:ights in 
them at all. Before any plant.ing is done the w·omen \\reed the 
garden if necessary, and clear it of all rubbish, actua.l.ly 
sweeping the garden clean by hand or with brooms made from the 
inflorescence of the 'limbom' palm (see Plate 10) and thus 
leave the soil completely exposed to the elements. The unburnt 
trash and much of the ash are piled around stumps (where the 
plants can make no use of it) or put behind horizontal logs 
which gives a terraced appearance to the garden, The motives 
·• 
' . :, I . - I ' I ' 
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for doing this in Yenigo are aesthetic and apparently not 
consciously conservationist 1 although in Ugu ta.gwa in the 
West lvosera horizontal logs are placed at regular intervals 
across the garden to 'hold the soil' (see .Plate 14). 
About 15 per cent of the gardens cleared in 1961 and 
1 96 2 in Yeni.go had an interval of more than f·j_ ve months 
between first slashing and flrst planting. Often this 
resulted in gardens being left cleared but -'..lnplanted for 
several months. Such time lags are lnexplicable and can 
only be the result of laziness or bad planning on the 
" . part of the gardener, for the soil' and the ash are exposed 
to erosion, the physical condition of the soi.l deteriorates 
( Nye and Greenland 1960: 82) , 3 and weed grO'I.>i th ls consider-~ 
able making extra work for the women before planting can 
take place. 
Ka. to be used for seed are usually selected when 
harvesting. The hard skinned and more mature specimens a.re 
kept f·"Jr seed, as young t1~bers wl th a very .light coloured 
growing point are consldered the best for eating. Seed 
tubers must also be undamaged and without insect pests. 
lvhole k.~ tubers usua.lly weighlng between one and two 
pounds4 are used f'or seed, If the planter desires a. larger 
tuber for some ceremonial purpose and is prepared to take 
special care ·with its cu.l. ture, he may plant a larger seed 
tuber of six to ten pounds, Small bulbils weighing only a 
1. cf. Blaut ~-!-. ( 1959: 417) who noted a similar 
procedure in the Blue Mountains of Jamaica but call it 
a 'conscious measure' of soil conservation. 
2. The generally fer~ile top soil is made more friable 
by the burn and is especi.ally liable to be eroded (Nye 
and Greenland 1960:71). 
J. See also Gourou (1959:18). 
4. Brown ( 1951~394) reports a.n experiment done by 
Kinman in Puerto Rico in which it was found that 
generally speaking the larger the tuber p.lanted the 
higher the subsequent ylel.d. 
TABLE 15 * Division of Labour 
Garden Work 
Slashing of Undergrowth 
Cutting of trees 
Cutting up logs and preparing for burn 
Firing the garden 
Clearing and heaping large debris fqr 
secondary burn 
General Clearing of garden 
Final clearing and sweeping of garden 
Fence Building 
Garden house building 
Planting of ka and wabi 
Planting of taro 
Planting of all other crops 
l<Teedi.ng 
Any yarn magic 
Making of trelli.ses 
Repair of fence 
Harvesti.ng of yarns 
All carryi.ng of heavy objects 
Cleaning of ka 
Harvesting of other crops 
Carrying of food, fire1vood 
Associ.a.ted work 
Collecting most forest foods 
Cutting sago palms 
e.g. 
Extracting and pounding sago 
Preparing food for household meals 
Feeding pigs 
Killing and cooking pigs 
large 
* See also Kaberry (1941:346-348). 
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Men 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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Women 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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quarter of a pound are used as seed material for the _lipm.2: 
and any wab~ grown in the ka gardens are grown from smal.l 
sections of tubers weighi~ about half' a pound. 1 The 
method of preparing this ~h seed for planting is the same 
as that described for the ~abi gardens. 
Go::Jd gardeners like to have many different varieties 
of ~~ for prestige reasons but 1 on the other hand, the 
Abelam are reluctant experi.menters and only want to p.lant 
tried and tested varieties, which have been proved success~ 
ful, and those vari.eties that they like to eat" In Yenigo 
it :is tho-ught to be bett:er to have each block planted with 
a different variety, though in actual fact this rarely 
happens. Men will boast that a block is all of one variety 
even if it contains only 20 per cent of that named. 
The Abelam recognise many different varieties .in the:i.r 
ma:i.n crops. In Yenigo and Stapikum alone there were at least 
108 different varieties of yam (59 varieties of~· 42 of wabi 
and 7 of lipm9-) 2 and in neighbouring villa.ges there a.re many 
other varieties unknow-n. in both Yenigo and Stapikum, Names 
were also collected of well over JO varieties of both taro and 
banana and five different variet:i.es of~~~ (Abelmoschus 
E!_~p~t). 
·----------------------------------
1. yvabi planted :in the ka gardens are usually plante..t in 
the side of a ka mound. 
2. In Stapikum there were a number of varieties which were 
included in a single variety in Yenigo. I always use the 
Yenigo variety name in th:Ls thes-is, except, of' course, when 
the variety is not found at all in Yenigo, in which case I 
use the S ta.pikum name., I was able to collect data on 33 
main varieties of ka and 23 main varieties of ~·· The 
other varieties were f'airly rare a.nd on.ly the names were 
obtained. It is not unusual for na.t:i.ves to have numerous 
varieties of thei.r main crops. Sasuke ( 1 9 53: 159) mentions 
over 200 varieties of yam on Ponape Island. Innumera.ble ya_m 
vari.eties a.re also reported i.n N:iger:i.a (Faulkner and Ma.ckie 
1933: 146) and the Ph:i.lipp~nes (Galang 1920:63). 
' 
- -· 
- ' - I ''I 
' ' 
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The vari.e t::Les of ka. fall i.n to focJ.r main groups whiyh 
will henceforth be called 'sub-species' for canveni.ence. 
These sub-speci.es are }!!.~r'ka. 9 Jl.Sa.£~ 9 apa~~ and ~leka. each 
of' which has easily recognisa.ble cha.ra.cter:i.stics"- In S:)me 
regions certain sub---speci.es are more important tha.n they are 
in other areas and may be div:ided :into t1No further groups, 
The .:';!;£_a 1 ka sub~species i.n the 1vosera., for example? consists 
o: t1No major groups, y;~e .~aj.~ka. whic~ :is ~enera.l~y a. h:igh 
y1elder and the E..K~!!l~:::L3 which :1.s a. .low yJ..elder. · The 
mar 1 ka sub-speci.es in the Yeni.go area consists of two groups 
which are ca.l1.ed the .IPa.E:.lc~ a.nd the EJ:E~ (child ]:<:a.) and the 
only difference between these two is ~hat the tuber of' the 
Exanka is sma.ller than the 'tuber of the ma_r_'ka. There are 
regional preferences for each sub-species. The people of 
the 1vest 1vosera like the strong tasting and low yielding 
maleka. the people of the Central and East Wosera prefer the 
-~..,.· --
high yielding but ra.ther coa.rse asagwa a.nd the North Abe lam 
plant mainly the low yie .lding and 1 sweet 1 ma.r 1 ka, 
c•~....,.-~~2 
There is no critical taxonomi.c or genetic basis f'or 1 
' . 
this termi.nology. The s·.J.b-~species names f'or the 
different varieti.es are shown in Tables 29 and 30. 
2. The main characteristi.cs of these fcur sub--species are: 
m~;tr~ka has a. small lea1' a.nd a. sma.ll inf'loresc.ence 7 and 
is general.ly a low yielder. 
_a._f22J5..'!!a. has a large hairy t:uber" which is rather coarse 
and fibrous when cooked, It also has a long 
flower and is usually planted without a trellis. 
~a 1 ka. has a large .leaf' and its tubers are fat rather 
than .long. 
maleka has a small leaf' and its tubers are small, round 
and have a distinctive taste. The tubers grow 
up from the bottom of the hole, 
J, Nglame_2 is divided into a large number of varieties in 
Stapikum but in Yenigo it is .just a va.ri.ety of· t;he sub~ 
speci.es apa'ka; known as wolim:ile, For compa.ra.t1ve pur~ 
poses any f'urther discussi.on of sub-species and varie1;;i.es 
wi.ll be reduced to a simplified level \vhich applies in 
both villages. 
4, The terms high and low yielder are used loosely., A 
low yi.eldi.ng sub-species or var1ety usually yields less 
than 20 lbs" per plant and a high yielder more than this 
fi.gure. For details of the yields of each variety see 
Tables 29 and JO, Appendix B. 
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All the sub~species names mentioned above are a.lso used 
for particular varieties within the appropriate sub-species. 
The criteria whi.ch determine different varietal names are the 
size, shape and colour of the leaf and tuber, the hairiness of 
the tuber 1 the colour of the shoot, the size and frequency of 
thorns on the vine and the taste of the yam when cooked, It 
is difficult· to tell whether new varieties are evol.ving. 
Informants continually said that their ancestors had many more 
·v-arieties tha.n are planted now, but this is somewhat belied 
by the fact that new varieties are c·oming into all villages 
from other areas in Abela.m terr]_ tory and from other areas in. 
New Guinea. The Jlla.leka and asagwa sub-· species were either 
rare or unkno\vn in. Yenigo Village before pacification and 
.likewise many of· the .la.rges t "rabi a.nd many of the mar 1 ka. sub~ 
species were unknown in Sta.pikum .. 1 -· -
The names gi.ven to many varieties are descr.iptive: 
for example ta.mbaka means yam like a hand and wamaka means 
- -the white yam. They may also be named after an. animal, bird, 
man or kinship teri:n; some examples are _E;yami.oka meaning the 
dove yam, a:12a 1 ka, the father yam and ..§l;~agwak_9.;, the mother yam. 
Hany variet:i.es have comp~Lex names such as the walangt:£uk 1 k~ and 
_gilewanbaka which mean a. spirit 1 s egg yam and the black ear 
yam respectively. However the etymology of many yam names 
was obscure to the Abelam themselves. 
In Yenigo, no variety of ka was considered early or 
-late nor was any variety considered more suitable than any 
other for any particular environment. In Sta.pikum, on the 
other hand, wolimil~ (called_E.j?jlamei in the Wosera)~ which 
totalled about 27 per cent of all k~ >veighed in the vi.1.lage, 
was planted first, and the asa,g;wa, which totalled about 56 per 
cent of all the }::C!; weighed there, was planted about a. month to 
·----------------------------------------------~---------·--------
1, The introduction of' new varieties of yam is just as 
important as the introduction of new crops. It wou.ld 
be an interesting avenue for research to grow a.ll 
var:i.et:i.es under standard cond:i.ti.ons and to see :if some 
varieties are consi.stent:Ly superior in yield and prote:i.n. 
content. For comments on the protein content of some 
varieties of yam see Appendix C. Many varieties are 
be:i.ng analysed~· by PHD (Hedieal Research) but results 
are not yet available. 
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six weeks later. In the Wosera the ~ag1va is usually grown 
on the alluvial river flats, It is the highest yielding yam 
and the :indigenes say tha.t the best soils are reserved for 
the best yams. The a.sagwa :is also the variety that can best 
withstand flooding a.r{d damp conditions, 1 
The Plan~i~ of the ka 
The ka 'vhlch are reserved for'· seed and placed in the 
yam houses, begin to sprout after about ten to twelve weeks 1 
depending on the maturity of the tuber when it was harvested. 
When the sprout is about two feet long, it is broken off from 
the eye a~ the top of the tuber, which :is left to sprout again. 
If some ka sprout more quickly than others or :if the garden is 
not ready-for planting, the sprout may be broken off a.s ma.ny 
as four tlmes, but usually it :is only broken once or twice. 
Mos~ seed yams stay in the yam houses from four to s:ix months. 
Finally shoots are usually allowed to grow to a length of 
between 12 inches and three feet and, when the garden is 
ready, the sprou ti.ng ya . .ms are carried to the gardens where 
they are temporarily stored in the ga.rden houses until 
planting begins, 
The only implement used when planting yams is the digglng 
stick which is usual.ly made out of wood from the hard black 
1 limb om 1 (_9aryot~ sp,), and is about five feet long with a 
narrow spade-l:ike end. The first step :is to d:ig a hole 
(see Plate 11) and the so:il :is loosened w~th the digg:ing stick 
and most of i.t :is removed by hand, although some is removed 
wlth the stick. Holes are about 18 inches deep and about 
1. Several informants said that mar 1 ka must have a sandy 
and frlable soll. As a rule yams requlre deep, loose 
and well dralned soll (Barra.u 1958a:44) and this effect 
ls achleved by breaking up the soll and building a 
mound in which to plant the yam. Faulkner and Mackie 
( 1933: 147) report that in West Afri_ca yams are grown in 
swampy land and that mounds may be up to f:ive feet hi_gh, 
These authors state that in swampy land it is not 
uncommon to see r:ice growing between yam heaps. 
,, 
l· 
' 
' . ~· I' 
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15 i.nches i.n di.ameter, but i.f the planter :requi.res 'long 
ka'l he wi.ll di.g holes to about three feet in depth. 2 
lvhen the hole i.s fi.nished the bottom i.s loosened wi. th 
the di.gging sti.ck a.nd the soi_l, fi.nely broken up by hand, 
i_s replaced in the hole. When the replaced soil i_s about 
si.x i.nches above the natural surface of the ground, the 
seed ka i.s placed on top of i.t with the roots over the 
central part. Soil is fi_rmly packed over the tuber wi.th 
the hands to form a mound a.bout 15 .;i.nches high (see Plate 12). 
The techni_que i_s di.ff'erent when all var1et1es of the sub-
speci_es maleka are planted. These varieti.es are planted 
near the bottom of the hole for their tubers grow out and 
upwards instead o !~ down ( cf" Mas sal a.nd Barr· au 1 9 56 g 1 2) • 
The planting of the ka and wabi is done solely by the 
men. The block user is helped by a few close associates, o:r~ 
if there are a m.J.mber of blocks t-J be planted~ he recruits a 
large group on -a. reciprocal basis. It i.s usua.l.ly only a.n 
important man who can attract a large work force and after 
the planti.ng is done he i.s obliged to feed the planting party 
with yam soup and make a small gift of· native tobacco J betel 
nuts -a.nd pepper •rine ca.tkins \-Jhich are eaten with the bete.l nut. 
Th f . ll . . - 1 - . h t "I ' h . - l + d e o owJ_ng -cab. e snows r a· "_sss ;; an tn:ree ya.IJJ.s are p a.n .. e 
per man houro 
TABLE 16 
22 men planted 440 yams in eight hours ( 2, 5 yams planted per 
man hour) 
8 II ,, 75 :t 'II four ·; ~· ( 2 ,, 3 H ~ ~ "/'1 
4 H ~~ 82 
" 
II e:ight :I ( 2" 6 li ~~ ll 
1. The term 1 long ]S;a' :is used for ka that are espec:ial.ly 
cultivated for exchange purposes. The spec:ial techn:iques 
used whi_ch result in hi.ghe.r yie.lds and large tubers are 
d1scussed :in a later sect1on. 
) 
) 
2, Often ·when planting 1 long ka' and sometimes even w·ith the 
_ka planted by ordina.r-y methods J the planter places the soi.l 
from each soi_l horiz,:;;n :in separate heaps and replaces it i_n 
a reverse order leavi.ng the heavy clays on top of the mmn1.d 
which are almo-st resistant to erosi.ono 
. . ' . ) . 
Plate 12 - Plantlng ka. 
Plate 13 - A ka garden shortly after it has been 
planted. 
The stump of a tree is seen cut off above 
the buttressing roots and in the mound at 
the bottom right of the picture two vrabi 
----have been planted. A small retaining 
wall supports the mound and crossed 
supports take the vine of one plant to 
the trellis at top left. 
Other crops~ apart from ka, include taro, 
sweet corn and tobacco . 
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Each block is fully planted with ka before another is started. 
The taro is planted later by the women and the lipma. and all 
the other incidental crops are planted by both sexes. 
The only magic used in the ~ gardens seemed to be 
when magic red earths~ obtained from the Wosera, were some-
times painted onto the base of the shoot at planting to 
encourage it to grow. This magic. red earth was also some-
times mixed with lemon juice and other fluids and poured into 
holes made in the yam mounds. This mixture was said -to 
stop the leaves dryinf too quickly and to give the tuber a. 
chance to get larger" 
Yams are planted about seven feet apart althou~h if 
high yielding varieties, such as a.sa..t&;wa. or 1 long ka' 9 a.re 
planted, the spacing is usually about nine feet. The 
gardens in Sta.pikum which were planted wholly with .,?-Sa.g-_w·a. 
consistently had fewer plants per unit area than those 
planted with other varieti.es" The natiyes say that a:?_agw§l~ 
grows better without a trellis and the vines conse~uently 
need more room in the garden to spread themselves. Table 17 
sets out the densities of plants per acre i.n Yenigo and Stapikum . 
TABLE 17 J2ensi ty_..J2f Yam and Taro PlaE,-_ts in Y.£E-igo and 
S taR!-!sum 
Yenigo (all ka gardens) 
Stapikum 
Asagwa gardens 
Other ~§: gardens 
950 
750 
875 
) 
) 
_:!~aro per acre 
21000 
1 ~ 350 
• 
1. Informants said that the magic used in planting 'long ka' 
was very similar to that used in plcmting the wabi (see below) 
except that sex taboos were not applied although women were 
not allowed to go too near to the plants.. I witnessed many 
plantings of 'long ka' however and the only magic used was 
when red paints were applied (cf. Kaberry 1941~354). 
2. Plate JJ shows yam vines laid out along the ground 
parallel to each other. 
9fi 
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Figures in this table a.re based on a.0cura te counts of the 
yams and taro in seven gardens in Yenigo and of the yams 
in nine gardens and taro in bvo gardens in Stapiku.m, 
Probably the main d1fference 1nfluene:ing plant1ng densi t:i .. f;S 
in the two villages 1s that trell1ses are fewer in Stapikum 
even in the non~asa~ gardens, Also ditches 9 outcr·opping 
rock and patches of weeds are common in S ta.pi.kum gardens .• 
Taro a.nd all other crops are i.nterpla.n ted between the ya.m 
mounds though if' there a.re any damp pl.a.ces in t.he ga..rden_, 
such as small hollows, taro only ~s planted there. Table 
! 8 b·slow shows the number of gardens and the tota.l areas 
of g.a.rdens planted in bo-th Yeni.go. and Sr..apikum in 1961 a.nd 
'962-
TABLE 18 
1061 
,,;:,../_ J2..§g 
No, 
j>.verag,~, 
No, 
Gardens Acres n a r·d -··n"' .~ c .r. "'' .c:.:. >...A· ~ t •. _..... ·l. - - -
.X..§:!~}._g£ 
Ka gardens 
-~ 
54 J7c42 48 27o77 .51 3./ ">9 
-· !') •. -. 
Wa.bi gardens 
~~
30 Jo04 45 4 . .• 45 J8 3,?5 
T ·='tal 84 I 'h LJ-0 ' if .. 94 32.22 89 Jf.J4 
§ t a.p ikJ;J;!!! 
Ka. gardens* 42 17o08 50 16,89 46 JE-.99 
* 
No wa.bi gardens in Stapikum 
=~---=-.:.= 
The Care of the Garden 
The main task between planting and harvesting i.s weeding 
which is done by hand with the aid of' a. bush kni.fe, 11/eedi.ng :!.5 
done mainly by the women but tbe work is never d.1ffi.cu.1 t B.s 
long as the preceding fallow has been more than about Twelve 
years and the garden is clean weeded when p.1ante.d 9 for tbe ·ya.me: 
and other crops soon provi.de a good cover ar1d there i..s li r;-rl.e 
difficulty in keeping them above the weeds (cf. Nye and Green-
land 1960 ~ 77) . In Stapikum? where the fallow pe ri.od :is s·:.>me~-
t i.mes less than ten years~ weeds and gra.sses are much mo.r e 
prevalent-' even a.ppeari.ng in great numbers shortly after 
planting, The domi.nant and most persi.st·ent of the ga.rd.en 
weeds is J.m:e,era:t!! grB.ss, which L3 usua..lly promi.nent in a.1.1 
. I I· ' .", I . 
. ! 
I : I I -I I : , .I i ,. I 
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gardens· about ten months after clearing takes place. O~her 
common weeds are ~rechthites sp. (prominent with its flowering 
head but very easy to weed) 9 ~eratum coEYzoid~? Emili~, 
various f'erns, Svnedrella nodiflorC!; 7 and many grasses such as 
Pas pal£!!! sp. , Sorghum halepense, Eleusine indica, Sac char~!:!! 
spontaneum and Polytoca ma.crophyll!~;. Many seedlings spring 
up and sprouting stumps are cut back. In the early stages 
of the yam growth the garden is kept very clean but as the 
yam matures weeding is more carele __ ssly carried out and the 
seedlings of useful trees are deliberately left if they are 
recognised. 
After the ka are planted the men devote most of their 
attention to the W£bi gardens though they go to the }<:rl; 
gardens to inspect the yams and the fences and to do a few 
odd jobs. About three weeks after the yams are planted,, 
the quick growing };s.§!: are pruned by breaking off the growing 
point between forefinger and thumb. This encourages the vine 
to branch for it is generally believed that the more growth 1 
there is above ground, the better the tuber be]_ow the ground" 
The men also make trellises and train the vines onto themg 
for they believe that a trellis wil.l improve the yield for all 
var1eties except _<}sa~~· 2 The ~a.: shoots are carefully wound 
to the left and the _!Vabi shoots to the right. The ka 
trellises are never elaborate except in the West Wosera where 
yams ( most.ly maleka varieties) are p.lanted in a circle around 
a trimmed tree or a planted pole (see Plate 14). From the 
top of the pole strips of bark from the Althoffia pleiostigma 
(mai~) run to the top of each yam mound and the yam vine climbs 
up this rope. Elsewhere in the Abelam area most of the 
trellises are merely canes or light pieces of wood .leant against 
stumps and lopped trees, although poles about six feet long are 
sometimes planted in the ground. Occasionally cane 1 wigwam~~ 
like structures are made from the cane of the S. spo_ntane~n 
·------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. This also applies to the wabi. in the wabi gardens 
where huge trellises are built. There is a similar 
belief in Ponape (Mahony 1959~4), 
2. Experiments elsewhere support this belief (Faulkner 
and Mackie 1933:148. Galang 1920~64), although Def'ngin 
(1959:55) notes that D. esculenta does not climb poles 
more than 24 feet high becaus;-8trong -winds damage the 
v1nes. 
, , ; . • • . • • . I 
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Plate 14 - Several cont1guous ka gard~ns at Ugutagwa~ 
Plate 15 -
The maleka v1nes are cl~mb1ng up 1 ropes 1 1 
and the logs hor1zonta.l to the slope are 
said to hol~ the soil. 
The 11 rope and tree trellises 11 are also 
found in Ponape (Barrau 1956a~399). 
A Yenigo Garden about 4 
yams had ·Jeen plantedo 
palms are evident below 
months after the 
Flow·ering sago 
the garden., 
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The tubers of the 'long ka' are inspected as they 
grow. About two months after the plantings the mounds are 
opened and the tubers are inspected from the downhill side 
and all the tubers but the largest one are removed. Later 
the mound is opened again and the soil under the growing 
point of the tuber is loosened to aid growth; this may 
happen two or three times in the final three months before 
the yam matures, The 'long ka 1 1 like the wabi, are only 
planted in the October to January period so that they are 
ready for exchanges between June and September. In Yenigo 9 
in 1962 9 not more than one in thirty of all ka planted were 
'long ka 1 but this proportion varies from year to year depend-
ing on~eremonial activity, Many gardens 9 in particular 
those of widow-s, co-wives and very young men, have no 'long 
ka' at all. 
Stapikum gardens provided many interesting contrasts 
with those of Yenigo; tre1·lises were rare 9 1 long ka 1 were 
not cultivated, fencing was much poorer and lower and £'requently 
non-existent (see Plate 29), the gardeners often being content 
with covered pig traps on each side of the garden.2 Most of 
the Stapikum gardens had ditches running at right ang.les to the 
contours and along the top edge of the garden. It was said 
that they \vere necessary because ~vi thout them the tubers tended 
to rot. This is undoubtedly due to the· stickier nature of the 
Stapikum. so:ils ·which can hold water in yam holes, encouraging 
rotting.J Construction of the ditches is an attempt to carry 
away as much water as possible on the surface and so to reduce 
seepage. 
Har-<.res ting 
In Yenigo a complete block is usually harvested at one 
time, although any very innnature plants are left to mature or] 
1. The 1 long ka 1 usually take about eight man ths ·to rna ture 
which is a little longer than the ordinary ka. 
2. There are fewer wild and· domesticated pigs in the 
Stapikum area but nevertheless many yam plants are rooted 
up by pigs, 
J. I have seen holes which were prepared for plaritin.g 
coffee on a 20° slope holding water even though it had 
not rained for three days. 
' ., 
'I ·\. I 
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if harvested 9 are casually replanted in the same hole and 
may be harvested about six months later" .It is considered 
that the best time to harvest yams is just after the leaves 
on the vines have dried, Then the tuber is at its greatest 
size yet still light brow:.fl a.nd tender to eat., Most of the 
yams mature together but any that do mature early are left 
in the ground for several weeks or even a month before the 
rest are ready for harvest, Although they are edible, 
these yame have coarse skins and taste slightly b.i.tter and 
are generally used for seed, 1 • 
Before the harvest the w·omen completely \veed the 
garden, The yams are harvested by the gardener and he ie 
usually helped by one or two of his close male associatesa 
One man harvests one yam hole at a time, The ground is 
loosened on the downhill side of the ka mound with a dibble 
stick and the soil is removed by hand until the sides of ~he 
·tubers are exposed., The stems are cut w.ith a. kni.fe well 
above the head of each tuber \vhich is then ca.r&fuJ.ly eased 
out of the soil. Each hole may contain from one to fifteen 
tubers and generally the more tubers there are, the smaller 
their individual size. 
As the ka are dug out, the men rough1y clean them by
2 breaking off any large portions of earth attached to them. 
The women then collect them, and carry ~hem in their net bags 
to the garden houses where they scrape the yam cl.ean of both 
rootlets and earth and apply lime to any injured portions of 
the tubers (cf. Galang 1920:65). The garden house is a. 
temporary storage place and the yams will be left there until 
they can be carried to the yam. houses in or near the village, 
1. After the leaves are dry the tubers can safely remain 
in the ground for about a month before any marked deter~ 
ioration sets in" One ka. garden? wh.ich matured during 
the building of a. new tamba.ran house, was not har1res ted 
for si.x to eight ,,reeks after the leaves had dried, Many 
of the tubers sprouted an.d some were immediately replant.ed 
in Ehe old holes. .In Ponape some yams are left in the 
ground f'or 20 years (Mahony ~ 9 59~ 2) . and i.n Yap smal.l yams 
are left in the fallow to be used in times of shortages 
(Defngin 1959:40). Morgan (1959a.: 148) says that i~ is 
necessary to dry the seed yam before it can sprout though 
if there is a we~ll marked dry season this can ·'be done in 
the ground, 
2? All weighing of tubers was done after they were roughly 
cleaned? 
, • • , J , r, , I , . ' 
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In Stapikum where gardening activi. ty j_s more sea.sona.l 
than in Yenigo ,, the .wa.bi are plan ted first wi thi.n the -~ 
gardens1 and are followed closely by varieties of ~a 1 k~ 
(mainly nglam.e_:i i.n the Wos era) and then as~gw~) either i.n 
differe~lt blocks of the same garden or, more often 9 in entire-
ly different ga.rdenso Thus the harvest is spread out over 
about !6 weeks on .. :i.y a..nd 9 li.ke the plantJ_ng? is done i.n 
successive stageso 
All other crops are harvested as they mature. 
Usually sweet corn and most of the green vegetables are ready 
about three months after they are p.lanted and some vari.eti.es 
of taro are mature after about four months. All crops 
except the yams are eaten shortly af'ter harvesting for they ? . do not keep.-
Storage 
The yam houses are si.m.ilar in .:::hape to the garden 
houses, but are closed a.t both ends 1 larger, better cons tru.cted 
and very dark inside" The taller end has a sm.a]_l raised 
door i.n it while the other end is comp1.etely closed off wi. th 
stems of the sago frond, or by the roof and the two sides of 
the houses running together like the inverted prow of a sh:ip. 
The yams are placed si_de by side on the floor of' the yam 
house and the heads or sprouting ends are slightly raised by· 
a stick placed at ri.ght angles to the yams 1 thus as the 
1. In Stapikum there were no specia .. l wabi gardens i.n 1961 
or 1962 (see Table lB)o In the northern parts of the 
Wosera there are three different types of gardens. The 
wabi and nglamei gardens on the slopes and the _asagwa 
gardens on the floodplains. 
2, In contrast to this in November 1962 I saw consi.der~­
able quantiti.es of taro stored i.n pile houses in Kaboibus, 
an Arapesh village (these houses are described by Mead 
1938:237-57). Also at that time taro was being dried i.n 
the sun for a day preparatory to being stored. I have 
no idea how long taro will keep under these conditionso 
Mead (1938:220=21) mentions a 'nonperi.shable type of 
taro' and also says that taro cannot be stored for any 
long period. 
1 roots develop they do not touch the ground. 
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As the yams lie on the floor of the yam house they 
are liable to be attacked by rot 7 rats and insect pests 1 
the most destructive of the latter being Planococcus 
dioscoraea (Williams1960~39-40).2 Drains around the ~tside of the yam house prevent the floor from becom.ing 
damp" 
'• 
Yields of Ka 
The Aim of Yield Estimations, 
Neither time nor man-power permitted a properly 
planned and carefully executed yield trial. Al.l weigh-
ings were of native planted crops planted under variable 
conditions, at different times of the year and by 
different techniques. The purposes of the weighings 
described in this section wereg 
1. Tubers will keep for about nine months if the 
sprouts are broken off periodically although they 
become increasingly bitter with age. The Abelam 
method of storing yams makes an interesting com-
parison with the well ventilated storage methods 
used in Nigeria (Morgan 1959b:61-2)? the 
Trobriand Islands (Malinowski 1935:228-32) and 
Efate (Barrau 1956a:393, 4oo). 
2.. After spraying the yam houses with DDT as part 
of the Malaria Control Project, this insect, 
P.dioscoraea, either by chance or because the DDT 
killed its natural predators, was far more prevalent. 
Spraying was never popular because it spoilt the 
appearance of houses but as soon as it looked as if 
the yams were being affected, opposition became very 
pronounced. The people built new yam houses hidden 
in the fallow to avoid spraying. In 1961 half the 
yam houses in Yenigo were outside the immediate 
village area but, in 1962, because the Administration 
agreed never to spray any yams or the inside of yam 
houses, all new yam houses were built in the village, 
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1. To make a rough esti.mate of yi.elds i.n the Mapri.k 
area so that compari.sons could be made wi.th other 
yam gro-w-:i_ng are as • It 'vas thought that mere 
acreage statistics were not of much value when 
crops are grown mixed and yi.elds vary from 
vari.ety to variety and from area to area. (see 
Dent 1957:vi.ii). 1 
2. To make a comparison of' yi.elds :Ln Yenigo and 
Stapikum i.n order to test ·-a-subjective valuati.on 
that yields were much .low·er in the latter village. 
J, To find out whether the yields of different 
va.rieti.es dj_ffered signi.fi.ca.ntl.y. 
4. To f'i.nd ou.t 9 in general terms 9 what factors 
influenced the yi.elds of' ka. 
Field Me.thods. 
Field methods were rather crude and may be summarized 
thus: 
1. The areas of all gardens planted in 1961 and 1962 
in both Yenigo a.nd Stapikum were measured (see 
Table 18 and Figures 17 and 18)-. 
2. An approximate idea. was obtained of' the number of 
plants per acre (see Tabl.e 17) . 
1 • When I fi.rs t 1ven t i.n to the fi.eld the Bureau of 
Statistics (Papua.) in conjuncti.on with DASF and Bureau 
of Census and Statisti.cs (Canberra.) -w·ere undertaki.ng a 
survey of Tndi.genous Agri.cu.l ture i.n Papua and New Gui.nea 
(s:ince publi.shed, Bureau of Statisti.cs: 1963). 
In:iti.ally these people were usi.ng a yi.eld factor 6f 5 lbs. 
per hole wh:ich was obvi.ousl.y too .low for the Mapri.k area .• 
Thi.s yi.eld factor was subsequently changed when rough 
yield tri.als were made i.n most of the di.f'f'erent land 
types of' the survey. .Ln land type 4 of the Sepi.k 
Di.s tri.c t which :included al.l Abe lam terri. tory (two 
Abelam vi.llages Mikau and Malba were included i.n the 
sample) the revi.sed yield factor was 16.85 lbs. per hole 
whi.ch was h:igher than anywhere e.lse i.n the Terri. tory 
(Trobri.and Islands were not sampled). The hi.ghest yi.eld 
• factor outside the Sepi.k District was 9,5 lbs, per hole 
in the Northern Di.stri.ct of Papua, Most of the other 
yi.el.d factors i.n both Papua and New Gui.nea. were less than 
7. 5 lbs. per hol.e (Brewer, persona.l communi.ca ti.on). 
I· I I I I '. • ' • 
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J. Yields from each ~ hole were weighed to the nearest 
pound with a. spring balance just after they 1vere dug 
outo Each variety was entered separately for each 
village and notes were made of the environmental 
conditi.ons wi.thin the garden, the time o:f the harvest 
and the general history of' the garden. 
The Problems of' Measuring Yields. 
The practical problems of working on all crops were too 
many, so it was decided that work should only be done on~ 
which is the main crop throughout the Abelamo All other 
crops are harvested throughout the year and some are perennial 
or only partially harvested, 
In the two villages, 32 varieties of ka. were weighed 
-but identification of varieties was always a problem. My 
young assistants and I could easily identify to the sub-
species level but we were unable to identify many varieties. 
This meant that we had to be a.ccompied by the yam planter 
and at least one of the elder men to check each identif'ica.ti.on. 
Identifica.ti.on i.n Sta.pi.kum was particularly difficult. A 
variety found in Yenigo could well be found in Stapikum a.lso 9 
but it might have a. different name" Also in Sta.pikum many infor-
mants we1"'e unreliable, since they were unwilling 'to contrad-
ict another man even '\vhen he was patently wrong, These 
problems were eliminated to some extent by taking fairly 
reliable informants from Yenigo into the Stapikum gardens and 
they verified or denied each identification. Some Sta.piku.m. 
varieties did not occur in Yenigo (and vice vprsa.) and with 
these varieties no check. was possible. 
Weighings took place over a. period of only ten months 
and therefore seasonal or annual differences are not taken 
into account in the results. There is no doubt that at 
times of intense ceremonial activity production of ~, 1 long 
ka' and wabi is considerably increasedo Many of the 1 long 
ka 1 planted in Yenigo in 1962 were planted to initiate or 
reciprocate a hostile exchange 9 and prabably extra land was 
planted: in October 1961 to cope with festivities associated 
with the building of two tambaran houses in 1962. 
Finally, it was impossible to use good sampling methodso 
Sometimes it was impossible to visit a garden when harvesting 
was taking place, often reliable assistants were not available 
Plate 16 - A number of contiguous Yenigo Gardens which 
are reverting to fallo•~ Two small cleared 
wabi gardens can be seen within the ka 
-gardens from which the ka ha.d been harvested 
only 13 months before. 
-.. 
Sago palms are in the valley bottoms 9 part 
of Naramco village is at centre left 9 and 
the Medical Aid Post is beh:ind a Naramco 
hamlet at the upper right. 
Plate 17 - Looking towards the same gardens pictured in 
Plate 16 1 but before the two wab~ gardens 
were planted and while the ]:c~ gardens were 
main.ly planted with bananas and s. edule~ 
Regrowth is much more advanced in Plate 16, 
The garden in the foreground had been 
planted for about two months, 
, , I 
. I 
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to help with the wei.ghi.ng and to identify vari.et:Les 9 and 
sometimes I was not i.nf'ormed that harvesti.ng was taking 
place,l In order to obtain a wide dispersi.on of wei.~hings 
I never wei.ghed more than 50 yarns from any one garden. In 
all 903 ka were \\rei.ghed i.n Yeni.go and 850 :in Stapi.kum and 
these yams came from 25 garden blocks in Yeni.go and 28 
blocks in Stapi.kumo2 
The Results (For Statisti.cal Analysis see Appendix B). 
1. The ari thmeti.cal average yj_eld of all varieties 
in Yenigo was 19o76 pounds per hole 9 and in 
Stapikum 17 o 95 pounds pe:r hole even though 
Stapikum. grew high yi.elding sub-species (apa 1 ka 
and asagwa) almost exclusively 9 and Yeni.go only 
grew about 60 per cent of hi.gh yieldi.ng sub-
species. If' i.t is assumed. that 60 per cent of 
the crop in Stapikum is asa.gwa (56 per cent of' 
ka wei.ghed in Stapikum were asagwa) approxi.mate 
yi.elds of' ka would be 8o4 tons per acre in 
Yenigo and6.? 5 tons per acre in Stapikumo 3 
Indi.vid.ual varieties vary greatly" If' hi.gh 
yi.elding vari.etj_es or 1 long ka 1 onl.y were 
planted in Yenigo gardens yields would probably 
be as high as 18 tons per acre. Yields in 
both villages were hi.gh when compared wi.th other 
areas considering that so many other crops 
(especially taro yielding at least two tons per acre) 
1. I was i.nf'ormed of about 60% of the harvestings 
for this was the only information for which I. 
always gave rewards. 
2 o All holes containing wabi. p1.an ted wi. th ka 
were omitted. 
3o The average yie.ld of asagwa in StapikLll!l was 
22.18 pounds per hole and all other vari.eti.es 
had an average yield of 12o47 pounds. For the 
number of plants per acre see Table 17. By 
referring to Table 18 the total yi.elds of ka i.n 
Yenigo is about 285 tons per year and in Stapikum 
110 tons per year. 
·I 
., 
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2. Yenigo has s·~gn~f~can tly h~ghe:r, y~elds than Stap~kum 
though there are some var~et~es for example asagwa 
and wamasukwus fo:c which this :is not true. 
3. There are considerable differe11ces in the yields 
from the d~fferent varieties? and the differences 
are not the same in both villages? for example 
mbia t was an extremely high yiel.der ~n Yenigo but 
was one of the lowest yielders in Stapikum. 
4. The techniques used ~n the cultivat~on of yams 
affect the yields, Table 19 shows the frequency 
of yields per hole 1 by five pound weight classes 
of three varieties that occurred in both villages. 
In Yen~go these var~eties show a secondary peak in 
the range 40 - 44 pounds per hole. Unfortunately 
I neglected to d~st~nguish 'long ka 1 when weighing 
yams but it is probable that most yields in excess 
1? The follow~ng are some statements of yam yields 9 
but it should be noted that most of the figures quoted 
below are for pure stands 9 not mixed crops. It is 
also not always clear whether the figures given are for 
individual holes or row cultivation as described by 
Galang (1920~67). 
Area 
South Pacific 
Owerri 
Mindoro 
Philippines 
Malaya 
West Afr~ca. 
Madang? New Guinea 
West Africa 
South Pacific 
Source 
Barrau (1958a~ 45) 
Morgan (1959a~ 146) 
Galang ( 1920g67-68) 
Wester (1924g191) 
Milsum (1926~395) 
Milsum (1926:396) 
Faulkner and Mackie 
(1933~ 149) 
Vicary ( 1960~ 189) 
Johnston (1958:115) 
Barrau (1956a:4oo) 
Yield (tons per 
acre) 
3 - 8 
4.6 
Up to 15.4 with a 
specially selected 
variety planted only 
a metre apart. 
8 - 12 
7 - 7.4 (D. alata) 
7.8 (D. esculenta) 
About J tons on native 
farms, To 6 on ex-
perimental farms. 
I with considerable 
interplanting. 
3.2 
8 - 16 (D. alata) 
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TABLE 19 ·- A Comparison of Yields b:z Weight Classes between 
Yenigo and Stapiku!!! 
Pounds Wolimile Ka 1 waka Nyimbikvra~. Total .~ 
Yen.Stap. YenoStap. Yen. S t<:!£" 
--
Yen, Stap. Yen. ~tap. 
0-4 1 14 1 2 1 3 16 1 0 8 5,7 
5-9 10 64 5 8 6 6 21 78 12.7 28o0 
10-14 31 93 1 5 9 21 10 67 112 4o.4 40.5 
15~19 18 40 6 3 2 l.j. 26 47 15o7 16.8 
20-24 16 14 1 1 1 1 7 16 10.? 6.5 
25-29 6 5 2 8 5 4.8 L8 
30-34 6 1 2 8 1 4,8 0.7 
35·-39 1 1 0.6 
-------- ~-------.- _......,. """' ..... - """" ..... ---= =r~~ - ........ ~~"""" ---·..-- - ..... -.. _, ---~- ... CO<">---..., .... ---~-=----- ........... c:=> 
40-44 6 1 
45-49 1 
50-54 3 3 
Total 98 231 35 23 
Total 
Number weighed 
Average weight (lbs,) 
Less than 40 pounds per hole 
Number weighed 
Average weight (lbs.) 
Standard deviation (lbs.) 
1 
33 
8 
1 
6 
21 166 
Y~nig_£ 
166 
15.61 
275 
4.8 
0.6 
3,6 
100,0 
Stapikum 
275 
11 0 4 5 
275 
11 • 45 
5.41 
100.0 
of 40 pounds per ho.le are in fact 1 long ka.:..:_ grown by the 
special methods described above. E;ren if these 1 long ka 1 
are excluded yields are still significantly higher in 
Yenigo. 
5. In Yenigo eleven varieties made up 83.50 per cent of a.ll 
weighings (by number) 9 whereas in Stapikum only two 
varieties (asagwa and wolimile) comprise 83.65 per cent 
of all weighings. F'rom this :it appears that there is a 
much wider range of vari.eties grown i.n Yeni.go, This is 
not necessarily so for the Yenigo classification of 
varieties was al\\rays used and :Ln Stapikum both asagwa and 
wolimile were further sub-divided in a manner not 
recognised in Yenigo? 
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This examination reveals a rather complex picture. 
Variety, environ..rnent and agricultural techniques are seen 
as independent variables. While it is possible 9 f'or 
example, to compare the yield of' any given variety grown by 
the same technique in two en.vironments 9 or of' two varieties 
grm.vn by the same technique in the same environment 9 it is 
impossible to make any generalized statements about variety 9 
environment_or technique that does not need to be hedged 
around with qualifications regarding the other variables. 
Probably the closest we can'get to direct comparison 
between the two environments is shown in Table 19 where 
values of over 40 pounds per hole are ignored in order to 
eliminate the 'long ka 1 9 and where the main varieties are 
grouped together. At this level of generalization 9 it 
does appea:r that Yenigo has significant advantages over 
Stapikumo These advantages are not apparent with high 
yielding varieties such as asagwa and wa.matsikwus f'or 
neither techniques nor yields differ in the two villages. 
The Garden after the Main Harvest 
Duri_ng the fifteen months after the yam harvest the 
garden is not weeded and slowly passes into desuetude and 
reverts to bush. At the time that the yams are harvested~ 
the banana plants in the garden will be three to five feet 
high and there may be some paw-paw, S. edule 1 and mature 
taron Often after the yam harvest? small patches of sweet 
potato are planted from cuttings. Each patch continues. to 
bear for several months for only a few tubers are removed 
at a time. Sweet potatoes are primarily a cash crop but 
are becoming a very common pi.g food. 
Incidental harvesting of' all crops will continue until 
the fence is broken or collapses. When this happens the 
garden is abandoned to the pigs although any bananas and 
S. edule which survive competition with the invading fallow 9 
and do not get broken by pigs? wi.ll be harvested when rna ture. 
However one of the main funetions of the garden after the 
yams have been harvested is to provide seed material, 
especially taro and bananas? f'or new garrlens. This stage 
of a garden's life will occupy anything from four to fifteen 
months (see Table 13) and its duration will depend largely 
on the state of' the garden fence. 
1. s. edule seems to be.the only strictly seasonal crop. 
It is planted at the end of the dry season and harvested 
at the end of' the following wet season. It is propagated 
by planting small clumps (about three stalks) with a small 
part of' the root stalk and about six inches o:f each stalk. 
; i ' . : I I I 
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The Fallow 
The Abelam give three reasons for the necessity of 
having a long fallow period. If' the ground is not rested 
the soil is said to dry out, insects and other pests i.nvade 
the gardening site) and finally weeding becomes very 
difficult. Nye and Greenland (1960:130) estimate that a 
10 year :fallow is necessary to control .Imperata. grass. 
Dryi.ng out o:f the soi.l] or perhaps loss o:f its water 
retentive capacity? seems to __ be the main factor 9 :for in 
this type o:f horticulture much of the ground i.s exposed 
:for long periods. In the wabi g·ardens, which are often 
used for three or :four years in succession, holes are much 
deeper and not so easily a.:f:fected by surface drying and 
hardening of the top soil. It is said that good magi.c and 
very careful cultivation control weeds and insect pests in 
the wabi gardens, 
If the land available :for gardening (Table 11) is 
divided by the acreage used each year (Table 18) the 
theoretical length o:f the :fallow would be 21.6 years in 
Yenigo and 14.6 years in Stapikwn. In :fact length o:f 
:fallow is shorter because some cut over land is never 
planted 9 especially around the edges o:f gardens 9 and i_n some 
years extra land is planted to cope wi.th initiation 
ceremonies, It was difficult to date when each garden 
was last used but I was helped by being able to use as 
yardsticks genealogies in Yenigo, an earthquake in 1937, 
the war :from 1942 to 1945, and the advent of various 
missionaries and government officials. Aerial photographs 
taken in 19~8 exactly dated some garden sites. In Yenigo 
the average length of the :fallow was 17 years but there was 
a wide deviation from this :figure. In Stapikum the average 
length of the :fallow was ten years, but I think there was a. 
tendency :for the natives to over-estimate the length of 
fallow in gardens which had been abandoned :for more than 
eight years as nearly all these garden sites were _1 last 
cut when the Japanese were here] a long time ago'. Neither 
my genealogies in Stapikum nor the Woseras 1 inability to 
count 9 a.llowed more accurate assessments. 
The forest takes much longer to re-establish itself in 
Stapikum than in Yenigo. A seven year old fallow in 
Stapikum :for example is usually dominated by Imperata grass 
and Saccharum spontaneum wi.th a few low fallow trees. In 
Yenigo on the other hand a seven year :fallow is usually dense 
regrowth with trees about twenty :feet high and :few grasses 
I . I . - I ;• .I . < • 
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and canes, This poor state of' the f·allow in Sta.piku.m is 
due to frequent cutting., inherently poorer soils and f:ires 
escaping from garden burning. 
In the first year of the fallow the abandoned garden 
site is dom:inated by weeds, canes a.nd grasses and many 
climbers and scramblers such as Ar~stolochi.a, Ca.rdiOSJ2er·mu.E; 
halicacabum, Combre t1.Ltn, Pa.ssiflora. foetida., Lygodium a.nd 
. I . --- - -- . 
_lpomoea., Later, in the second .. and thi.rd years 1 small 
shrubby regrowth trees become more a.bunda.nt in the sequence 
and, with the ba.mboo and Saccharum spon_!aneum 9 form a. dense 
thicket. The most common of these trees are ~.cara_gga 
quadriglandulosa, Kle:Lnhoyia hos:ei ~-) ~anole.J2.i~~l t_ig1a.g= 
dulosa, Commersonia__ll_~£!..rami;h, Fi.Cl!,S spp ·' • Ab_!"2!!Ja. au~~sta., 
Pipturus. spp, , Til!12rius spp, , _tlallotus spp, 1 .Call.ica:rEB: spp, ? 
Trema ca.nnabinna, Pandanus palms" 1 These regrowth trees are 
~ ~~ .. ------=--~, . 
often 15--30 feet high in the f'ifth year 'Df the fallow though 
growt-h is much slower in some areas such as the Wosera and on 
ridge tops w:l th we,ll dra..ined sandy soils o Some of the ridges 
in the north eastern part of Yenigo terri. tory with these sa.ndy 
soils are dominated by ~onta.ne~ e"'.ren though they ha.ve 
not been used for garden for over six years. The moister 
soils in the valley bottoms are far more conducive to rapid 
regrowth of the forest. After about ten yea.rs trees of 
the forest become more fr8quentl but the well developed 
three layered lowland hill forest described by Robbins 
(1961:128-30) is rarely a.llowed to deveJop because the 
sequence is usua.lly interrupted before twenty five years by 
further garden clearing" 
The nutrient status of the soil is increased by the 
fallow vegetation. Pests, diseases and weeds are suppressed, 
the physical condition of the so.i.l is improved a.nd the .land 
is given some protection from erosion" The fallow is also 
a source of timber trees~ some examples are Ig,t~ .. i.~ bi~ 
or 'kwi.la' a very strong and dura.b.le timber, and V:!_tex 
cof'assus whic~i is used ±'or making the sl.i t gongs; both 
these timbers only occur i..n well developed forest wh.ich is 
rare i.n Yenigo and non-existent in Stapikum. Other timber 
trees are Pometia_E.inna.t~, Cel ti~ J A_g:l~~. _2izyphus, rga2_~ria. 1 
Gmelina, Homaliumo 
1 • 
- .> 
-----~------·--~--· ----~------~---
Other plants are mentioned in CSIRO 
have mentioned only those I collected 
which I thought to be most common, 
1961~1.J1o T 
or recognised and 
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All the trees already mentioned can be used for curtain 
-v;alling or similar light constructional work. The 1 fallow and the forest also provi.de numerous medl.ci.n·es 9 
foods (see below), rattans from the climbing palms 
(Calamus sp.), fibres for making masks 9 armbands and 
netbags (e.g • .!;ygod;!._!:.l.IIl: and Abro!!la august~) and paints 
and dyes -( e, g. Bix~ orellana 9 red 9 Leucosk~ 9 black~ 
and Curcuma longa 9 yellow). 
'• 
1. It is not known how effective most of the 
medicines are. The leaves of Cassi.a alata ru.bbed 
on the skin are said to cure Tinea imbrl.cata? the 
pounded bark of Pipturus is used as a plaster and 
crushed leaves of Mallotus are boiled with water -co 
sooth a sore throat. Nettles are often used as 
counter irritants. See also Appendix F. 
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Plate 18 - Preparing to weigh a wabi. 
It was a. diff:icult task because each yam was 
_,__ 
attached to a. pole. TWo men had to hold the 
ends of the pole, one had to adjust the 
cradle and read the scale, one man had to 
lift the scale while I watched the rattan 
supports ~.to see that they were all l.oose 
when the reading was made. The-operation 
was done twice and the scale reader and 
myself reversed jobs. Not one yam was 
damaged by using this method and after the 
first few we:ighings I was allowed to wei.gh 
all yams without being watched, adv]_sed 
and admonished by the owner of the yam .. 
. . I . ' I -. • l . . .. I , .. . . 
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THE WABI GARDENS 
The wabi gardens planted i.n Yeni.go in 1961 and 1962 
(see Table 18) produced no more than JO tons of food. 1 In 
terms of t:ime and effort expended thi.s i.s a very low return~ 
The wabi_ from the wabi. garden i.s however very i.mportant for 
the part it plays in the ceremonial and ritual li.fe of the 
peoplea The 1 Yam Cult' has been described elsewhere 
(Kaberry 1941 9 1941~42, 1957 and.._Forge 1962) and the fol.low~ 
ing sections are primari.ly concerned w]_ th the techniques of 
growi.ng the large wabi.a 
The gardens are usually hidden from the casual observer 
by dense regrowth and by one or two barriers of sago fronds 
and canes, In Yenigo all the ~§:.b! gardens were on or near 
ri.dge tops on the fri.able soi.ls originati.ng from yellow 
si.ltstone 9 a.voi.ding the heavi.er mudstone and colluvi.al soi.ls 
on the lower slopes. F'i.gure 12 shows a typical wabi. 
gardena Insi.de the outer barriers are a garden houBe and 
a hi.gho strong pi.g~proof fence around the actual growi.ng 
area. If' two or more gardens are together 1 hi.gh but flimsy 
sago frond fences separate each garden (see Fi.gure 12 and 
P~ate 21). Wa2.! gardens are o:ften i.n groups o:f two to ni.ne 
conti.guous gardens. The only common :factor i.n these groups 
i.s that all the gardeners come from the same ~umundj J..,ikwie~:g.dj i_ 
groups men gardeni.ng together may be from di.fferent clans 1 
hamlets 9 amei.s and ~~s. 
ivabi gardens are small (see Table 18) and i.n 1 961 and 
1962 there were respecti.vely JJ and 47 wabi. gardens with an 
average o:f 30,7 yam holes per garden which gives a dens:Lty 
of J40 wabi. holes per acre, Many of the yams were i.n small 
holes three to f:ive feet deep. Only about si.x wabi_ in each 
garden were planted i.n holes up to ten 1~eet deep whi.ch 
produce the huge tubers, whi.ch often wei.gh over 100 pounds 
and measure more than si.x feet i.n lengtha The smaller 
holes usually produce tubers wei.ghi.ng between 25 and 60 
poundsD 
1 0 The tender whi. te fleshed va:ri.e ti.es of wabi. 9 
i.ally the mamba taE and kwandj e:k vari.eti.es 9 are 
most popular of all foods. 
espec~ 
the 
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Most villages have their fa.vouri te wabi ga.rden s1 'tes;: 
each site may be used for four Y•?.ars i.n succession and onl.y 
left fallow for three to five years. Sixteen of the 1961 
gardens in Yenigo were on the same si'te as 1960 gardens and 
ten gardens were being used for ~he fourth year in success-
ion.l The procedure for gaining access to gardening land 
is the same as with the ka gardens. 
Only the wabi which produce: .. long or heavy tubers are 
grown :in the ~abi.gardens. Of' the 41 varieties known to 
the au thor in Yenigo" only four were plan ted i.n nearly aJ .. l 
>-rabi gardens? seven were common] .. y pla:.'1. ted and nine were 
-only occasionally plan ted (see Table 20), The remaining 
21 varieties were seen only in the .ka gardensQ Occasion= 
ally a few taro are grown within the wa~ gardens but 
their consumption :Ls reserved for ceremonial occaslons. 
The Seed \Vabj_ 
The wabi ar·e stored llke the ka? though any tubers 
over five feet .long are hung from po~les (see Plate 18) and 
suspended from the roof of the ywn house or some other 
house wi. thi.n the village wh:ich :Ls not used for any domes t:ic 
purpose. The largest of the yam5 are of· ten allowed to rot 
after they have been exchanged and some of' the other tubers 
used in exchanges are allowed to rot if an exchange :is 
rejectedo2 The yam sprouts at the head of the tuber about 
four or five months after the ha~rest and when the sprout is 
about a yard long it ls taken to the garden 9 whi.ch has been 
completely cleared and prepared for plantlngQ 
1" F'i.gure 17 also shows those gardens whi.ch were used 
ln both 1961 and 196?a It should be noted that two 
wabl gardens in 1962 were in 1961 ~a gardenso 
2Q In a hostile exchange between a. man ln ,kwl:endj_i of 
Yenlgo and a man of Naramco. the Yeni.go man let some 
Na.ra.mco yams ha.ng ln the rafters of a 1 talklng 1 house 
unti.l they were rotteno Thls made the Naramco man 
very angry and resulted ln a ne·w ser-i.es of· exchanges 
ln whi.ch the Naramco man refused to accept a yam" 
This also wa.s left in a promlnent place and left to 
rota 
• ' I 
I. j 
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Immediately before planting takes place the top 12 
inches of the tuber 9 with the sprout attached 9 is cut from 
the rest of the tuber. This section is then hollowed out 
to prevent the seed tuber from rotting and planted in the 
mounds of the deepest holes where the largest of the yams 
will be grown. The rest of the tuber is cut into sections 
about a foot long. Some of these are hollowed out and planted 
immediately in the sides of the large yam mounds even though 
they have no shoots. Other hollowed out sections are put 
in the garden house and covered with mounds of moist earth 
taken from the wabi garden; this procedure is said to 
encourage the rapid development of the sprout. After two 
or three weeks the sections of the tubers have shoots and 
are planted in the gardens. 
The Preparation of the Garden for Plantin_g 
Clearing of the garden sites in Yenigo begins when the 
wabi first sprout 1vhich is between late September and early 
October. The clearing is not di:fficult and a garden which 
has been used for growing yams the previous year only needs 
to be weeded. A new garden site usually has a five year 
fallow growth of low bush dominated by So spontaneum 9 and 
the only difficult work is removing the roots of the stumps 
of cane. The men do all the work in the wabi gardens with 
the exception of the final clearing and sweeping of' the 
garden wh1ch is done by young girls and old women (i.e~ those 
women who do not menstruate). 
Food and sex taboos are observed by all the ceremonial 
wabi growers for about seven months of each year which is the 
time from planting until the final harvest. Most of the 
married males over JO years of age are ceremonial wabi 
growers. The younger men 1 who hE~lp with the planting and 
who entrust one or two yams to the care of' an older man, 
observe temporary taboos but relax them after the planting 
has finished, After the planting, only those men observing 
all the taboos are allowed in the gardens unt:il the harvest-
ing takes place. Women are inimical to the growing of the 
yams and the strongest of all the taboos is on sexual inter-
course. 1 Other taboos prohibit the eating of meat and fish 9 
and they are not allowed to accept any food from anyone but 
their -v,rives 9 who are assumed to be observing similar taboos, 
------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
1. 'The cultivation and distribution of long yams may be 
termed a pha~lic cult.' (Kaberry 1957g7). Mahony (1959g9) 
and Defngin l1959:61) note similar taboos in Ponape and Yap. 
In one yam garden in Yenigo 9 nearly all the yams died and 
the planter admitted that he had had sexual intercourse. 
1 1 4 u • 
The Planting of the Wabi Garden 
By late October both the gardens and the seed tubers 
are ready f.or the planting. 1 Holes from eight to t-w·elve 
feet apart are dug to depths varying !~rom three to ten feetn 
One boy or young ma.n digs each hole and two to five men 
break up the clods of earth as they are throlivn up. The 
top soil is kept to one side, separate from the sub-soil. 
Usually two to four holes are dug ,at the same time so the 
work force within the garden will consist of about 15 men, 
some working 7 some resting and some just looking? super-
vising or talking, 
On the day after the digging, the boys are d:ism:iesed 
and the men proceed with the planting. A long p:i.ece of cane 
is first placed in the middle of the hole and then the soil, 
carefully broken by hand, is put back into the hole; top 
soil goes into the centre of the hole and the sub-soil around 
the outer edges of the hole. Additional top soil is 
collected from the surrounding area, six to twelve feet 
from the centre of the hole (Plate 19)2 and is added to 
create a cone-shaped mound three to four feet above the 
surface of the ground which has been slightly lowered by 
the removal_of the top soil (Figure 13). The cane down the 
centre of' the hole is then removed leaving a small hole a3d 
the hollowed out seed tuber is placed on top of the mound 
with the roots over the small hole. The tuber is then care-
fully covered with soil so that the shoot comes out of the 
top of the mound" The mound is patted firm ·with sub-soil 9 
which is more resistant to erosi.on tha.Yl the top soil, in a 
layer over all the outside of the mount (see Plate 20)" 
1. Li.ke the ka, p.lanting of the wabi among the Woseras and 
the Abelam west of Maprik is earlier than :in Yeni.go. 
Planti.ng in the Wingei area i.s even later than in Yeni.go. 
2. A somewhat similar pract~ce i.s reported to occur in 
Tonga (Watters 1960b:47). 
J. Before the seed yam is planted it i.s fi.rst rubbed wi.th 
strong smelli.ng magi.cal leaves and grasseso Each wab:i 
variety has an acknow.ledged expe.rt who is someti.mes 
called in to do these tasks and to generally .supervi.se 
plant:i.ng. More often the yam planter perf·orms hi.s 
own magic" 
Plate 19 - Plant~ng wabi. 
All the soil removed from the ho:le has been 
broken up and replaced and the men. wi. th spa.des 
are collecting top soil from the area surround-
i.ng the hole and bui]_ding up the mou.n.d, 
Spades are rarely used in the ~ gardens, 
The seed wabi has not yet been pla_nted 7 
neither has the cane down the centre of the 
hole been removed, 
Plate 20 - The wabi has been planted and two men are 
f~rml.y patting down the earth on the outside 
of the mound and maki.ng it smoothc 
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The mounds are decorated with hibj_scus .Llowers and a. sprouted 
coconut is p.laced alongside the yam and ,,.,.; ll remain there 
until the harvesting" 
Most wabi gardens contain about six to ten large ~a.~! 
and each one takes between 25 ~~ 35 man hours to plant" The 
smaller wabi, usually at ~he bottom of ~he garden, 1 are each 
planted in about four man hours for- the ho.les are only about 
three feet deep and they are not p~La.n ted with as much care 
as the large ~abi. 
The Care of the Wabi 
·----=--~ ~ 
The growing point of the shoot is :n.J_pped off wi. r.h thumb 
and forefi.nger "·hen the shoot is three or four feet long; 
below this cut two to eight new shoots develop. Pieces of 
~ane radiating out from the top of the mound guide each shoot 
on to the ma.i_n trelli.s which is 20 to 30 f'ee t h:Lgh (see Figure 
14 and Plate 21) o If the land is _leve.l, rows of w~l_?i:, may be 
planted on both s1des of the trellis, Sma.ller yams at the 
bottom of the garden usually have r.:t lower a.nd more simple 
trellis" 
After the trellis is made the garden is kept clean weeded 
by the yam grower, errant shoots are trai.ned onto the tr-ell:is 7 
much magic is performed2 and the tubers are peri_odically 
1. cf. the Fijian pract:Lce where 1 " ••• pla.nting of best seed 
yams [is] at the bottom of the slope where the soil i_s deep-
est' (Watters 1960t>~44), Tn Sta.pikum the bigges~ of the 
wabi -w-ere also p.lanted at the bottom c-f' the garden because 
on the top slopes soils were generally shallow and hard 
sandstones of-r_::en o·•.1tcropped or lay close to the surfa.ce. 
In Yeni_go the hi.gher 9 fr:iable and better dra:in.ed soi.ls 
originating from s:iltstone were consi.dered inf:initely better 
than the lower? heavier and often colluv:ial soi.ls. 
2. After planting there are three ma:in per:iods of magical 
act:ivi ty and the mag:ic varies a. li.ttle with each variety of' 
wab:i" The fi.rst stage :is when the garden :is cleansed of 
all f·emale influence~ the second i.s -when the v:ine is 
encouraged to climb to the top of the trelli.s and the final 
stage is when the devel.opment of' a large tuber i.s urgedo 
Cooked m:ixtures of strong smell.i:ng leaves are the mai.n 
ingredi.ents though leaves of large creepers are important 
ingredients in the second stage and pounded roots of the same 
creepers are important :in the fi.:na.l s ta.ge, The m:Lxtures are 
poured :into small holes made :in the yam mounds. In all 
stages appeal.s are made to the ll!g-gwalndp to look after the yams. 
Carvi.ngs representing the ng~~:1du are placed in the wab_i 
garden houses to "ra.tch over all stages of the .:!~~"1 growing. 
. ' f . . I i·J ·-
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~nspected. The f~rst ~nspect~on hole ~s made ~nto the 
top of the yam mound about two months after planting and, 
if more than one tuber is developing] a.ll but the largest 
are removed. After about four months ~nspect~on holes are 
dug to see how the tuber is developing1 (see Figure 14), 
Soil is carefully loosened around the growi.ng point, mag~c 
pa~nt is put on the side of the tuber2 and the so~l ~s 
replaced. There may be two to four of these inspections 
before the harvest. At the last ~nspection the approximate 
length of the tuber is measured and pieces of cane of equal 
lengths to the tubers 1 are put ~n a line in the ~.i or 
hamlet of the grower, These tallies advertise the profic~ 
iency of' the grower and herald the coming exchange and 
associated 1 sing-s~ngs 1 , The yam is considered mature 
when the creeper dies a.nd short rootlets appear at the 
growing point of the tuber.3 
Th~ Harvesting of the 1va.bi 
The wabi. are ind~vidua.lly harvested a.s they mature, 
about seven months after plant~ng. The kurEi varieties 
(ng_gwokur:e.i, ,!!!~:!}~ and ambekurE:i.) usually take about eight 
months to mature and they are harvested and exchanged later 
than the other varieties. 
When each yam is dug out,. a. narrow trench about two feet 
wi.de and si.x feet long is made so that the tuber, which grows 
vertically down.ward, is at the head of the trench (Plate 24). 
--------------------~----·----
! • .Mahony ( 1959 ~ 9) notes similar techn~ques in Pona.pe. 
2. Forge (196?:10) writes, 1 The supposed action of the 
paint was described to me as follows: the paint is so 
:~hot 12 that it :i..rrir.ates the si.des of the yam .... 7 and the 
yam squirming and stretching to relieve the 1.rr~ ta tion. 
dr~ves itself further into the ground thus getting longer 
and longer. 1 
3. As soon as a yam grows to more than about five feet 
s~x inches it is g~ven a name. These names are the same 
as may be given to a. man, for example they may be named 
after an ancestor, a nn.gwalnd2 or they may even be given 
satirical nameso In a.n exchange in 1961 a man was called 
1 driman 1 , wh:i.ch is Pidgin for .a dreamer, by- h:i.s =tshambera" 
This man grew a large yam in 1962 and he called it 1 drima.n 1 , 
'"~ .. 
Plate 21 - Inside a wabi garden. 
Some of the smaller wab1 are planted down a 
slope? and small cane re~P.in1ng walls support 
the mounds.. Part of the guide trellis and 
the main trellis can be seen and the block 
dividers of split sago fronds are in the 
background-., While the wa.bi are growing the 
soil remains exposed like this. 
Plate 22- The wabi 'l1ned' and decorated and about to 
be exchanged. 
The carved face and headdress on the tuber 7 
the bird of Paradise plumes and the shell 
rings can be clearly seen. 
• I 
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Most of the soil is removed by digging sticks and hands 
though spades are sometimes used for removing soil from 
that part of' the trench furthest away from the tuber, 
Near the plant dibble sticks and fingers carefully pry 
away the soil from around the tuber, Because wabi are 
often over six feet in length they need very careful 
handling and as many as six men may be needed to lift them 
out and carry them to the garden house. Here they remove 
all soil from the tuber with their fingers and small sticks 
until it is quite clean" The yam is then suspended from a 
pole by cane rope? tied so that it is supported every nine 
inches. The pole is then lashed t~ the rafters of the 
garden house until the yam needs to be decorated and 
prepared for exchangeo 
Yields from the Wabi Gardens 
Although of some value the yi_eld data shown on Table 20 
should not be regarded as giving accurate data nor will it 
stand any sort of analysis. It was impossible to collect 
valid yi_eld data from the wabi gardens for the following 
reasons~ 
1. There were numerous taboos and a desire for secrecy 
in the wabi. gardens. When my wi_f·e was in the fi.eld 
I was asked not to go into the wabi gardens between 
planting and harvesting and :I ha.d to make observati.ons 
from over the fences, 
2. No one would let roe we1gh the tubers until after they 
had been presented to the tshambera. This was mainly 
through fear that the tuber m1ght get damaged but also 
partly because they thought that the yam~ almost 
human1zed 9 would be offended, 1 :It was impossible to 
check on all yams for the small ones often were not 
exchanged and the long wabi frequently changed hands 
aga.:in after they had been given to tshambera. 
J, All large wa.bi were we1ghed t.rhile attached to a pole 
( P.la te 18). It w-as i_mpossible to watch alJ_ lashings 
and the scale at. the same time so some of the readings 
are probably in~.ccura te. 
1. Often the yams are spoken ojf as being 1 li.ke men 1 
for they have spiri.ts and can hear but cannot speak 
(Kaberry 1941~356). 
I, .. . . . \ I • 
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4, The number of big wabi planted in each wabi garden 
depended on the ambitions of the yam grower and the 
amount of labour on which he Gould call. Thus the 
density of planti.ng varied greatly from garden to gardena 
5, Sometimes t·wo wabi were planted in the same hole. In 
the 30 gardens co;::inted (2o66 acres) there were 921 wabi 
holes which gives an average d€msity of 346 holes per 
acre; however I estimate that there were about 1,150 
tubers harvestedo 
6. Many of the gardeners were ashamed of small specimens 
which w~re either discreetly hi.dderi·· :in the yam houses 
or ea. ten immed:ia tely by the yam grower and his f'am:ily'" 
TABLE 20 
-· Some Yield Data of the _!f~i Gardens. Yenigo 196 1 
Total Maximum Maximum Variety 
of Wab:i --+ holes 
Number 
weig:hed 
AverE~ 
wei_ght 
lbs, 
wei ~h t _.;::;l...;:e;..:-n~g52...'t""h.;.._ __ *_~ 
Yepmane 
Mamba tap 
Kwandjel 
Nggwokurp:i 
Mbalepane 
Yame 
Landji 
Tswagap 
1-lundunggul 
Ambekurpi. 
Yaimbu 
Tseam 
Kwandji 
Mane 
Yilan 
Kwarinding:i.l 
Mbut 1 nggup 
Ambnunmuna 
Masu 
Vi'a 
Muna' 
Total 
176 
173 
154 
148 
54 
42 
42 
35 
28 
23 
20 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
921 
33 
57 
52 
30 
20 
8 
7 
9 
8 
4 
1 
229 
30n75 
47o63 
51n29 
29 e 10 
29.E:O 
49.6 J 
?7. 14 
26.89 
24.00 
J5,50 
50.00 
39.65 
lbs, 
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100 
140 
52 
49 
76 
40 
42 
43 
41. 
50 
--------------------------~----------------------
7'2!1 
7'8~" 
8 i 1 1 ~ it 
? 
? 
7'0/i 
6'5~ 11 
? 
5 i 8 ~ il 
Ji2H 
? 
A 
A 
A 
A 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
+ 
* 
Total holes planted (30 gardens only). 
Frequency of occurrence in the 30 gardens 
Abundant, In more than 20 gardens, 
Common, In more than 8 but less than 15 
coun"J.:;ed, 
gardens. 
Rare o In less than 3 gardens, 
i • • ~,., lj ' 
. . , , - I 
. 1·.. . 
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Plate 23 ~ Inspection holes being dug into'·wabi mounds. 
The mound in the centre has been opened 
up and is about to b1~ harvested" Part of 
the main trellis can be seeR behind the men 
and again at the top right o£· the picture. 
The. sprouting coconuts are associated w-i.th 
magic. 
Plate 24 - Harvesting a Mam£atap wa.bi. 
This particular tuber weighed 98 pounds 
and was 7 feet 8~ inches long. 
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The average y:i.eld of all wabi from the wabi gardens 
was 39,65 pounds 9 but 9 as many of the smaller ones w,ere not 
weighed (see 6 above) the actual average yield p·er tuber is 
certainly somewhat lo>ver 9 · probably around 33 pounds o 
However 9 as there are sometimes more than one tuber per 
hole 9 the yield would be approxi.mately 41 pounds per hole~ 
gi.vi.ng a total yield per acre of about 6.3 tons. By refer~ 
ri.ng to Table 18 the total product of wabi in Yenigo is only 
about 24 tons a year >vhich is very li. ttle compared wi. th the 
285 tons of kao 
Maximum \veigh t and length of vari·'J,us varieties are 
also shown in Table 20. The kwandjelwabi weighing 140 
pounds and measuring 8 feet ll~inches in length wa.s the 
longest tuber seen in 1961 or 1962 though cane markers 
showed that in previ.ous years yams up to 11 feet 8 inches 
in length had been grown. 1 Such huge tubers make the Abelam 
rather unique among yam growers although yams up to 8.5 feet 
long have been found in New Caledonia (Barrau 1956a:399 9 
19 58 a~ 45) and yams weighing 250 pounds have been reported -::m 
Rotuma (Hartl.ey 1963~60). Burk:ill ( 1935~815) mentions yams 
up to 130 pounds i.n the Malay Penlnsula, 
Different varieties have dif'ferent colours and shapes. 
Those forked or lobed are called female wabi and are decorated 
accordlngly at the exchanges" The long, strai.ght and white 
wabi (particularly the mambatap variety) are the most liked 
and highly prized of all yams. 
1. This yam was grown in Naramco just before the war, 
It was called tsimban and was a mamba_:!;ap wab__!. Cane 
markers are always accurate for tshambera see to it that 
there is no exaggeration. Kabeerry ( 1957: 41) measured 
one yam 11 1 2 11 long in Kalabu, 
.J .r_li · . 1 
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OTHER SOURCES OF FOOD 
l 
With the exception of sago (Metroxxlon sagu Rottbo) · 
and some bananas all the staple f·oods are grown in the gardens 
(see Figure 16). Most foods discussed in this section are 
relishes and between meal snacks although the nuts and green 
leaves are a very important source of protein in what is 
generally a protein deficient diet" 
The Sago Pal~ 
The sago palm is always planted from suckers and takes 
about ten to fifteen years to mature. The only attention 
that it requires during its growth is the cutting back of the 
encroaching bush. Most of the well developed leaves are cut 
off and are used for thatching roofs1 and leaf stems and 
petioles are used in building fences, houses and sago washers) 
and for many o'ther purposes, 
The palm usually grows until the trunk is twenty :five to 
forty feet longo Each tree produces only one inflorescence 
during its life cycle a.nd this rises in an enormous cluster 
straight from the top of the tree (see Plate 15). The 
starch in the trunk is a reserve used in the final flowering 
and fruiting and each palm dies after the fruiting (see 
Barrau 1958a:J8). Trees are therefore cut either just before 
flowering starts or in the early stages of flowering. 2 The 
tree owner clears a. site around the tree, cuts i.t do.,TTI, removes 
the cortex and exposes the pith, and finally builds a crude 
shelter of sago fronds over the log. The rest of the work is 
1 • 
·----·----------· ----·-
There are at least six native varieties of sago 
some of which have thorns on the leaf petioles and some 
of which have smooth petioles. In the Wosera. there are 
mainly thorny varieties but elsewhere among the Abelam 
smooth and thorny varieti.es are mixed although the smooth 
varieties are more common in the north. .It is said that 
the smooth varieties were introduced from the north wes~. 
Spinescence is probably a. character wi.th li.ttle diagnosti.c 
value especially as the progeny of thorny va.ri.et:ies are 
often thornless (Ba.rrau 1958a~ 37)" Al.l gradati.ons of 
spinosity were seen so there seems li.ttle justifi.cation 
for calling the spi.ney varieties by a species name 
(vi.z, M.Rumphi.i.). 
Llo'\<reri.ng It has been shown that yields decrease as 
progresses (Brewer 1 Personal communication; Edwards 1961~6-8). 
' 
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left to the women, The log is divided up and the wife of 
the tree o\mer invites her own and her husband's kinswomen 
to work on, and to have the produce of., a section or sections 
of the .log, Each woman sits crosslegged in front of her own 
section and pul verises the pith with a blunt a.dze=li.ke 
instrume-nt, whi.ch she s·wings in front of' her wi.th a predomin= 
antly wrist action until the pith is like a fine sawdust (see 
Plate 25). The pulverised pith is then threshed with a long 
stick and placed in an inclined trough made from the leaf 
petiole of the sago frond. IVa ter is .. dra>v-n from a r:i ver or 
creek by means of a half' coconut shell fixed to a long stick 
and poured onto the pith (see Plate 26). The mixture is 
then pressed through the fibrous spathe of the coconut leaf 
which sieves the fine sago flour from the coarse pith. The 
water with the sago flour in suspension, runs into a basin 
made from the leaf sheath of the 1 limbom 1 palm where the 
flour is collected by sedimentation. After about half an 
hour, the wa~er is poured off and the flour is wrapped in 
f..<.prous matting and taken to the vi.llage where it is slowly 
lef·t to dry into a hard cake. 1 Sago stored in this manner 
will keep for about one month. · 
In Yenigo sago is plentiful and some trees were allowed 
to flower and die. Usually two or three trees are cut each 
y.sar by each family and a. palm yi.elds from 450--700 pounds of 
moist sago flour2 which would represent about 110 to 175 days 
-----=----------.--c--...------------------• 
1. Sago would.keep better if it were properly dri.ed 
(Barrau 1958a~ 73) or kept in a half \vet state 'because 
sour fermentation then protects against the formation of 
moulds' (Oomen and Malcolm 1958:20). 
2, Weighi.ngs carried out duri.ng 'l963 by the Bureau. of 
Statisti.cs (Papua) i.n conjunction with DASF i.ndi.cate that 
the average yield of· sago palms in the Maprik Sub-district 
i. s be tween 650 and 700 pounds of s:J.go flour (Brewer, 
Personal communication). T only weighed and measured two 
sago palms. One trunk 22 1 6" j_n length contained 31 cubic 
feet of pith which weighed 1,583 lbs. and yielded 483 lbs, 
of moist sago t~louro The other palm was 35 feet long and 
co:ntai...ned 35 o 3 cubi.c feet of sago pith which weighed 1 9 828 
lbs. and yielded 528 lbso of' sago f'louro In Malaya vields 
' -
are said to be as high as 1 7 200 lbs, I,Burkill 1935:1461). 
Zwollo in the Netherlands New Guinea (see Massal and Ba.rrau 
1956~4) found that sterile palms can yield up to 900 lbs, 
of crude sago though the average yi.e.ld is only between 250 
and 350 lbs. 
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Plate 25 - Women pounding sago pith. 
'""··· 
Plate 26 - Washing sagoo 
With her right hand the woman is pouring 
water on to the pounded sago pith and with 
her left hand she is working the sago flour 
through the sieve of coconut matting. The 
water with the pith in it runs into a basin 
made of the leaf sheath of the 9 l.imbon 9 
palm. 
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food for one man (Edwards 1961:21). 
from cutting to the production of the 
100 man hours for every 500 pounds of 
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The complete process 
flour takes about 
flour produced,l 
As each tree is d:i vi.ded up a.m•')ng r.hree to six fa.mi lies 
7 
each family will in fact get about 100 pounds of fresh sago 
six to ten times throughout the year) though most.ly in t.he 
.lean period. 2 Each woman keeps for her- 01A.'11 use the flour 
that she obtains from the section of the trunk that .is aLlotted 
to her (cp. Kaberry 194l:J5l)J though often a close relative 
may help one of the women, join the gossip~ and lvhen the work 
is done, receive a portion of about 20 pounds from the woman 
she has helped . 
.In Stapikum I was unable to get any reliable data on 
the number of palms cut or the yields of sago for most of my 
visits to that village were between June and October when 
the yams were being harvested. However. it appeared that 
each family cuts at least four r.reee a year and that the 
trees are generally cut well before they flower. To my 
knowledge there were no flmvering palms in Stapikum .in 1962 
(cp. Plate 15), and this indicates that there was such a 
demand for sago there, that no palms were allowed to waste 
and die) possibly the demand lvas so great that many trees 
\vere cut before they were at ma.x:Lmum yield .. 
--------------------------------------
1 ., Edwards ( 1961 :: 21-22) reports a similar sunrey near 
Angoram, In 100 man hours between 680 and.700 pounds 
of moist sago were produced. Part of the explanation 
of this difference between Yenigo and. Angora.m may Li.e 
in the fact that around Angoram 3.7 pounds of pith 
prqduced one pound of moist flour, whereas i.n my two 
weighi.ngs, extraction was more thorough. and only J,4 
pounds of pith were necessary to produce one pound. 
of moist sago flour. 
2, Some of this sago would however be consumed by pigs, 
·, 
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Other Tree Crops 
The Coconut Palm, 
The coconut palms (CocQ_~ nuci.fer~) are usually planted 
near the ham.lets (see Plates 2" 3 &"li") but are also grown i.n 
clusters on the hi.ghest parts of some ridges. The water 
from the 1 kulau 1 or green coconut is often drunk during the 
day and the flesh is often used as a between meal snack. 
It is mainly used, however, as a cond.iment in the white yam 
soup which i.s the most highly esteemed of all. foods. The 
shredded flesh of the 'dry' coconut is also used as a 
condiment in many other dishes. The·coconut palm has a 
mu.ltitude of other uses. It yields -cimber, fuel and the 
materials for thatching, fi.bres, spoons, bowls and eating 
utensils, Every adult male owns at least ei.ght mature palms. 
~1Tul_ip 11 Tree, 
The 'tulip' trees (Gnetum gnemon) are usually planted 
to form narro·w· avenues along paths, but in the Wosera they are 
often planted in groves on the lower hill slopes just above 
the sago plan ta t:ions. The edib.le young leaves and the unripe 
fruits are a popular food and are eaten in thick soups made 
with sago or yams. The leaves have definite food value and 
are rich in mineral content, vitamin A and protein (Massal and 
Barrau 1956:33, Brown 1951:76 9 Peters 1958:48L and provide a 
very important source of protein in the lean period (see 
Figure 16) " 
The Betel nut Palm. 
The betel nut palms (Areca catechu) .like the coconut 
palms are p.lanted around ha.ml.ets and along ridgetops and the 
tops of gardens. The seed is chewed with lime, and the 
leaves and flowering spike of the Piper betle 'and sometimes 
with tobacco leaves or some otheraromat1c substitute. 
Children occasionally chew it but without much lime, Chewing 
the seed of the Betel nut palm is said to be stimulating 
('whisky bilong kanaka') and to make men strong.2 
1. 'Tulip' is Pidgin for two leafed. 
2. Almost certainly it is the cause for a high inci.dence 
of cancer of the mouth in the Maprik area. Cancer of 
the mouth is rare in the High.lands where betel nut is not 
chewed (Hancock, Personal communication). 
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The Breadfruit Tree. ~~--~--- -
The breadfruit tree (~rtoca.rpus ati.lis) is a seasonal 
producer bearing fruits from August to February. There 
are two main varieties of' the tree in the Abelam area.. 
The wal is the larger of the two and both the flesh and the 
seeds of' the fruit are eaten. The talumba is smaller and 
only the seeds are eaten. In Yenigo there is a taboo on 
young men and women eating the seeds of the talumba for 
doing so is said to shrink the genitals" The fruit is 
usually roasted on an open fire and t.he seeds are removed 
when cooked 1 then peeled and eaten. 
The 1 Taun 1 tree. 
Thi.s tree ( Pom.etia pinna:t~) produces a fruit and a 
kerne.l which are both edible. The fruit is eaten raw and 
the inside nut is put in water for about a week before it 
is taken out and dried in the sun, After it is dry the 
nut is cracked and the inside kerne.l eaten. The 7 ta.un 1 
is a seasonal tree and produces most of its fruits between 
January and April. .It is a forest species (Massal and 
Barrau 1956~44) but is very common around the villages where 
it is co-dominant with the breadf·rui.t, This concentration 
of the two species is probably caused by selective cutting 
and some planting (cf. Grove 1951~293). 
Other important trees are the ban.ana.s and paw-paws 
which are grown both within and without the gardens, Near 
many of the hamlets there are small areas about JO feet square 
which are roughly fenced and used entirely for the growing 
of bananas.. On the lower floodplains of the Wosera rivers 
and on the floodplains of the rivers passing through the 
grasslands·' groves of bananas and other trees are planted 
on land that is frequently flooded and which is unsuitable 
for gardening. The young leaves of both the kwarmbi (Flcus 
copiosa) and the kwandjel (Ficus was~,.i!-) are comm.onlyea.ten 
with sago and yam soups and the young green fig of the 
kwarmbi is often eaten as a snack~ Both trees are planted 
around the hamlets. The kwa.ndjel. ·also occurs .in the faJ.low 
and when clearing takes pl.ace '} the trees are cut back· to 
encourage the sprouting of young tender leaves. The 
~a.ndjel is particularly common in the Wosera and around 
Kwimbu and Dumbi t" ,,.. 
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There are many other trees, some native and some 
introduced, which produce edible frui. ts. Some examples 
of these are the native mango (Mangifera. Illinor), the 
recently introduced mango (M. indica), the Morinda citri-
folia9 various citrus species such as the lime, lemon, 
sweet and bitter oranges and grapefruit, the Malay apple 
(Syzygium malaccense), the soursop (Annona muricata), 
and a species of Pandanus (P, conoideus ?) from which a. 
blood coloured and rather sweet oil is extracted. Many 
palms also have edible shoots (see Ap_pendix F). 1 
Domesticated Livestock 
Pigs are the most important animal to the Abelam. 
They are an index of wealth and are important in ceremonial 
exchanges, feasts and intervillage trade. Pigs are however 
never killed for family consumption and pig meat is irregular 
in the diet being consumed in large quantities during feasts 
and after exchanges but rarely at any other time; some 
members of the community, parti.cularly women and children, 
rarely eat it. The only other useful domesticated animals 
are the dog, which are always underfed and i.n a pitiful 
condition, and fowls, Dogs are useful when hunting wild 
pigs but otherwise they have no value except for prestige. 
'Consumption of poultry products is a rarity, the principal 
purpose for which people keep fowls being to use their 
feathers for decorati.on 1 (Conroy 1953:27). A few parrots 
are kept as pets. 
Pigs and fowls are fed on scraps and are also allowed 
to forage around the village and in the fallow and old 
gardens. Women however prepare special meals for the pigs 
and the food gi.ven to three average sized pigs during one 
week is shown in Table 21. 
1. Appendix F. also lists some other food producing 
trees. 
., 
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TABLE 21 
-
Food Given to Three Yenigo Pigs, during: one 
week in Sept. 1962. 
Paw Paw JO lbs. J oz. Banana (most.ly overripe) 12 ~~ 1J II 
Taro 12 11 7 II 
'Taro kongkong 1 ( Xan thos oma) 8 II 4 !I 
Sago (usually fairly ·oldf 23 li 5 II 1 Tulip 1 ]_eaves 1 1 
" 0 1! Yams (old and rotten specimens)20 l! 2 11 
Various greens not eaten by 
natives 9 !I 5 I! 
Total 127 lbs. 7 oz. 
In August 1962 there were 83 pigs and 26 piglets in 
Yenigo. 1 Assuming that each pig eats about 40 pounds of 
food a week and that piglets eat about 20 pounds, the Yenigo 
pigs would eat about 90 tons of food a year though it must 
be borne in mind that food intake by village pigs would 
depend on the bounty of each harvest, the time of the year, 
the aspirations of the owner and the diligence of the wife, 
Pigs are an important indication of wealth, and also a means 
whereby surplus food can be converted into wealth.2 It is 
interesting to note that after the war when food was extremely 
short there were very few pigs3 and in the ~osera today where 
food is short there are also very few pigs. Thus it can be 
stated that a permanent pig population indicates a regular 
surplus of food. 
1. In August 1961 there were 77 pigs and 30 piglets in 
Yenigo~ The distinction between pig and piglet was fairly 
arbitrary and any pig less than 15 inches high was called a 
piglet. In August 1962 there were only 5 pigs in Stapikum 
but this was by informant count onl.y. No boars are kept in 
• the village and female pigs mate with Wi•lc;l pigs. 
2. Six shell rings are usually paid for a~pig though if the 
rings are small additional money payments are made. 
J. Not only was food too short to give to pigs but the 
wealth (i.e. the pigs) was converted back into food. 
During the latter stages of the war the Japanese, ;.rho 
were extremely short of food, shot and consumed any pig 
they saw, A Patrol Report dated lJ/2/48 reports only 
one pig seen in all the villages visited. 
4. In spite of keeping few pigs, the Woseras sell most 
of those they do have to the North and East Abelam at 
comparatively low prices, this being one of the few ways 
in which to obtain rings or money. 
' i, \. 
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The care of the p~gs ~s left entirely to the women but 
the men are considered to be the owners and do all the buy~ng, 
selling 9 exchanging, butchering and cooking" There ~s a 
considerable exchange of p~gs. During the ceremon~al period, 
from June to October in 1962 9 three or four large p~gs valued 
at £JO or £40 each, were carried through Yenigo v~llage every 
week. At the Naramco Aid post there was also a small herd of 
goats. They were supposed to provide m~lk for :infants but to 
my knowledge they were never milked, Two goats were killed 
and eaten at ceremonial occasions. The Adm~nistration 
hesitates to encourage goat keeping because it is thought 
that the animals would cause destructi.on in the gardens, 
However even though the Naramco goats often broke out of their 
enclosure, to my knowledge they never entered a garden before 
pigs had first forced an entry. 
Hunting and Gathering 
Groups of men often hunt wild pigs with nets and spears 
but, apart from this 9 the Abelam do little hunting and wild 
flora and fauna are not systematically exploited, Since the 
introduction of the shotgun, 1 however, much of the bird life 
has been destroyed and all things that move are considered 
fair game; parrots, ducks 9 pJ.overs, hornbills, cockatoos 
and even tiny k;h!!gfishers are eaten, though the most popular 
of all edible _bi:rd.); are the nat~ ve dove and the flying (fQ:i?; 
the latter is often smoked and preserved. Before contact an 
occasional bird was shot with bow and arrow~2 or caught by 
becoming stuck to the sticky gum of the breadfruit tree which 
had been placed on the top branches of trees or near natural 
bird baths.. An occasional opossum and bandicoot is caught 
and the natives say that they sometimes catch the cassowary, 
wallaby and crowned or Goura pigeon. There are some edible 
fish up to eight ~nches long ~n the larger r~vers such as 
the S·crew and Parchee a.nd they are caught by young boys using · 
small forked spears. Accord~ng to ~nformants f~sh are also 
caught by block~ng off pools and stunning the fish trapped 
in the pools w~th the pounded bark of the djawmarsfl:_ tree. 
1. The DNA usually only permits one shotgun per v~llage. 
the councillor is usually the titular owner but many men 
use it" The gun :is occasionally used in pig hunts but ~t 
is considered better to capture l~ve p~gs. 
2. Bows and arrows are not used by men and they are con-
sidered mainly play things for boys. 
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In the bush and fallow there are many food producing 
trees 9 shrubs and creepers~ apart from those already 
mentioned (see pp.110, 125); many more are l~sted in 
various sections of Appendix F'. Mushrooms 1 fungi and 
larvae 1 1 young shoots from the ba.mboo 7 2 leaves and shoots 
from many different ferns, and eggs of birds, of which 
the cassowar~y- 1 s are the most esteemed 9 are also collected 
from the bush. A variety of Ma.nihot grows wild in many 
places and though .it .is not a popular food :it is a handy 
reserv-e in times of shortage. The bark of some trees (e.g. 
the mbikal, a tree of the h:igh forest-) is used to flavour 
food. In the Middle Sep:ik Grasslands a. salty grass is 
collected from swampy places and is often traded north 
where it is cooked with the food. 
The Trade Store as a Source of Food 
As more money comes into the area an increasing 
quantity of food is bought from the trade stores. Among 
the North Abelam it is quite common for a tin of fish or 
mea. t to be mixed into a sago gru.el or for rice and tinned 
meat bought from the trade store to form the basis of a 
meai. Other foods that are commonly bought are sugar,J 
salt and tea. Some of the natives 'vho have worked for 
Europeans have developed more sophisticated tastes and may 
occasionally buy other tinned foods such as baked beans 
and tuna, and condiments such as curry powder and soy sauce. 
There are three European operated trade stores .in Mapr.ik 
and nearly all the mission stations have stores as we.ll. 
There are also 39 native owned stores in the Sub-district 
whose owners use the missions as suppliers. The native owned 
stores show little or no profit and their ow-nership is more 
1. The most highly prized of all larvae is the kauwia 
which lives in the stumps of cut sago palms. 
2. There are taboos on young men and women eating 
bamboo shoots. 
J. All the sugar and nearly all the rice sold is grown 
and refined or milled in Australia. There is also a 
large range of other goods such as peanut paste and 
peanut oil, cordials and tinned meat which are offered 
for sale. These goods are imported from other 
countries but could well be grown and processed in New 
GUinea. 
I I ' - . I. '. . I 
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for prestige than anything else. Giving and sharing have 
been inculcated from an early age and the temptation to 
dissipate capital and earnings in 'lucky' and lavish enter-
tainment is too strong to allow the holding or accumulation of-
large quantities of consumer goods or money (cf. Salisbury 
1962:331). 
There is no doubt, however, that the trade store 
acts as a stimulus to the acquisition of money. Gradually 
demand is becoming more sophisticated--not only in food goods 
but also for items such as bicycles, pens, kerosene prTssure 
lights, radios, clothing, cooking utensils and liquor. 
1, The right to drink liquor was given to the natives 
in 1962. 
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CASH CROPS 
Food production is geared primarily to local consumption 
but cash cropping is gradually becoming more important, With-
in the last decade effort has centred around the production of 
peanuts, dry rice 1 robusta coffee and fresh vegetables, but the 
history of cash cropping in the· Sub-district has not been a 
happy one, and the natives in most areas are suspicious of 
attempts by the Administration to extend plantings because of 
past failures and low prices. 
Peanuts and rice were the first cash crops introduced 
to the villagers, After considerable extension work by the 
Administration in the early 1950s there were extensive 
plantings of peanuts and by 1958/59 over 120 tons were grown 
in the Sub-district. Peanuts were initially sold for 5~d, a 
pound but since 1959/60 the price obtained by natives has 
fallen to 2d. or l~d. a pound. Enthusiasism for planting 
has dropped with the returns, and now peanuts are grown only 
for home consumption and the Maprik market. No processing 
of peanuts was attempted in the area and the high freight 
rates to the coast are alleged to be 1 the main cause of 'adverse 
marketing conditions' (see Table 1). Production of rice has 
fluctuated greatly over the past few years but generally· there 
has been only a slight increase. 2 The growing of rice demands 
much more effort than the growing of other cash crops and the 
price paid to natives for paddy is only 3d. a pound" Most of 
the more sophisticated natives in the North Abelam region 
believe that the return for growing rice is too low to warrant 
the effort. There is a similar tendency with coffee growing. 
Even although the Maprik CSD is now receiving most of the 
coffee income of the area, very little planting is being done 
there now (see Table 23). 
All paddy is bought by the Tamaui Rural Progress 
Society who then sells the milled rice to Government Departments 
for about 9~d. a pound.3 Trade stores sell Australian rice 
1. Although commercial plantings of peanuts by natives have 
decreased over the last five years total exports from the 
Territory have increased. It should be noted that European 
plantings have considerably· increased while native plantings 
have decreased (Source TNGAR). 
2. 89 tons produced in 1960/61 9 64 tons in 1961/62 and 114 
tons in 1962/63. 
3. Rice is milled by DASF at Bainyik. 
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for prices ranging from one shilling to 1/6 a pound. The 
main problem of growing rice is that it is more susceptible 
than other crops grown in the area to the vicissitudes of 
climate and insect pests, In Yenigo in December 1961 four 
blocks {about O.J acres) were planted but due to unseason-
ally dry weather in January the whole crop was lost, In 
1962 stem borers caused havoc in many rice gardens and 
resulted in total loss of the crop in some gardens. Trans-
portation of the grain to the rice mill is also a problem 
for there is no home threshing.. No __ rmally the Administra~ 
tion collects the grain from the villages but often, because 
of pressure of work or because the rivers are flooded" the 
rice is not collected and it becomes spoiled by rats or 
dampness. 
The Maprik weekly market, the mission stations, the 
hospital, 1 the various Admin~stration departments and 
European householders, offer a means whereby surp.lus food, 
and vege ta.bles especially grown for the purpose) can be 
converted into cash. Prices obtained by the natives for 
all foods range from 1~d, to 2d" a pound but the market :is 
limited and usually glutted, I.nterest in this form of 
cash cropp:ing depends largely on the distance from the villages 
to the markets. Tbe tota.l income obtained from the sale of 
fresh vegetables was little more than £5 7 000 in 196J and j_t 
is unl:ikely that the market will expand significantly, 
Robus ta coffee ( Coffea canephora) "ras first plan ted :in 
the Sub-district :in 1957 and is now considered to be the most 
promis:ing cash crop for the area, Since 1957 p.lan tings 
have considerably :increased (see Table 22) even although the 
Administration 1 s policy is to curtail planti.ng where 
populat:ion densities are up to 200 people per square mile 
(BAE 1961:60), Also) even though the Australian Government 
won many short term advantages within the International 
Coffee Agreement, it is almost certain that the production 
of New Guinea. coffee w:ill be :in excess of the Australian and 
allotted overseas markets by the end of the sixt:ies (Shand 
196J, BAE 1961: 1JJ-J5). It is now the policy of DASF that 
------------·-------------
1. 1 The hospital diet is sweet potato, wh:ich :is 
depised by the Abelam 9 and rice and tinned meat, which 
are appreciated, but not thought suitable foods for 
sick people 1 (Schofield and Parkinson 1963:7)" 
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TABLE 22 
- Coffee Statistics in the MZfrik Sub-district, 
~-
.1.2.:5...97§2 - 196:23:.1-0' 
Under New Production 
--shade Plant~~ Immature Mature Total of 
-trees in~ trees trees trees Parchment 
1959/60 
1960/6 1 
1961/62 
1962/63 
acres+ acres+ acres+ acres+ acres+ 
N,A, 4* N.A, N,A, 14 
285* 26* N.A, N-, A, 60 
486-t:r 4y+ 1 1 9 14 133 
745* 1 71* 298 71 369 
+ Assumes 500 trees planted per acre. 
* Does not include the Yangoru area.. 
F Six months only, 
¢ Data used in this Table was obtained from 
three different sources (DASF Ba.inyik? 
Sub-district Offiae 1 Maprik and DASF 
Konedobu). 
N,A. No data. 
lbs" 
NIL 
1 '200 1-
4? 183 
6.015 
native plantings of coffee should neither be encouraged nor 
discouraged, and Europeans in the Highlands are being refused 
extensions to their plantations. Nethertheless plantings 
are still being actively encouraged in the Maprik Sub~district, 
particularly in the Wosera. where land is short
1
and there are 
few other ways o£· earning cash (see Table 23) . 
In 1963 onJ.y 10d. a pound was being paid for pulped, 
fermented and dried beans which were purchased from the 
villages. and then sold to dealers by the Administration. 
It is anticipated that in 1964 the price will rise to about 
one shilling a pound and that the Rural Progress Societies 
will ultimately undertake marketing. In 1962/63 6,015 pounds 
were purchased within the Sub~district by the Administration 
but DASF estimate that production will be over 200 tons by 
1. Although robusta coffee has a better actual and 
potential market than arabica, which forms the bulk of 
New Guinea production, there is still great danger of 
overproduction, especially if surplus poor quality 
arabicas compete with robustas. 
' ' ' I I I I I 
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TABLE 23 Coffee Statistics b;:t CSDs 2 196_2/63." 
CSD 
Maprik 
Tamaui 
1vora 
l~ orth Wosera 
South lvosera 
Rest of Sub-district * 
Total Sub-district * 
Area under 
Shade 
(acres) 
3., 6 
10,9 
,.., ~I ? /. ,_ 
2?7,J 
67,0 
J08o6 
744.6 
(Source DASF Office 9 Bainyik) 
* Excludes Yangoru area. 
Coffee Trees 
- Planted 
(acres) 
~on-bearing Bearing 
J0.8 24o6 
15.J JoB 
J-9 
53.5 8,7 
18.0 J,O 
117.2 17.5 
238.7 57n6 
1967/68. It is estimated that in 1963/64 twice as many trees 
\vill be plan ted than in 196 2/6 3, Table 22 shows the areas 
plan ted with coffee or the shade tree Leucaena gla.uca, whi.ch 
in this area, is planted at least a. year before the coffee. 
Although robus ta coffee is selli.ng wel.l at the moment the 
natives in many areas are already d:Lsillusioned about cash 
cropping for the work seems difficult and unrewarding, If 
there is a fall in the price of coffee or if markets fa.il
1 
there would be considerable discouragement and resentment, 
for the natives have great difficulty in understanding the 
mechanisms of the international market, 
Cash Cropping: ig_ Yenigo and §.t~piku!!! 
Both villages have only recently started p.lanting 
coffee and, as yet, no trees are bearing, In Yenigo, rice and 
peanuts were enthusiastically planted in the 1950s under DASF 
guidance; when the prices of these crops fell the villagers 
became very suspicious of cash cropping~ now many plantings 
are made more to satisfy extension officers, rather than in 
the hope of a cash return later. This is shown by the fact 
that in many gardens shade trees ha.d been pl.an ted for two or 
three years but little planting of coffee had followed. As,in 
most villages plantings were made by village officials such 
as councillors, 1 luluais', 'tul tuls' and co~mittee members 
of the Rural Progress Societies, who wished to create a 
I . I 
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favourable impress:ion with Administration officers, Very 
little interest has also been shown i.n the village coffee 
nursery in Yenigo and between .June 1961 and July 1963 only 
0.3 acres were cleared and planted with shade trees, In 
1960 and 1962 no rice at all was planted :in Yenigo1 and only 
a few peanuts were interplanted in the ~ gardens and were 
later consumed in the village. In 1961 the two blocks 
plan ted w:i th rice £-ailed a.nd hvo blocks of' peanuts were 
planted (approximately 0.1 acres), About half of' these 
peanuts were eaten uncooked i.n the village and the rest 
<vere taken to the Mapr:ik market and s'old for about 2d, a 
pound. 
The sale of vegetables is probably the main method 
of obtaining cash from produce but ca.rryi.ng heavy loads ten 
miles to Maprik £·or a return o.f' only four to ei.gh t shill:ings, 
<'lssum:ing that all the load is sold, i.s not popular, When 
the native hospital was short of food i.n 1962, PHD offered 
to collect food from. the villages and Yeni.go sold nearly two 
Land Rovers full of food. Sweet potato was the main food 
sold for i. t i.s easy to grow~ ·_vet sells at the same rate as 
yam and taro, 
In Stapi.kum the na ti.ves are f'ar more enthusia.s ti.c 
about the planti.ng of' cof'fee2 and a.l though planting commenced 
much later there than :in Yenlgo" both vi~Llages have the same 
acreage per person under shade trees 9 and planti.ngs i.n 
Stapikum are continuing, Some natives of Stapikum som.et1mes 
rai.sed doubts as to whether food produci.ng land could be 
spared but others always answered this objection by sayi.ng 
that coffee was the only way in which they cou.ld get cash. 
In the 1vosera where the ancest:.ra.l cults are not at present 
strong, the pursu:it of' money i.s far more important than among 
the North Abelam. 
1. In 1962 it happened that the yams grown i.n two old 
ri.ce gardens were very sma.ll, The nati.ves said that 
this was because a fungicide (Agrosan) which is put on 
the seed ri.ce is 1 bad medicine'. In 1962 Yen~go nat~ves 
said that they were not going to plant any more rice for 
rice 1 ru:ins the land'. No complaint was made to DASF 
officers. 
2. Ne:ither rice nor peanuts were grown i.n Stapikum in 
1961 or 1962, 
·~ ! 
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Chapter 7 
CONSUMPTION, DISTRIBU':\ION AND EXCHANGE 
Even although the discussion of feasts 9 ceremonies 
and exchanges takes up nearly half of this chapter, it 
must be borne in mind that it is the family as a unit 
that produces and consumes the bulk of the food (cf. 
K:;~berry 1941:353). Like many other field workers (e.g, 
Malinowski 1935:230) I found that I paid more attention 
to the ceremonial and dramatic than to everyday events7 
as a result my note books are full of detailed accounts 
of yams exchanges but contain very .litt.le data about 
daily eating patterns. In order to redress the balance 
here 9 many aspects of Abelam life involving distribution 
or consumption of food, such a.s marriage payments and 
the associated §jangi (pp. 51,56-8), hostile exchanges 
(pp. 59-6"1) and death distributions (p,69), which have been 
mentioned briefly in previous chapters, will be omitted 
here to avoid over emphasis of the dramatic. Only some 
important distributions and exchanges >vil.l be mentioned in 
this chapter to ill.ustrate the modes of the apportionment 
of food and to give some idea of the amounts involved. 
Unforturiately I was unable to obtain adequate data 
on the quanti ties 1 or even. the proportions of a.ll food 
eaten by the people, given to pigs, used as seed or wasted. 
If, however~ it is assumed that infants under two years of 
age eat no yams and that children under fifteen and aged 
people over 50 years of age eat three quarters of a full yam 
ration, 204 full rations are required daily in Yenigo and 
132 full rations in Stapikum. 1 Further if it is assumed 
that a full ration of yam is about three pounds a day ( 1
2
JOO 
calories) 2 the annual consumption of yams would be 100 tons 
in Yenigo and 65 tons in Stapikum, Also it could be assumed 
-------------~--·--------·----------·-~---
1. In Yenigo there are 159 adults 9 53 children, 6 aged 
people and 16 infants, In Stapikum there are 84 adults, 
60 children, 4 aged people and 4 infants (cf, Figure 9), 
2, This is almost certainly an overestimate. According 
to my weighings·only about 34% of the calorie contribu-
tion in the diet comes from yams :in August and 9.3% in 
Ma·rch. In Stapikum about 79% of the calor:ie contribu-
tion comes from yams in August and 5% in March" 
. I 
' 
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that about one tenth of the total product~on of ka ~s 
reserved for seed a.nd that each p~g consumes about one 
pound of ka a day (see Table 21)" ln Table 24 est~mates 
of total Tonsumpti~n and production are made for Yen~go .a.nd 
Stap~kum, It is d~fficult to understand why there should 
be such great surpluses in both villages, especially ~n 1 
Stapikum -w·here severe food shorta.ges are sa.~d to occur" · 
TABLE 24 ~ Est~mates for Annual Tota..l Product~on and 
.,_ . ........ --..--~-_.,.,~ ..... ~~~ -~~..,.,-~..--~-·""' ~
Co~sumpf!:on of !5~- ~!!:-L~EJl-K.£. and §_tal?_iku!!!, 
l'~f:Pi~:?, §. ta,e:!-kum 
Total ka production (tons) 285 110 
Total Consumption of ka (tons 
Eaten 
Seed 
Pigs 
Estimated total 
Est~mated Surplus ltons) 
Average daily surplus per 
pexson ( lbs .. ) 
lOO 
28 
16 
1 44 
1 1 
1 
77 
33 
1 • J 
However in subsistence socieries it is essential to aim to 
produce a surp.lus to ens•.lre a.ga.i..nst lo.~ses by flood] drought" 
wild pi.gs a.nd insects, Also some food is sold far cash, 
Very li.ttle appeared to be wasted for all the stale, rotten 
or surplus food is g~ven to pigs, It was di.fficult to 
obtain data on waste from each meal for all food scraps and 
half eaten foods are carefully disposed of since these are 
the materials with wh~ch it is possible for an enemy to 
work sorcery, It is also possible that total production 
has been over estimated for only yams actually harvested 
were weighed., The year 1962 when weighings were done may 
have also been a very good year, 
1, Surpluses are reported el.sewh.ere in New Guinean 
The Bureau of Sta.tis tics ( 196 3~ 15) estimates tha.t 
throughout New Gui.nea. 11 pounds of food are produced 
per person per day" This :is obviously more than a 
person could eat. Hogbin ( 1951:69) e~timated that in 
Busama village? abouT. 15 miles south of Lae 9 there was 
an apparent surplus of 12 tons a mont.h 1 and that even 
then 'everyone persisted in regard~ng the gardens as too 
small.' Brookfield (personal com.munication) reports 
that yield and acreage measurement :i.n Chimbu suggest that 
at least 10 pounds of sw.s-et pota.toe.:: a.re a.vail.able per 
head of the population per da.y f"or- human consumption alone. 
( . I I I . ' ' ]1 
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Qualitatively I have already indicated that a large 
pig population in a village can indicate the existence of 
a regular food surplus (see pp ,, 125-26), This will be 
further developed in this chapter to show that an active 
ceremonial life also exists '\<Then food surpluses are available. 
Because of this it is pertinent to remark that al.l the pay-
ments, distributions and exchanges described in this 
chapter were seen in Yenigo, Except for the bride exchanges 
already described, no feasts and only· 8. f·ew exchanges were 
seen in Stapikum, Because the Woseras are unable to indulge 
in ceremonies, feasts and exchanges,_the cultural decline 
which is described in Chapter 8 may -vrel.l have been brought 
about, inter alia 9 by the absence of a sufficient surplus. 
This chapter is intended to show the pattern .. ::; of food 
consumption and also the :incent:ives :for producing surpluses 
which can be used :in payments. distributions and exchanges. 
Neither productio.n nor consumption can be discussed w:i thout 
reference to the culture a.s a whole. 
CONSUMPTION 
The uncooked and unprepB.red whnle producT (including 
waste) ultimately consumed each day by selected families 
was weighed for short periods between March and August 1962. 
Households in which wei.ghings ,,rere carried out were select-
ed from among simple families with only one child living 
near the field worker's house, where the husband was not 
growing large ~ab~ and where the wife was neither pregnant 
nor lactating so that various taboos, particularly on meat 
eating, did not apply to them. 1 The main purpose of these 
we:igh:ings was to get some idea. of the diet patterns :in both 
villages but I also wished to check that a complete cover-
age was being made of all eources of food. Only one 
attempt \<Jas made to assess the calorie a.nd protein intake 
of the people in Stap:ikum., This experj ment was not 
repeated because it was too cumbersome; each individual 
--~,~-----~--·-· ---~-----~~~---~--~-------------
1" It :is unfortunate that these taboos are observed 
at the times \vhen an:i.mal prote:in i.s most neededc 
The yarn growing per:iod. when men observe taboos on 
meat • coi.ncides \vi th the 1 lean perlDd 1 "lvhen the dieT 
is low in proteins 7 and of course pregnant and lactating 
women need the protein. Numerous other taboos at 
childbi.rth 1 girls' puberty 9 :initiat:ions 9 marriage and 
death are also observed (see Kaberry 1941~J64-5) but 
they are only observed for comparatively short periods, 
, 'I 
I 
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member of the :fa.m:i..ly selected ha.d t.o be followed through--
(:OUt the da.y by a native in my employ~ wh~· c::>.Llect.ed equiva.~ 
lent quanti ties of :food to that ea. ten a.nd brought it to me 
to be \veighed and I had to supervise al .1 we:i.ghi.ngs" All 
other wej_ghi.ngs were done? at lea.st i.:n part 1 by nat.i.ves 
,...,-hom I trained to read a_ scale" The weighing methods were 
crude and I was never sure how many p-eople were eating the 
food weighed, 1 
The main probl-em in collecting these data was That 
some of the food eaten each day i.s eaten away from the 
vi.llage; also :food :Ls c-ommonly sha.xed w1 th visitors? k1n.s~ 
men and friends" Although the fa.mily ea.t.s most: of the 
food produced it is rare for the single :family without 
accretions or depletions to sit around a common 1 ta.ble 1 and 
have a meal that has been prepared soleJ_y by the women of 
the household. The main meal of the day~ often a thick 
soup, is the evening meal prepared by the w0men in the late 
afternoon; 1 eft overs f'rom this meal are us'!..l.a.lly eaten as 
a quick snack i.n the morning" Excep "t. for .Mondays and 
Tuesdays which are the d3.ys g.iven to government and 
council work. the vi.llages are prac t ica .. ll.y deserted" All 
but the old and sJ..ck are j_n the ga.rden s) w-orking sa.go or 
visiti.ng other villages, Ar:;und midda.y the women prepare 
.1] I 
a small meal wherever work is being d.xo..e" This mea.l 
usually consists of baked, boiled •)r steamed2 yams, taros 
or sweet potatoes. Often in the course 0:f a day both 
men an.d women have snacks of coconut= J paw-paws 9 sugar 
cane or sweet bananas nr have some bree.df'r-ui t, S, _ed,~l.~ 
or bananas which can be qui.ckl.y co'C•,ked :nrer an open f:ire" 
Some of these ga.rden meals and incidental snacks were 
missed in the weighings although esti .. ma.ti.ons were attempted 
by asking the nati.ves what food was ear.en away :from the 
ham.lets during the da.y a.:nd wei.ghing equ:iva.l.ent amounts, 
1" When all the weighi.ngs were finished 9 . one of my 
2. 
native assistants proudly boas-red that he was always 
given some of the food weighed, 
Steamed f'oods are co·;)ked in stone ovens 
described in Oomen and JVIalcolm (1958:27~8) 
Ba.rrau ( ! 956a~ 400), 
·.I 
: I -
-, 
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Diet Pa.Tterns 
---~-=--- =---~ 
The Abelam. have three m<:~.i.n ca.tegor-1 es of food1 
the starchy sta.ple foods such as yam<=:, taros,, ba.na.na.s a.nd 
sago which a.re collectiveJ.y known a.s ka.ndu~; greens of 
all. descripti_ons which are ca.lled .!f.i£_en1]-T9 and meat 
which is called kwam.i (Kaberry 194!~353., Figure 16 
~~-.....,.. . 
which shows the percentage contribution of ca.lorie and 
protein in the diet of both Yenigo a.nd Stapi.kum. during 
March and Augu.st shows eight: classes of food. The c.lasses 
a.re a.s follows : 
yam 
taro 
Class 
sago 
bananas 
greens 
mea.t 
sweet potato 
other 
I\ote.s 
k~;, ~:.£! and l.i£~ o 
Colasasia esculenta. and 
Both bana.na.s that need 
cooking and those whi.ch 
can be eaten fresh. 
ivla.:i.nly leaves :from the 
Gn~~nell'!£!2 but also 
all other leB.ves from 
tr·ees and green 
v<?getables. 
Ma.inl y t;i.nned mea.t and 
tinned f-i sh but a. Is o a. 
little pig mear, and an 
occasional bird or fresh 
fi.sh. 
Sweet potato is not a 
tradi.ti.ona.l food but. is 
becoming i_ncre .. asingly 
i.mporta.nT in the di_er" 
.Includes fruj. t:s and nu 'tS 
Native Categories 
~-- -
kB.ndumu 
ka.ndumu 
kandumu 
kandumu 
k\vami 
(e.g. paw=paw a.nd coconuts) 9 
.§_z~dule:>_ a.ll t.r<:~.de store 
f•)ods excluding ti.nned 
meats and fish and al.l 
other foods not men~ioned 
above n 
The months of March and August are selected for 
detailed study beca.use they a.re in the 1 lean period 1 and 
1 time of plenty' respectively, Actua.l wei_ghings were 
only made in Sta.pikum bet,,reen J•.1ne a.nd August 1962 and 
the diagram showing percentage contribution of calorie and 
--------
-----~~~~---~ t:-~-~-· 
1 0 Thi.s is not a:n. unusua..l classifi.cation of foodo See 
Ba.rrau (1958a.~35) a.nd Ma.li.nowski_ (~935:31). 
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and protein for Stapikum is an estimate based on information 
received from Miss J. Whiteman, a nutritionist working in 
Serakum village between November 1961 and July 1962~ and 
t·rom my own observations and questions~ Study of Figure 16 
shows that the di.et consi.s ts a..lmos t en 1:irely of' vegetable 
products? and in Stap:ikum no a.ni.mal. protein at a .. Ll was 
:i.ncl.uded in the \vei.ghingso 1 Oomen a.nd MalcoJ.m ( 1 958~ 134) 
advocate an approxi.mate dai.ly per capita intake of' 1,500 
calori.es and 25 - 30 grams of' protein, The only assess--
ment e.f' ca.lori.e and protein i.nta.ke made i.n StB.pikum was 
made in .June ·which wa.s i.n the t-.ra.nsi tio:o.a .. l period be tween 
the. v lean period v a.nd ~ ti.me of plentyv ,, DaLly :Lnta~e ~y 
a.dul rs \vas 1, 49 J ca.lor1es and only 15 grams of prote.1n. , 
The a..moun t of' food consumed per- person wa.s a.lwa.ys heavier 
in Yenigo t.han in Stapikum so Yenigc• intakes would probably 
be well above the intakes recommended by Oo.men and Malcolmo 
Figure 16 also shows bow the pa. t tern of' f'ood consumpt.ion 
,::ha.nges bet1.veen. a. yam eating per:Lod 9 around August 7 and a 
sago eating period" around M<:~.rch. This contrast between 
consumpti.on. in March a.nd August is more marked in St:apikum 
than in Yenigo. There is more v.a.riety in the Yenigo diet 
a.nd a. .larger quanti t.y of' mea. t, prE' domi.nan tl y tinned meat, 
consumed there. It :if' very si.gnificant tha.t i.n Yenigo 
more foods are being bought from the 'tr·ade stores and that 
these foods and sweet pota'to are ta S•::lme extent replacing 
sago i.n the diet especialLy during the ~.lean period v • 3 
Dr. K. v. Bailey of' PHD (Medical Research) .made 
examinations of the a.d1..1l ts in both Yenigo and S tapikum in 
August 1962 a.nd found that the adu.lt.s of Stapi.kum were 
1 o Occas:ionally pi.g meat i.s eaten and birds and bandi= 
coots are often caugb r. by ingeni.r:ou.s traps. Some dri.ed 
fish is occasi.onally traded north from the Sepik River 
in exchange for sago or· clay saucepans. 
2o During the lean period calorie intake would probably 
be higher and protein intake lower because large 
quanti.ti.es of sago are eaten. Sago i.s almost pure 
starch a.nd ha.s about 1?500 calories per pound and 
virtually no protein (McKee 1957:3). 
Jo The quali.ty of trade stc•r·e food should be ce.refully 
watched. McKee ( 1957~ 15) writes that in Habaul 'some. 
experienced observers consider that the standard <Jf' 
nu tri ti.on of' the people ha.s gone down a.s tb ei.r income 
has increased" v 
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TABLE 25 ~ !_9omi?,arison of some B.£dr Measurement~ of .Ad2;!1~ 
(a~d 20-32.} Measured i.n Aug-q;5t .,!_962. in YeV.igg 
.£!:lld StaJ?ikum, (,Source Bai.ley? in press) 
Males Females 
-Yeno 2 .sta:I? ·' Yen, 2 Stap, .. 
Numbers examined 69 39 56 54 
Height ln em. 156?2 '5" 7 ' ) . 147.2 146.6 
1veight in kg .. 54.5 * 5L6 45.9 ** 42.3 
1veight/Height Ra tj_o 
em/kg. 0.35 * 0.33 0.31 ** 0.29 
Subcutaneous fat in 
mm. + 4.7 ** 4 '1 6.8 ** . -
¢ Midd.le co.lumns indicate significance of 
differences. between the peop.Le of Yenigo and 
~_;tapikum, * signifi.ca.nt at 1.0% level (P <o"01) 
signi.ficant at 0.1.% level (P<0.001) 
5,5 
+ Subcutaneous fat j_s the th:ickness of a double layer of 
subcutaneous fat and overlylng skin measured with 
Harpenden calipers. 
significantly lighter and had considerably less body fat than 
the adults of Yeni.go, Among two groups of people of the same 
culture group, separated by only twelve miles? diet seems 
indicated as the m-Edn cause c-f this difference although 
tt f . l .. t . b + . . t 
0 
pa erns o morta. :t. y? marr:1.age, a sen~ee1sm or m:1.gra. ,:Lon~ 
or some genetic factor may also affect it" The same people 
were also weighed again in December 1962 and .June 1963 7 and 
the three weighings showed that there were s:Lgnif'icant weight 
fluctuations 
1 
thro':ghout the ~-ear ~n Stapikum in ?ot~ ~.ales 
and females, D1fferences 1n we1ght were not s:t.gn:t.t:Lcant 
in Yenigo males but Yenigo women showed a seasonal weight 
fl.uctuation that was significant but not as marked as that 
of the Stapikum females, 
1 , The average weight of adult males and females 
dropped by nearly two pounds between December 1962 and 
June 1963 (information based on f"igures received from 
MacLennan) • 
I I • • 'I 
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DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD 
Mo.s t evening mea.ls a.re ea.ten near the family hearth 
but if a. husband is talking in a nearby hamlet~ his wife 
will ta.ke a bowl of soup or some cooked yams or taro over 
to him and he will then sha.re :i. "t with the men who are ·with 
him. It i.s quite common t-c) see .men grouped a.round a bowl 
of soup or over a. banana. lea.f which serves a.s a. plate :for 
other food, Sharing of food i.s inculca.ted from an early 
age a.nd a.ny friend is i.nvi. ted to partake if he ha.ppens to 
be around when food i.s being ea:ten., ··A man wi.ll. always eat 
at a. hea.rth other than his own, usua.lly that of hi.s mother 
or his si..ster,, when hiE: wi.f: is ~ens!ru.a.li.ng or giving birth} 
•Dr even after an ar·gum.ent w1th h1.s -w·:r.fe? 
In this secti.on I will only describe how food is 
a part payment for servi.ces and h.ow f{jOd is essenri.al. to 
the cerem()ni.al a.nd ri.tua.l lj_fe of the people o 
Food can form the ba.sis for pa.rt. payment for w·ork and 
servi.ces" It ha.d a.lrc.::a.dy been mentiQned how a woman i.s 
gi.ven some sago flour after she has helped one of her ki.ndred 
with the work of extraction (p. 122) and how when a. whoi.e 
garden or a .la.rge part of a garden ·is plan ted at the same 
time all the helpers ax·e gi.ven food (Po 94 ). The only 
other occasions observed when this type of 1~ood payment was 
made was during a.nd a.fter the construcTion of ordi.na.ry 
village houses and the ta.mba.ra.n h0u,ses" The i.ndi·vidua.l. and 
his i.mmedi.ate fa.rni.ly do not prov:i .. de a.1.l the food gi.ven to the 
he.lper.s ~ close ki.ndred and others Lt·om hi . .s ham.le t are 
expected to provi.de food and to he.lp cook it. Help for 
the tasks of' garden plant 1.ng and house bui.ldi.ng i.s gi. ven on 
a. reciprocal ba.si.s a.l though ma.ny of' the helpers are kindred, 
some often coming from nei.ghb:m.ri.ng v:lLla.ges. Tt must be 
emphasised r.hat any payment of f'ood rn· servi.ces ,is never 
1 t: o 7 " d · · 1 • l · " · r · b · '· d f comp .. e ~e. 1.mme :t.a.te eq.1.1.va.. ence 15 ne"\ er o ra.:t.ne or 
there :i.s a cha:i.n of rj_ghts and 0b.l].ga.tions extending through 
the whole l:i.fe of the ~ndivJ.dual 7 (Kaberry 1941-2:86). 
1 • It i.s not unusuB"l f"or 'the A.be.lam to become 
destructi.ve after a.n argum.ent·, T. have seen f·o,.lr 
nea.rl.y mature ~ destroyed i.n a. garden after the block 
user had had a dispute w:i.th hi.s wj_f'eo According to 
informants a wi.fe may destroy her cook:i..ng pots i.n similar 
circum.sta.nces o 
j ·i ! . . I I I ' . ·I' : I I . . 
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Food D~str~but~on at House Bu~ldinga 1 
= 
The future owner of a house levels the s~te on h~s O"WTI 
and bu~lds the t~mber frame of the house with one or poss~bly 
two helperso Howeve~for thatching he assembles f~fteen to 
twenty five helpers who thatch the house by well known 
methods, without any direct~on from a leader. Around mid~ 
day the w~fe of the house owner and her helpers g~ve the 
men a simple meal of steamed or baked yams~ cooked bananas 
or taros·' W'hen the work is finished in the afternoon~ the 
'"omen provide a final meal of' the highly esteemed white yam 
soup, Housebuilding is done on a reciprocal basis and any 
food given is only part payment, 
When a tambaran house is built, payments in food are 
somewhat similar although the amount o:f food given is greater 
;.'c'l.d payment is made wj_ tb. greater ceremony. Surround:ing 
vi.llages, mainly al1 ies but a. fe1v enemies 9 send some :form of' 
help. Some villages send skilled artists 1 others building 
timbers and some groups of labourers who help with big tasks 
such as the thatching. When the w·ork is going on or when 
the delivery of building rna teria.ls -1 s made 1 all v:i..s~ tors are 
given soup and large quantities of cooked yams~ sometimes 
portions of uncooked p~g meat are g~ven to the v~s:i.tors to 
take home, 1vhen the tambaran house i.s finished there is a 
large ceremonial distr~bution. In Yenigo in September &962 
a tambaran house was completed on the .,;;;a;;:;m~e;;,;·J..;;;.,. _ .. of' hamlet XIV of' 
kwJ:e.Qd.i:L. The following is my description of' the :final. 
distribution (see Plate 28)~ 
Placed in a l~ne across the middle o:f' the arne~ 
were 35 bowls of' white yam soup each contai.ning 
about t·welve pints of' soup. Accompanying each 
bowl and p1aced in a leaf sheath of' the Vlimbomv 
pa1m, was approximately 40 pounds o:f yam (some 
large w·abi were cut up but it was mainly ka) 9 ~ 
two coconuts 7 some nat:tve tobacco~ some betel nut 7 
some leaves and inflorescences of the Piper betle 
a.nd an uncooked piece of pig meat = i.n all 35 lots 
of food. Host of the food w-as provided by men o:f 
kwi,end.ji but men from kumund,ii. and from other parts 
of the vi1.lage group of Korkum helped. Malba 
provided three lots of food and Naramco fiveo All 
35 1ots of food were given to men from vari.ous 
·1. For detai1s of the techni.ques of housebuilding 
see Kaberry (1941=2g84)o 
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hamlets from Sua.mbuk1.1m (north west of" Sagisik) 7 
Yangi.sa.gu, Kombi.kum, Ulupu,~ Waiknakum, Mal.ba. 
and Na.ramco, .It seemed that food wa.s given 
to each hamlet that he.lped, The cooked food 
was immedia.tely consumed a.:nd the ·<.Pther produce 
was divided among the helpPrs from the various 
ham.lets. 
• 
These d:istribu tions need considera.b.le pre para tio:o., foresight 
a.nd plan:nlng" This particular di.stribu.tion a:lone req,~i.red 
a.I.most (Jne ton of ya.ms. Thie: a.nd other di.stributions 
asscc:iated with the bui.1.di.ng o.f tw(~ tambaran houses i.n 
Yenigo in ! 96 2 may we.ll have been the reason for the plant~­
ing of more la.:nd vJi.th ,ka. :in 1961 tha.n :in 1962 (see Table 18)" 
In~ti.ations and other Feasts 
.-.~~ ~.....--- p ...,._,.,... 
U:nfortunately no :initiati.ons took p.lace i.n Yeni.go 
whi.'le I. was in the rield and the mat'er.ia.l. i.n this section 
has been gathered f'rom informa.nts_, observations in ot.her 
villagesi from Forge who witn.essed part of these 
ceremon.ies among the Eastern Abe.lanJ in 1958-~59 and from a 
~hort article by Neve ( 1960). 
During the initiations the young male i.nitiates are 
segregated from the rest of the village in an enclosure near 
the ta_mba.ra.n house. One a.ra of the vi..lla.ge acts as i.ni. t= 
= === ia tors f'or the other a.ra 3.nd .f'eeds the i.n.i ti.a.tes wi. -ch whi. te 
-. . ' 
yam soup 1 all other f'oods az·e taboo. The soup is eaten out 
of' half coconut shells that are only used once" When all 
the soup is eaten the pla.tes are put to one side and are 
later threaded on a cane r·ope and hung i.n a promina.nt place 
before the tambaran house, .It is the a.i.m of' the ini. tia tors 
to make the 1ni ti.ates as fat as possi.ble and to 1 be a.ble to boast of the large quantiti.es of food consumed.· The 
initiating ara receive a presentati.on of pi.gs from ~he other 
~~
a.r~ after the i.ni. tia.tions have Ta.ken pJ.a.ce" E:a.ch ara. 
takes i.i' in turn to act as i.ni.ti.a.tors, 
1. Rather ambivalently the women are told that the 
ini.tiates ha.ve eaten nothing but what they were able 
to find in the bush (Neve 1960:12J). 
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Apart f'rom the initiates visitors are often fed and 
there are a number of' associated feasts, The :initiations 
require such vast quantities of f'ood and wealth to buy pigs 
t;hat a. gap of several years is necessary before any further 
ceremonies can be undertaken? Forge ( Persona.l Communication) 
estimates that the min.imum time for each :full ini tia.t.ion 
cycle is about ten years and he thinks that it may even be 
longer. The feasts bolster the prestige o:f a village and 
may establish or re~nf'orce ties between groups and individ-
uals and \v:ill .make indiv.iduals clearly state their 
allegiance to certai.n groups. The t:imi.ng of each indiv:id~ 
ua.l ceremony is not fixed by any astronomical, ceremoni.al 
or ritual ca.l.endar but they are always held after the ya.m 
harvest and usually at a fu11 moon,. Like host.il.e exchanges, 
feasts connected with building tambaran houses and even 
marriage payments. initiation f·easts can be delayed until 
surplus of food can be built upo Other smal.ler feasts 
such as death distributions, 1 girls' puberty and feasts 
a.nd exchanges connected with birth and the yam ha.rves ts? 
must be held when the events take place. 
1. Divination of yam soup eaten at death payments is 
practiced among t.he Eastern Abelam. to determ.:ine the 
cause of death, 
• I I 
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EXCHANGE 
The distinction between d.istribu tions and exchanges 
has been some-what arbitrarily made for both require 
equivalence <:md reciproca.cy 1.n some formo Exchanges as 
discussed in this thesis can be defined a.s events at wh.lch 
careful tal.lies a.re kept, and where the stated object is 
that equivalence with the object exchanged sh0uld be 
obtained as soon as possi.ble. However, 1 exchanges 1 are 
also the occasion of 1 distributions 1 • The essentials of 
the exchange relationships have a.lrea.dy been dis cussed 
in Chapter 4 and the following description of the wa.bi 
exchange shows the mechani.cs of the most frequent and the 
most important of the exchanges, 
The Wabi Exchange 
The preparations for a yam exchange and a.ll the 
assoc:i.ated ceremonies take a.bout a. week. The men care--
fully decorate the tubers (see Plate 22) and both the men 
and the women collect food~. firewood, betel nut and leaves 
of' the pepper vine? new skins h.a.Ye to be put on some o:f 
the drums and there is general excitement. Duri.ng the 
night before the yams are paraded, there i.s dancing and 
singing lasti.:ng unti.l dawn.. Just after dawn a.ll the bi.g 
wabl: are carried on their pCiles into the centre of the amei. 
and are put in li.nes under shelters made of cocom2t fronds. 
The wabi are extensively decorated wi.th both basketry and 
wooden masks, shel.l rings .• feathers, leaves, berries and 
many ceremonial trappings; some of them are made to look 
rema.rkaply li.ke human fi.gures. 
Du.r:i.ng the day the yams are admi.red 9 compared a.nd 
cri.t:i.cised by men from the home village and from other 
villages. There is a lot of formal talk where.a ma.n, 
shaki.ng spears i.n an aggressive fashion, struts to and fro 
across the ame:i. and chants his speech, Most of the men 
paradi.ng yams and a few of the v:i.si tors a.l.so do this and 
the chants are mainly bombastically abusi.ve or self~congratu­
latory. Some chants are about the nggwalndu 7 the ancestors 
and their yam growing acti.vit:i.es: some are merely a.dmoni.tory 
and exhortati.ve and directed at the young men to encourage 
them to take up yam growing and to stop being so interested 
:in women. A vi.sitor often congratulates the vi.llage · 
public.ly but makes maledictory corrLments around the amei. 
It was interesting to note that dur:i.ng a yam disp.lay on the 
ame.i of hamlet XIV of I<:wiendj;k, the Na.ramco men, who were 
having a. hostile exchange with some men in kwi.endji 1 came 
and had a cursory look a.t the Yeni.go yams, They went 
back to their village saying that the yams were 'insignific-
ant 1 • The Y enigo men said that the N a.rarnc o men were 
1 afraid' of the yams and were ashamed because they \'Jere not 
able to grow simi.lar ones. There seemed to be more 
justification in the latter claim as the biggest Yenigo yarn 
was at :Least a foot longer than the longest Naram.co yam.~ 
During the day the yams are d.isplayed and the 
visitors fed. The decorated vams remain on the amei over-
• 7 ~
ni.gh t and the men sit up ta1.ki.ng and watching over them, 
The fo.llow·ing morning the exchanges take place and all. the 
yams displayed are given to the tsha.mbc~ra, the ceremonial 
exchange partner in the opposite !}-rE; 9 who may later give 
the yarn to one of his kindred or use it later himself for 
foo~ planting or in some hosrile exchange. After the 
exchange the decorations are removed and .returned to the 
origina.l Oltlners and the yams are taken to the yam house of' 
the new owner, stored in a ta.mbara.n house or hung in the 
rafters of' one of the 1 talking housss 1 which contain the 
slit gongs. 
The day after the exchanges are made, some of the men 
from both a:r:as in the village set out and buy pigs from. 
other villages. In a Yenigo exchange there were 12 pigs 
exchanged and only three o.f' these came from the village~ 
Large pigs are carried to the village la.shed onto stretchers 
carr-ied by four men (see Pla.te 27)9 smaller pigs have 
their ankles lashed to a s:ingle pole which :is carr.ied by 
only two men. When a11. the pigs are assembled in the 
village~ three or four days after the yam exch.ange 1 they 
are each lashed onto a single pole and placed alive over 
a fire which burns the hair off the pig but does not always 
kill it. The pigs are then cut up and all the portions of' 
raw- meat are given to tshambera. Groups of men from one a.ra 
give the pig to their tsha.mbera in the opposite ara who may 
give small portions to visitors from other villages. These 
gifts are either reciprocating a s].milar gift already made 
or creating an obligation 1.\rh.ich will ensure equal hospitality 
in later exchanges in other villages. The final exchange 
associated with the wabi exchange is when each a.ra. lfrepares 
and gives yam soup to the members of' the other ara. · 
1. In Yeni.go in one exchange 46 bowls of soup (a.bou~ 
60 gallons) changed hands. 
• 
!I I'. 
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Plate 27 - A host~le exchangea 
Al.l the yams wh~ch can be seen on the ame.i 
and the two pigs 1 wh~ch ~.'~·re g~ ven befo;;= 
th~s pi.cture wa.s taken, wa.s a return a.nd 
equ~valent exchange. The pig (foreground) 
be~ng gi.vell._ by Yenigo to Naramco, is a very 
large pi.g and ~s a hosti.le acti.on :for it 
means that the exchange must go on~, 
Naramco men on the le:ft of the pi.cture are 
threateni.ng the Yenigo men with spears in 
the~r anger. 
The tallies o:f the Naramco exchange can be 
seen to the left of the picture behind the 
pig, 
Plate 28 --Gifts o:f f'ood ready to be made to those who 
helped build a tambaran house" 
These are bow·ls o:f soup covered ·with banana. 
leaves 9 yams, rolls o:f tobacco leaves 9 betel 
nuts and coconuts, Pepper vine leaves and 
~n:florescences are obscured and parcels o:f 
p~g mea't have p.ot yet been placed with the 
other :food, 
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At this time some ka are also exchanged and each a.ra. presents 
~ ~
a. large conical heap of ka to the other ara. All these 
exchanges associated with the original _wabi exchange ma.y last 
for about.,a fortnight and nearly every night of that fort~ 
night there is dancing and singing throughout the night, 
Hostile exchanges of all types (pp,59=61) are basically 
institutionalized forms of hostility but: they may also be 
deliberately instigated or continu~d a.s a. means whereby a 
village may dispose o:f some of its surplus food and 9 in so 
doing 1 acquire prestige at the same time, Exchanges vary 
greatly throughout the Abe.lam" In the Wosera and to the 
south of Yenigo the bulk of the ceremonial exchanges are with 
large ka., particularly the asa.gwa subspec:ies, but the general 
~ ·~-principles of rivalry and ultimate equ:ivalence still apply~ 
I.n Stapikum in ·1962 and 1963 only- three men ,,rere growing wabi 
in the .ka gardens; there >vere no ,wa.}?:i gardens or tambaran 
houses, Generally ceremonial activity is at a very low ebb 
throughout the whole Woserao During my 1::1.me i.n the Wosera. 
I saw or heard of only a few poor yam exchanges 7 girls' 
puberty and ma.rri.age celebrat:ions, 
Conclusion 
Three rather di.verse conclusions emerge from this brief 
chapter, Fi.rstly~ food is not only produced as a means of 
subsistence~ for i.t also serves as a. form of payment 1 a means 
of exchange and a. way of acquiring prestige and of crea ti.ng 
and meeting obligations. It also has its social and 
aesthetic value? for the Abelam are hospitable people and 
'take a keen delight in contemplating large quantities of 
food' (Kaberry 1941~J5J), Secondly 9 a regular supply of food 
is the only means of acquiri.ng security against want 7 and to 
make sure he has this securi.ty the native will aim to produce 
more than he actually wants for subs:Ls tence and all the other 
purposes menti.oned above. Much of this surplus is given to 
pigs >vhich are a means whereby surplus food can be convert:ed 
into wealth or a meat reserve. Finally, the diet and the 
physique of the people of Stapikum are much poorer than that 
of the people of Yenigo. Subjectively there seem t:o be 
real shortages of food but on the flimsey quantitative evid-
ence available there seems to be a. little surplus available" 
If· this surplus does exist 9 however~ it appears that it is 
inadequate to support many pigs or to allow for the numerous 
ceremonial feasts which are part of the Abelam culture, 
Also during bad seasons or high floods this small surplus . 
would not exist and under-nutrition as well as malnutrition 
would result? 
' I . I ·I . . 
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THE WOSERA" 
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Throughout this thesis it has been shown repeatedly 
that the lvosera compares unfavourably in many ways with 
other regions occupied by the Abelam" The comparisons in 
previous chapters were made in order to add depth to the 
study by moving out of a single village environment; to 
make the thesis more synoptic and regional in character 
and to illustrate regional diversity within the Abelam 
area. In this chapter attent±on 1s focussed specifically 
on the Wosera. As very few data are available regionally 1 
the only feasible approach was to make a detailed study of 
one village in the Wosera and to compare this with Yenigo. 
The Wosera village chosen was Stapikum, The first 
• 
section of this chapter is a comparison between Yenigo and 
Stapikum7 it is basically factual and describes the 
situation as it exists in the two vil:Lages and their sur-
rounding areas today. As far as possible some of the 
factors reflecting or causing stresses are isolated and 
discussed under different headings" 
In this section I am consciousl)• assuming that 
Yenigo may be treated as a 'normal' villageo Normality 
is very difficult to define, For the present purpose I 
am taking the word to apply to a village where there is 
alleged to be plenty of land, where society 'functions 
fairly smoothly, both from the traditional native and the 
Administration points of view~ and where there are no 
excessive strains cre~ted by contacts of cultures; a 
'normal' village has neither mal- nor under-nutrition and, 
if present trends continue, its society looks as though it 
will continue to function 'normally' for at least a few years? 
1. Much of this chapter, especially the latter half, 
crystallized as a result of discussions in the field 
and subsequent correspondence with Forge. We have 
jointly drafted a paper on the Wosera and it is difficult 
to say exactly what contributions are wholly my own. 
All quantitative data, unless otherwise acknowledged, 
I collected .myself. Where reference is made to the 
Wosera in this chapter, the term only applies to the 
North Wosera CSD. Problems of the South Wosera CSD 
are somewhat similar but trade with the Sepik River 
people supplements the diet, and there is a more 
plentiful supply of sago. To some extent these 
features compensate for land shortage. 
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Yenigo has problems, mainly social? which are also those of 
any village in New Guinea or of any group of people i.n con-
tact with another culture ~rhose emissaries are trying to 
change the indigenous way of life, On the whole these 
problems will be taken as constants so that they will not 
obscure the value of this comparison which will show that 
the people of Stapikum appear to be, and also feel them~ 
selves to be] under many stresses which do not appear to 
exist, nor are felt to exist, by the natives in Yenigo. 
In the second section of this chapter I shall look 
at the Wosera in more general and quali ta ti.ve terms. I 
shall attempt to seek the factors that have given rise to 
widespread social stresses, to describe the ~enre de yie, 
and to look briefly at the future of the Wosera and 
problems associated with it. The general observations made 
throughout the 1•Tosera show that the detailed studies in 
Stapikum do reflect the general position of the reg:ionp 
although stresses there are more serious than in most 
other Wosera villages. 
A COMPARISON OF YENIGO AND STAPIKUM 
Undue repetition of factual data will be avoided as 
far as possible and page references will be made to any 
detailed discussions that precede this chapter, Some 
comparisons will be omitted altogether if they have no 
relevance to the theme of this chapter, 
A Comparison of Envi.ro~ents 
Stapi.kum is only t•v-elve miles from Yenigo and is, 
broadly speaking, in a si.milar environment, though seasonal-
ity of rainfall is slightly more marked (see Figure 5) and 
the topography is a little low·er and slightly more undulat-
ing~ the main difference probably lies in the soils" No 
chemical analysis of soi.ls or deep boring was possible, but 
the Stapikum soils are poorer by native classification 
(p,22) and seemed to be devoid of the fairly friable top 
soil often apparent in Yenigo. .In general Stapi.kum soils 
are shallower and more poorly drained often making ditching 
necessary (p.98), The parent materlal in Stapikum is a 
hard sandstone, some of which is excellent for sharpening 
steel knives 1 a.nd is visi.ble on most of the ridges i.n that 
immediate area~ in Yenigo and throughout the North Abelam 7 
the parent material is mudstone or siltstone, and both are 
i.nherently richer than sandstone in plant nutrients. 
I I' ; j I 
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The main difference in the physiognomy of the two 
villages lies in the plant cover, which~ in Stapikum con-
sists of low trees and grasses, and i.n Yenigo consists 
chiefly of well developed fallow trees, except for grasses 
which grow in newly abandoned gardens and along paths and 
roads (see pp,28g 30). Yenigo has no river terraces that 
are used intensively, but Stapikum, like many other 1-losera 
villages, does have access to productive terraces as its 
western boundary is the Nanu River, There are only 35 
acres of fertile cultivable ground bn the narrow and dis·~ 
continuous terraces of this section of the river, 1 but 
some other Wosera villages have access to much wider flood-· 
plain terraces on the Screw and Amuk Rivers (see Figure 4 
and Plates 7, 33 & 34). Severe floodi.ng of the lower 
terraces may occur every year but floods which inundate the 
higher terraces and cause extensive damage to the crops on 
the lower -cerraces, usually occur a.bout once every eight 
years. These floods result in extreme shortage of food for 
chose families "rhich have most of their ga.rdens on flooded 
land. After flooding, water is bailed from inspection 
holes dug bes1de many plants, and many of the leaves are 
ind:iv1dually c.leaned when dry. 2 Many p.la.nts become buried 
under deposits of silt and have to be excavated, 
The garden land on the high terraces has a very short 
fallow of only three or four years. The lowest terraces 
wh:ich are often flooded and not used for gardens are planted 
with perennial tree crops such as bananas and 'tulip' trees. 
Small loca11zed floodplains and river terraces do occur 
outside the Wosera for example along the Parchee and 
Kalaur1 Rivers (see F1gure 4), which are smaller than the 
three Wosera rivers and have narrower va.:Lleys. and se1rere flash 
1. In 1961 and 1962 only· eight whole gardens and part 
of two others were on the floodplain terraces (see 
Figure 18) . These gardens a.lm.os t excJ.usi.vely ·. · 
contained variet1es of §1-:5§-.13:~ which appears to be able 
to surv1ve short inundations better than any other 
variety of ka, Because Stapikum had comparatively 
little floodplain land, many a_s~g:~~ gardens were on h.i.ll 
slopes, 
2. Forge (personal communication) reports that the 
natives in Kwanabandu washed ea.ch leaf of some yam 
plants after they had been covered with mud during a 
flood. 
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floodings are more frequent (p.20). In 1962, all but the 
highest river terraces along the Parchee Hi.ver were covered 
three times by fast moving water~ There are about 16 acres 
of Yenigo land on the floodplain terraces of the Parchee 
River (see Figure 17) but none of it was used for growing 
crops while I was in the village, Peanuts and rice had 
apparently been grown on this land before, but flooding was 
alleged to have caused some damage. Informants said that 
k~ gardens.had been made on the land before, but the risk 
of flooding and the difficulty of weeding coarse grasses, 
particularly s., S_Eon t;apeum a.nd Imf?erata, made it an unreward~ 
ing task" The highest alluvial terraces were sometimes 
used for gardens in Naramco, but th~y were only narrow 
strips and simply made up the lower parts of gardens on 
the hill slopeso 
The Wosera is without doubt the densest lowland rural 
population on the mainland of New Guinea (cf. Brookfield 
1960:235). The North Wosera CSD has a population according 
·to the 1962 census :returns, of 11,662; the area owned by 
the 43 censused village segments, or groups of village 
segments, is approximately 60 square miles of which about 
seven square miles consist of the virtually unusable Themeda-
_Ischaemum grassla.nds. 1 If the grasslands are exclud"ed tuhe .. = 
overall population density within the Wosera is 220 people 
per square mile. Land however is not evenly distributed. 
Some villages, for exa.mp.le Umunoko which acquired te.rri tory 
as a result of fighting immediately before 1937, are sparse~ 
ly occupied, while much higher densities are found in other 
areas, for example, the vi.llages near the Na.nu River in the 
Central Wosera. Stapikum and Serakum whi.ch belong to this 
group, have a total population of 832 (1962) and own only 
2. 24 square miles of land, of which 0" 24- square miles is 
under short grasslando 2 Stapikum and Serakum thus have a 
1. Several gardens were seen in the short grasslands 
but they were very rareo These gardens always appeared 
to be overgrown with weeds (see Plate JO) and the 
natives said that many p.lan ts died and that yields were 
not goodo 
2 o Near a well called 1 kanaul' , Umunoko and S erakum 
share a common boundary which is almost a straight line" 
On the Serakum side of this .line the fallow is mainly 
grass with a few low trees; on the Umunoko side there 
is tal.l timber which has obviously not been cut for 
about 25 years (Plate 35)o 
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population density of over 400 people per square mile 
which compares very unfavourab.ly with Yenigo where 234 
people live in just under two square miles. Generally 
throughout the North Abelam region population densities 
vary from 80 to 180 people per square mileo 1 Within 
the Wosera the population density is exceptionally high 
for the type of horticulture used, especially considering 
that the diet is poor and that there is very litt:Le cash 
cropping in the area and few ot.her ways of earni.ng cash., 
Formerly warf'are and expansion of frontiers by 
migration of groups to the west was the only means where-
by the Woseras could cope with over-population (p.42)~ 
now the only means that might ease the demographic situation 
in the Wosera is migration. Emigration from the Wosera 
at the present time mai.nly takes the form of' deserti.on by 
1.vorkers under agreement. at Rabaul and other centres, 
There is no way of estimating how important this is, but 
every vi.llage has many men who have not been hea.rd of for 
many years. In view of the fact that the majority of 
private employers in the Territory will not accept Woseras 
for labour now because they have a repu taJ:.ion for th:teving 
and deserting 7 it seems li.kely that a substantial proportion 
of the 511 men listed as being 'at work outslde the district' 
in the North Wosera census returns for 1962 would be 
deserters {cf. p.53. There is little desertion in other 
regions). 
Intervillage migration is more marked in the Wosera. 
than elsew·here among the Abelam and r.his is one of the few 
factors which lead towards a more even distribution of' 
population. Emigration of ma.les from S tapi.kum has already 
been mentioned (p.66). In this village there is also 
considerable emigration of females 7 caused according to many 
of the older men, by· greedy men marrying their daughters to 
men in other villages in order to obtain high bride prices, 
1. The popu.la.tion densities within the Wosera are 
comparable with some areas occupied by th«? Tbos and 
Yorubas of Southern Nigeria and the Lugbaras of Uganda 
where population densities are regarded as being too 
high in spite of better opportunities of earning cash 
(see Grove 1951 9 Morgan 1959ag 144J Gourou 1959g86~90, 
Nye and Greenland 1960~ 132~33, Middleton and Greenland 
1954g455). 
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If the wife migrates when she is married, the bride price 
is nearly always about 24 shell rings but if she remains 
in her mvn village the bride price may be as low a.s 12 
rings, Nany of the young men in the village complained 
that they could not marry because they were unable to 
obtain the necessary bri.de pri.;e to marry a girl from 
another village and there were few ma.rri.ageable gir.ls in 
their own village 9 further~ e"\ren if they could raise the 
bride price, they wondered v..·hat girl would want to. live .in 
Stap.iktlm. This shows very li tt.le pride :in thei.r own 
village and there may be some justi'f'ica.ti.on for their 
cynicismc Two newly married girls in 1962 were both cross-
eyed: perhaps they could not get a husband in any other 
village. This means of acquiring wea.lth by exportihg 
young girls as brides lea.ds ~o great disparJty in the sexes. 
In Stapikum there were only 69 females but 83 males in 
spite of a high rate of mi.gration by the males. 
I have already mentioned the high rate of annual 
increase in population t.hroughout the Sub·~district in 
spite of high child and mat.ernal mortality rates (p, 39). 
In the Wosera the overall rate of increase is 3.11 per cent 
but in parts it is as high as 4."04 per cent, In the 
villages of Stapikum~ Serakum, Numamaka, Bapandu, Gulakim, 
Kwa tmagum and J ambi tanga the rate of increase i.s 3, 61 per 
<i.ent. 1 Assuming that the rate of increase does not; change, 
the population of the Wosera will be almost doubled within 
bventy years, With improving medical facilities, the 
breakdown of taboos and other factors ( cf. pp. LW=41) it 
seems probable that the rate will in fact rise. 2 
1. These figures were obtained from Brewer as part of 
an intensive survey being made of the y:Lelds and popu= 
lations within the Chimba, Wabag and Maprik a.reas by 
the Bureau of Statistics (PNG) in co-operation with 
DASF and Dept. Census and Statistics, Canberra, 
2, Noral restraint~ war, starvation~ pestLlence and 
birth control must be eliminated as far as plann.ing 
is concerned and the only practical method for 
decreas:i.ng population in the Wosera area seems to be 
by resettlement or large scale migration, When I 
.left the field in July 1963 the Administration 1-J"as 
considering buying some land :in the Ga.wanga CSD and 
making it available to the Woseras, but the reaction 
of the Gawanga people is as yet unknown, 
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.A Summarr of Some Ho_rtipul,Eura} C_ompari son5; 
Access to land has been discussed in Chapter 5 and 
many comparisons in techni.ques 1 methods and yields have been 
made in Chapter 6o The main points whi_ch emerge from these 
two chapters are that the people of Stapikum are not as 
-.;villing to lend land outside the sub~cla.n as are the people 
of Yenigo (p.7?) 9 and that i.n Sta.piku.m yields of' .k~: are 
generally lower (pp.104-107), the fallow period is shorter 
(p.108) and less land is cultivated per person per annum 
(p.77) than in Yenigo. On the 1vh61e the gardens of 
Stapikum are more untidy and poorly weeded compared with 
other Abelam tfardens and the fences are feebl.e and often 
non~existent. The people of Sta.pikum say that they train 
the few pigs they have (p.126) not to enter the gardens 1 
but any con tro]_ achieved seems to be obta.:ined by watching 
the gardens, s.leeping in the garden ho,.lses a.t night and 
digging a few pig traps around the edges of the gardens 
(p.98). Such methods are not as effective as good fencing 
and many gardens plants were seen rooted up by pigs. 
In contrast with Yen.igo where the cult:ivB.t.io:n of the 
large ceremonial y.rabi i.s so impo.rta.nt, the natives of 
Stapikum and many other Wosera vilJ ages 1 show li.ttle interest 
in the cultivation nf large wabi and there are few or no 
specia.l wabi gardens ( pp. 96 &-=rGo), Traditional taboos 
are not caref'ully observed and much less care is taken with 
thPir cul ti va.ti.on. Although _w2-£.=!: are 1 lined 1 ~ the Wo se.ras 
1 line 1 fewer and they are generally much smaller than the 
ones gro1m in the North Abelam region. 2 To a large extent 
.asagw~ ~ replaces was.! as the ceremonial crop, 
Few crops have been successfully introduced into the 
Wosera. No peanuts were seen at all in Sta.pikum and· 
sweet potatoes? beans, introduced cabbages and sweet bananas 
all seemed to be rather rare. In contrast coffee plantings 
1o cp. Pelzer (1945:14), 1 The higher the density 
(of population), the greater the care bestowed upon 
the cultivation of the soil.' 
2. One exceptionally long wa.bi in Sta.pikum was 7 feet 
6 inches long but it was very thin and :r estimated 
that it we:ighed just under 75 pounds" 
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Plate 29 - A typical Stapikum Garden without a fence" 
The general low state of the fallow and 
the ubiquitous Lmpera~~ grass are evidento 
Plate 30 - A garden in the short grasslands in the 
Wosera. 
This was one of the few gardens seen in the 
short grasslands, It was overrun by weeds 
and the crops were in poor condition, 
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are greater in the 1ofosera than anywhere else in the 
Sub-district (cf? Table 23), Nany Woseras seem to 
think that coffee, and the income derived :f'rom it 1 
offers the only means by which they can establish them~ 
selves in village society because tra.di ti onal values 
are not highly regarded? 
A.l though it is impossible without extens:i.ve 
trials over a long period to state categorically that 
the soils are rapidly deteriorating in the Wosera, all 
available evidence seems to point in thi.s direction •. 
' Figure 18 shows large gaps in the middle of Stapikum 
village where no gardens were planted in either 1961 or 
196?; these areas were mainly under tall grasses such 
as Tmpe_rat,£-, Polytoca and Sacch§_l-rum S,EODt£1peum, I was 
repeatedly told by informants that this land was now no 
gor.Pd for gardens, although it had bo3en cu.l ti.vated by 
their forebearers, Soils may have been inherently 
poorer ~n the Wosera but if the fallow keeps getting 
shorter with increasing population the garden habitat 
will also become progressively poorer3 It may even 
follow the pattern of what~ in R.obb:Lns view (PPo29J41L 
occurred on the Middle Sepik Plains: the garden 
habitat may actually be destroyed. 
This discussion may be summed up by presenting, 
wi.thout further comment 1 some statistical comparisons 
between the two villages (Table 26)~ However it is 
obvious that stresses other than ecological ones are 
operating in the area. 
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TABLE 26 - Some Statistical Comparisons betwe~n Yenigo 
and Stapikum. 
Population - Males 
Females 
Total 
Males per 100 females 
Population growth by regions 
(North Abelam and Wosera)+ 
Yenigo 
1 1 7 
117 
234 
100 
2.58 
Total Village Area (in acres) 
Crude population density . 
(persons per square mile) 
Area of village land per person 
(in acres) 
1,158 
Cultivable land per person 
(in acres) 
Area under coffee or shade trees 
(in acres) 
Percentage of village land under 
coffee or shade trees 
Total cultivated area in 1961 
(in acres) 
Total cultivated area in 1962 
(in acres) 
Area cultivated per person per 
year 1961 (in acres) 
Area cultivated per person per 
year 1962 (in acres) 
Average size.of ka garden (in acres) 
Estimate yield of ka (tons per acre) 
Ka produced per person per day 
-(pounds) 
Average length of fallow (in years) 
Total number of pigs and piglets 1962 
Percentage adult males at work 
Average weight of adult males (in 
pounds) 
129 
4.9 
3.5 
8.6 
0.7 
40. 13 
32.22 
0. 1 7 
0. 14 
0.69 
8.5 
7.5 
17 
109 
27 
120 
Sta;eikUJ:.!.l 
83 
69 
152 
120 '3 
3' 1 1 
349 
275 
2.3 
1 . 6 
1 • 5 
17.08 
16.89 
0 0 11 
0. 11 
0.41 
6,5 
4.4 
10 
5 
* 15 
114 
+ Source~ Bureau of Statistics, Papua. Only the Maprik, 
Mamblep and Wora CSDs were included in the North Abelam 
region and the North Wosera CSD, with Apambi village of 
the South Wosera CSD, were included in the Wosera region. 
* Very few of these men were at work outside the Sub-district. 
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THE SOCIAL EFFECTS OF LAND SHORTAGE AND EUROPEAN CONTACT 
The Wosera before European Contact 
== '*· c-
The Wosera was densely populated before European 
contact and the inhabitants felt acute land shortage well 
before 1937. This led to the expansion of Wosera territory 
as land hungry villages~ or remnants of partially extermin-
ated villages, moved out into new regions, routing and 
exterminating the original inhabitants (pp.42~4s). Mainly 
they went into the sparsely populated areas to the west, 
but also they expanded their northern frontier, pushing 
back the Arapesh 1vho were comparatively well off for land. 
There was heavy and frequent fighting throughout Wosera 
territory particularly on the frontiers and each village 
\vas actively concerned with protecting what it had9 and 
increasing its holdings at the expense of its neighbours. 
All the Abelam were prone to fight, but there was a. 
remarkable difference between the fighting of the Woseras 
and the rest of the Abelam. The intensity of the fighting 
itself and the high casualty rate were features of the 
lvosera fights and the casual ties involved were probably 1 
sufficient to reduce the rate of increase of the population. 
The result of fighting was a continual change of land 
boundaries and even village sites; la.nd would change hands 
many times in a single lifetime and the boundaries bet1veen. 
village groups were quite fluid. Amongst the North Abelam 
on the other hand, sorcery accusations were the main cause 
of fighting and, in the years before 1937, the village 
boundaries even in the frontier areas seem to have been 
:t~airly stable. 
Land Disputes 
The imposition of control by the Administration in 
1937 called a. halt to expansion and fighting, and although 
both were resumed during the period from the end of the war 
to the effective re-imposition of control in 1948r any 
changes that were made to the boundaries of villages were 
reversed after 1948 to uphold pre-war decisionso2 
1 . There is good evidence that over 50 men were killed 
in one fight between Serakum and Jambi tanga.. Among the 
North Abelam fights usually stopped after one or two men 
had been killed. 
2. This was made difficult because all records were 
destroyed during the war, Many villages disagreed on 
what decisions were made before the war. 
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With regard to land boundaries, the policy of the 
Administration as manifested by its officers patrolling 
the Wosera~ has been to stop all fighting over land, and 
where disputes arise, to settle them usually by finding 
out who owned the land in 1937 and marking the boundary 
with a planted tree or shrub" The decision made by DNA 
officers is in theory only temporary pending an investiga..:. 
tion by the Lands Titles Commission, but any men. violating 
this decision. are punished. This policy has worked well 
in other parts of the Abelam, but ls difficult to apply to 
the Wosera, A creek of sago palms or a plece of :land may 
well have changed hands a. dozen tiroes in the precedi.ng 
generation, and before that may have belonged to some 
other vill.age segment now mi:les away. Declsions l~ave 
often been very arbitrary.. Bapa.n.du 1 for example} whlch 
had very little land i.n 1937, was granted at .least three 
pieces of land that were held by other villages when 
contact was made. These three pieces of land are all 
isolated from the present village and are in the midst 
of land belonglng to other villages, Where there has 
been no a.ppa.rent agreement on who owns the land~ the 
officer has made the best dec:i.sion he ca.n, which usually 
means dividi.ng the land equally betv.reen the disputants, 
This has resulted in many vil.lages making :Lndiscrimi.nate 
cla:Lms, knowing that they will not get all their claim, but 
hoping that they may at least get half of it. 
Decisions made by the Admi.nistration have never been 
accepted by all concerned in the Wosera, and the d.i.sputes 
are brought up again and again in e:ither the same or a 
different :form on subsequent occasions, perhaps in disputes 
arising initially from adultery, assault or sorcery charges 
(cf. Brookfield and Brown 1963:137). A case in point would 
be the .land called Ma.rmulma.l which is border terri. tory 
between Stapikum and Bapandu, The Stapikum men press the 
claim most urgently because they claim that it the only 
good wab:L grow:Lng soil :Ln. or near the village. Men :in both 
villages said that the land di.d once belong to Stapikum 
(some said that it belonged to Moi, an Arapesh village, 
before then) and that in a. fight just before 1937 Ba.pandu 
a.ll:Led itself w:Lth Mo:L and won the la.nd.l Some of the sago 
growing in this area was alleged to have been planted in 
the period after the war by Stapikum men 1 a few of whom are 
1. Bapandu used to be sited near Tuwa.ikum but was 
routed in the early 1930s and moved to its present site 
wh:Lch was formerly Mo:L land, 
. ' 
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Plate J 1 = Rice gardens on the f.lood:fi9..ains of· the Amu.k. 
River between Tugaikim and RubugumQ 
Plate 32 - Gardens on the edge of the Amuk Rivers 
In the left foreground the lower part of a 
garden was severely damaged and many crops 
were swamped by deposition of alluvj_al 
sands. A considerable part of the garden 
was lost by the coLLapse of the ba.nks of 
the river. 
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sti.ll li.vi.ngo Thi.s di.spute, however, has never been 
settled to the sati.sfa.ction of the Sta.pi.kum men, The 
1 lulua.i 1 1 claimed to have been impr~soned three times over 
this one piece of ground and stLLl does not consider th.a.t 
a settlement has been made) especia.:Lly, he qui.te rightly 
points out, as Bapandu has been given an.cestra.l .land which 
it did not use or control in 193?. Despite unsuccessful 
.litigation, the Woseras believe t~at if they put their 
case well and often enough they may ultimately get the 
land they genui.nely need. ThLs s:i.tuation leads to 
con t1nual un.certa1n ty and t'lforry ::tbou t l.and boundaries and 
has become a main contri.butory cause of the demorali.sation 
of the lioseras, Land d:isputes have become an obsession 
with the lVoseras and have domi .. na.ted t:heir relat1onshi.ps 
wi.th the Admi.n1stration to the virtual exclusion of all 
other matters, 
Land disputes have not been solely between village 
groups and vi.llage segments. There have been apparently 
inso.lub.le d:isputes between c.lan.s and sub=cla.ns wi th:in the 
village segments" Tensions attributable in whole or in 
part to land shortage have led to extremely hostile relation-
ships be tween clan a.nd other groups, and have resulted in 
many clans breaking away and forming new village segments"2 
A comparison of aerial photographs ta.ken :in 1939 and 1958 
show that there has been considerable dispersion of settle-
ment in recent years. Before con.tact ·' warfare and the need 
for group security led to nucl.eated settlement; now the 
visitor to the Wosera \v".ho 1s famiLiar with other Abelam 
areas is always i.mpressed by the 1vay .in wh1ch smal.l hamlets 
are scattered throughout the village .tands, and by the 
number of new hamlets with on.l.y a few' very i.mmature coconut 
and betel nut palms around them, In .Stapikum there were 
four new hamlets i.solated from the rest of the village 
with trees no ta.l.ler tha.n twelve j~eet J.n. hei.ght, A.ll 
these hamlets were founded as the resul.t of j_ntrav:illage 
disputes" 
1. There are now no 1 luluais 1 in th~ North Wosera 
since the Council electi.ons early in 196J, 
2. This is why many village names have the suffixes 
~kum~ -ki.m or -~mn 
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Land disputes do occur in oth1~r Abe.lam areas but thei.r 
occurrence is comparatively rare, 1 Table 27 be.low shows 
the number of' disputes heard in the Court of Native Affa.irs 
in which peopl.e from lvosera speaking areas \\rere involved, 
The Tamaui CSD 9 which contains Yenigo village, on.l.y contains 
a few Wosera speakers in the gallery~like forests passing 
through the grasslands, 
TABLE 27 -- Number o_f Land and_Sago D}.sputes before DNA 
.CQ~;s,ts? June 1960 - October 1_26.,??-r. 
North Sou-rh 
Wosera Wosera Tamaul 
Rest of Sub-
di.stri.c t 
-~ CSD CSD CSD 
Number of Disputes 30 ~· .5 :J 4 
Population 1960-1961 11' 192 3,618 5,310+ 60,.5.58 
* 
Source~ DNA Maprik and K.Brewer of Common-
wealth Bureau of Census and Statistics. 
+ This figure includes 2,321 Northern Abelam 
speakers who are in the Ta.mau:i Census District 
and also in the Mapr.ik Local Government Council area, 
The Yam and the Tamba.ran Cult 
To my kno'\vledge there are no tamba.ran houses in the 
w·asera and many of the ma.ni.fes ta tion.s of both the y·am and 
the Tamba.ran Cults have disappeared :from si.gh t ( p ,, 1 48), 
It would, however, be i.dle to suggest that the cults are 
altogether mori.bund for many of the basi.c bel.i.efs, modlfled 
by cargo cult and mi.sslon beliefs, are still held and 
practiced i.n secret2 for many maglcal practi.ces and 
1. In Kalabu in 1939-40, Ka.berry says that disputes 
over land were rare and that she was told of only one 
case 'wi. thin recent years' (Ka.berry 1941: J49), 
2" .In secret because they do not want to spoil thei.r 
chances of getting the mlssi.on fathers to secure them a 
place in heaven" The natives fear hell but there se·ems 
to be an idea. that you may escape hell as long as the 
fathers do not find out what is goi.ng on (Forge, personal 
communi.cation), For thi.s reason T was asked not to tell 
the fathers about the nauindE rela.ti.on.ship ( p o 61) for they 
knew that :father would not approve, 
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ceremoni.es are beli.eved to be essential for food production 
and the maintenance of life. Apart from the decline in 
the sex taboos already ment.ioned ( pp. 40=4 t) 1 the decay of 
the cults has had some very i.mportan t e.oci.al effects. As 
I have a.lready sh01.m the socia.l orga:rdza t:ion i.s highl.y 
permissive (p.75) and men may change clans? res:idence and 
tshambera or may even belong to two clans at the same t:ime. 
Many men are thus subject to ri. val. and incompa ti.ble cla.i.ms 
from various groups and clearly identi.f".iable groupings do 
not normally emerge" This situation has buth advantages 
and disadvanta.ges 1 but i.t i.s one i.n which t:ens.ions and 
hostility f.lou:r]_sh, One of the ma.in S()ci.olog.i.cal effects 
of the Ta.mbaran Cu.l t was periodically to crys t.alll ze the 
normally flui.d stru.cture of' tbe vi.llage? for every .few 
years the ceremonies forced a man to make a clear statement 
of his membership of one and only one group 1 \vi th ·which 
be was identified for the months needed to prepare and 
perform the ceremonies, At the same ti.me all disputes 
in the village, and to a lesser extent between villages 
and village groups? were brought i.n to the open.1 debated, 
and as far as possible settled. This function ()f the 
Tambaran cult is clearly recognised as benefi.c.ial by the 
Abe.lam themselves. To perform a ceremony peace and order 
were needed wi. thin the village 1 a.nd between vi lla.ges 1 a:nd 
individual desires and ambitions had to give way to 
secure the general good. 
In the Wosera the mechanisms for settling even the 
most minor di.sputes within the village have almost lapsed~ 
and quarre.ls go unsettled, festering into sorcery accusati.on.s 
and violence~ and often eventually bei.ng brought before DNA 
courts where the original issue i.s frequently obscured by 
subsidi.ary matters and carefully prepared fa.l.se evi.dence" 
Leadership was basica1.ly acquired through the Yam Cult but 
as the cult has degenerated, so few leaders or Ybig menv 
have emerged from wi thi.n the Wosera soci.a.l s truc.ture, 
Native councillors and other na.tives a.ppoi.nted or elected 
to official posi.tions in the vil.lages are often mere ' 
YsatrapsY of the Europeansg1 it i.s true to say that they 
have temporal power derived from their European overlords 
but they often have little authority in day-to-day matters 
within the village, especially over the older men. 
1. YSa.trapY is used here in the sense used by 
Brown ( 1963), 
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Pl.a te 3 3 = Asa_gwC~; ~ gardens on the :f..:,J,oodp la.:ins of 
the Amuk River, with the ~~JI'f!.a: vines 
l.y:ing roughly para.Lle.l to one another, 
Pl.a te 34 ~, .Ins:ide an asa_gwa garden on the floodpla:ins 
of Kwanabandu v:illage ry with the ~agwa. 
v:ines la:id out along the ground. 
It should be noted that :in the .9:s2:~a. ka. 
gardens there are few inc:idental crops. 
There :is very little taro compared w:ith 
the Yenigo gardens. 
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F inal.ly an important t·eature of both cults was the 
fact that they provided outlets for arti.stic expression and 
productive sk:ills 9 which gave the men justifiable pride and 
confidence in themselves and their society. The loss of 
self-fulfilment has been devasting to morale. 
(;ontact, with Euro12eans B;!]-d it~ Effects 
The European forces acting i.n the lfosera are not 
simple and have sometimes exercised divergent or contradictory 
influence. The missions were the first to make any effort 
to show any real interest 1n the people and 1 untll 1963 when 
the Wosera Council was established, their influence has 
been considerably greater than that of the Administration .. 
The Roman Catholic Mission has, at the present time. three 
occupied stations in the North Wosera. (Kunjingini, Kaugia 
and Chigiangu), and two more in the west (Babmo and Kosengo) 
r:ha t are ready for occupation (Figure 1 5) , During the 
last few years the Assemblies of God have estabLished a 
station at Jamltanga., and have in addi.tion a congregation 
in the Bobmagum ~ Kwana.bandu area served from their Tamaui 
station, Although the Protestants have some .local 
supportersp the Catholics rema1n the preponderant influence; 
tensions between adherents of the twc1 missions have not 
yet attained any great importance although there are si.gns 
that these tenslons are increasing. 
In the Wosera the inltial contact with the missi.ons 
was traumatic o In the peri.od immediately after the war, 
the father at Kunjingini. 9 who took a very wide view of his 
duties 1 set the pattern for mission act:i.vi.ty in the area 
by active.ly opposing the cults and encouraging wholesale 
destruction of cult ob,jects and tambaran houses (p.62) o 
He actually forbade many practices and customs and gave 
the natives the impression that all Europeans? a.nd 
especially the Government~ support and obey the precepts 
of the mission. I believe that the natives are now becoming 
aware of the distinction between M:ission and Government and 
are beginning to resent what the missions made them do" 
The Admlnlstratlon has never been able to offer any 
alternative to the missions. Cash-cropping, which has 
been the major Administration activity 7 has been si.ngularly 
unsuccessful, Peanuts failed here as elsewhere in the Sub= 
distrlct and rice is considered to give poor monetary :returns 
from land which can hardly be spared for it, The fact that 
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coffee is being enthusiastically planled (see Table 23) 
indicates that 0 although it is an untri.ed crop and has 
a doubtful future 1 the Woseras are prepa.red to try anything 
that is suggested to them in an attempt to find an answer 
to their problems, even although cash crops have not 
proved successfUl in the past. 
Communications in the Wosera a.re bado The P=-'ads 
themselves are reasonable. but the crossings of the three 
rivers present the main difficulty, often being impassable 
(p, 35). These barriers have tended t·:> keep the Adm:Lnistra~ 
tion on the eastern side of the Screwa In the central and 
western part of the Wosera. medical and educational services 
are poor and sparse.. The're are no b.osp:i tal s and only a. 
fe\v aid posts run by ai.d posts ordex·.Lies. 1 When a 
Gover:nmen t school was established to serve the lvosera? it 
was put at Serangwa.ntu t;o the ea.st of the Screw (see F':igure 
15)
9 
although only about 10 per cent of the Woseras live 
on tha.t side;," To most of the Wosera.s education means onJ y 
religious instruction fo.r an hour or so every week. They 
are genu:inel y unawa.re of any other soi:-t of educar.ion. 
The Wosera is not a particularly pleasant area to 
patrol; the water is often bad, and the people are 
obsessed with the land disputes and talk to Europeans of 
little else. DNA patrols are usually fully occupied 
with census? tax and land matters 7 and most other pa.trols 
tend to be few and rapid and} a.s a result, Europeans make 
even less contact with the natives here than they do in 
other areas, 
The result of all this con.fusion and neglect has 
been to leave littl.e alternati.ve to the persistence of that 
'i, 1 The orderlies are of low educational standard, but 
have received two years speci.al training in Wewak o••· 
they are natives of the area and inevitably they believe 
in the local sorcery as firmly as q..nyo:ne else, If he 
is conscientious and properly supervised 1 he can do a 
great deal of medical good for his fellow villagers? and 
also for those nearby villages which are traditionally 
friendlyo However, about half of the surroundi.ng 
villages will be hereditary enemies of the orderly 1 s 
own village, Observations show t.\lat his therapeutic 
effects in enemy v:i.llages are practically nil at present' 
(Schofield and Parkinson 196Jg]), 
, 
1 
characteristic Melanesian phenomenon_, The ~cargo cult eo 
Every part of the Wosera has bad 1 cargo cults 1 of' some kind 
or other since the war w~th leaders of varying ability and 
congregations of all sizes. RecenLly there have been no 
large scale movements afoot but there is a persi.stent 
'cargo cult mentality 1 • 2 B8bler (1957g 12) wrices: 
Without doubt these movements smoulder on even 
if we could only find vague signs of them •... 
We occasionally found table; in dwellings and 
tambaran hou.ses which were a.do:rned w1. tb flowers 
and these were set ready for the recept:ion of' 
the ancestors with their goods. As far as we 
could judge ..•. there are no tendenci.es of a 
positive build up from these movements. In the 
ca.rgo cult .. s and in many ot-her En;-ents, di sa.ppol.nt~· 
ment and discontent are expressed. This dis-
appointment is found, not only because the 
natives \v:i sh for but ca.nnot obta.:tn The material 
goods of the white man, but also it Js a.n 
expression of a spiritual insecurity- and of 
inferiority comp.lexes .. wbi.ch result. from conta.c·t 
0 
• h t" . h' t 3 w:Lt .ne \v :1. -e man. 
Most of the Woseras are firm.ly convinced rha.t the on.'ly wa.y 
that their lot can be decisive.ly improved is by superna-r.ura.1 
means. Incipient 'cargo cult' thinki.ng of this kind 
intensified the demoralisation tha.t prc•duced it 1 and is 
now so widespread and deep-rooted that much time and trouble 
will have to be spent, and many pra.ct.:i.c:t1 results achieved 
before it can be totally overcome, 
The advent of the missions and the Administration 
inadvertently aggravated the ca.uses of la.nd shortage by 
1. For details on the 9 cargo cults 1 see Worsley (1957), 
Burridge (1960) and Lawrence (1963). 
2, There were some positive manifestation of the 'cargo 
cult' while I was in the f:i.eld~: for example in Bapandu 
in 1961 some shade trees planted for coffee were destroyed. 
J. A rather free translation. 
' I, • J 
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halting expansion and warfare and also by creating seri.ous 
social stresses i.n the areao Ce:rtai.nly up to the t:ime 
that the Wosera Counc:il was established. 1 the Woseras, 
especially those west of the Screw River 7 believed that they 
were despised by Europeans) the nat:ive pol:ice and 01:-her 
Abelam nat:ives, 2 and stories o:f i .. nsults and v:iolence by 
native pol:ice and others 9 were frequently heard and widely 
bel:ievedj they knew that they were discriminated against 
by employers and they often felt that the Adm:inistration 
re:fused to recogni.se the:ir just land ri.ghts :maki.ng 
deci.s:ions that were irrational and arbitrary, There are 
few ways of obtain:ing trad:it:ional or European wealTh :i_n 
the Wosera an~ :it is widely held that the best w~y is by 
gambling and 1 lucky 1 is now one of the mai.n interests of 
many of the younger men, 
The Hoseras are almost without self-respect, and are 
totally lacki.ng :Ln self-conf:Ldence. Their faith in 
tradi.tional culture has been undermined, and their attempts 
to solve thei.r problems through 1 cargo cu_l_ts 1 have been 
vigorously suppressed. They are ill-fed, bemused and 
demoralised, they do not understand the aims of the Adminis= 
tration" but are eager to have them explained and a.nxious to 
believe the explanation. So far they are only aware of the 
more negative aspects of the Governmental process and mission 
teaching, but they would undoubtedly· be quick to appreciate 
genuine education and skilled medical care should these 
things be made available to them, 
1. During my brief field tr:ip to the Wosera in July 
1963 I felt that the establishment of the Wosera Counc:il 
had created a beneficial outlet for the people and had 
given them a new self-respect. 
2. Some of the Yenigo natives often came wit-h me :into 
the Wosera and they would not hes:itate to deride the 
small wab:i. The normal reaction of a North Abelam 
to such insults would be to defend the smallness or 
categorically deny the accusation, even :if the yams 
were obviously smaller. The iioseras 9 however, tamely 
accepted the rebukes and said that they ·were 1 rubbish 
men 1 • 
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Plate 35 - An, example of the malcli1'Ltri.buti.on of la.:nd, 
.... 
.. The high forest is on the Umonoko si.de of 
the boundary and the gardens) grassland a.nd 
garden re~growth are on the Serakum. side, 
Plate 36 - A patch of short grass.lan.d in the Wosera., 
showing the gently undula.ti.ng na.ture of the 
terrain" 
The grass in the foreground has been 
recently cut. 
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DENOUEMENT 
It seems clear that there is serious land shortage in 
the lvosera, I. have never heard of a visitor to the area who 
doubted itJ or of an inhabitant who was not acutely aware of 
it, Until land shortage is relieved a.ll other efforts to 
develop or assist the Wosera can have no more than a weak 
palliative effect, Barring a revival of traditional cults 
there seems to be no feasible way of controlling the birth 
rate 1~or at least the next f·ew decades, Any increase i.n 
m.ortali ty would be speedily combated by PHD, There seems 
to be only one possible immediate solution and that is to 
increase the amount of land available,1 which should not 
be very difficult for there are surrounding areas that are 
only sparsely settled. The most obvious area for 
resett:Lemen t or expru."1.sion is to the west, thus continuing 
the movement halted by the Government in 1937. 
Problems of land shortage are alleviated a little 
by the floodplains which are suitable for intensive land 
use, but all villages do not have access to them and those 
that do are under great nutritional stress "Then part of 
the harvest fa:ils due to :floods. Before European contact 
the Woseras responded to various stresses not only by 
fighting and migrating but also by draining poor soils and 
by developing techniques, and possibly even yam varieties? 
which made floodplain cul ti va t.ion possi. ble, Tt is almost 
certain that many other improvements cou.ld be made in 
native husbandry which would help overcome food shortages 
and also be the basis for more permanent land use, which is 
essential for any real economic and social progress (cf. 
Barrau 1958a~77). Some possibilities for the improvement 
of native horticulture and other as socla.ted a.c ti vi ties are 
discussed briefly in Appendix E. 
Doubtless population pressures should provide an. 
impetus for new techniques, altering the environment or so 
changing existing practices that a new stage of development 
emerges (cf, East African Royal Conunission 1955~35). However 
the situation in the· Wosera is too critical and the 
indigenes too demoralised for local initiative to have much 
1. Redistribution of land within the Wosera should 
also be considered despite the local opposition 
which would inevitably arise. 
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effectJ especially as the social stresses operative in 
the Wosera are not conducive to the emergence of leaderso 
I feel, however? that they would respond to energetic 
leadership from someone who is interested in them and in 
whose sympathy with their problems they have faith, 
Obviously leadership in the present pass must come from 
the Government but fi.rst the more positive aspects of 
Government inf.Iuence such as schools and hospitals 
have to be establishedo All. this would be very diffi-· 
cult unless bridges are built over the Screw and Nanu 
rivers and the isolation of the iVosera ended. 
Much research ?.nd bold experimental work sti.ll has 
to be done and all likely or possible improvements must 
be proved workable within the physical and social milieu 
of the Woserao The basic problem is not unique to the 
Wosera or even New Guinea. Farmer sums up the situation 
when writing of problems of land use in the dry zone of 
Ceylon. He said that Ceylon was facing, 
'" .• the familiar dilemma of a country with a 
traditional system of land use better suited 
to local physical conditions than anything 
yet devised to replace 'it, but which is 
inadequate in a changed demographic context. 
Care is excusable, haste is excusable; and 
the only solution seems to speed up careful-
ness by speeding up research. Research is 
needed •. o. not only into the practi.cal issues 
of husbandry, but also into fundamental. 
conditions of climate 1 water supply- and soi.l, 
and into the factors behind tradit:ional land 
use w:ith all its anc:Lent wisdom' (Farmer 
1954gJ2)o 
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Chapter 9 
CONCLUSION 
In writing this thesis my aims have been threefold~ 
to describe the human geography of the Abelam in terms 
consistent with modern geography- but w:ith some study of 
the native understanding a.nd ra.tL::anal e of· resource dis tri= 
bution and utilization (i.e. the ethnoscience); to 
enquire into the reactions to stresses derJ.ved from land 
shortage and external influence among a popu1.a.tion of 
swidden cultivators; to seek to bring some measurement 
and exactitude :into the study of production and consump~ 
tion of food :in a primJ.tive society. The last demands 
some elaboration. 
Few would now agree with Malinowski ( 19J5: 1J) that 
it is in most cases not possible to substa.ntia+e state-
ments about Melanesi.an resource use and pr•:,duction wi. th 
quantitative data. A whole generation of anthropologists 
and human geographers ha.ve since been mapping, measuring 
and weighing their way through the agri~ul tural econom:i.es 
of numerous societies in many parts of the tropics and 
some writers have attempted quite elaborate use of 
s tat:i.s ti.cal methods in their ethnological and ecologi.ca.l 
interpretations. In New Guinea, it is now rare for a 
study of a. native society to be made without at least 
some measurements of gardens" The .fact that many of 
these data must remain suspect is not denied by the 
authors~ what i.s signi.ficant. is tha.t i.t :i.s now felt 
that the attempt to measure is thought -w-orthwhi.le = 
someti.mes, one suspects, even for its own sake. Groves? 
questi.oning this trend in a recent review article, has 
arg-u.ed that empiricism? and \ve presume quant:Lfication, 
can lead to ri.diculous circu.mlocu ti.on and de tail in the 
statement of the patently obv~ous (Groves 1963~277). 
Groves continues with a more seri.ous objections he 
states vi.t is seldom possible a.ccurately to infer i.deo-
logi.cal norms regula.ti.ng social decisions :from the 
statistical frequency with which people make one kind of 
decision rather than anotherv (Groves 1963g285), Unti.l 
analysi.s of the social process is carried out, we have no 
way of knowing whether the ideology is permissive or 
>vhether :ideology and acti.on are partially independent of 
each other or whether men make dec:i.sions because they are 
unable to assert their real preference, which of course 
could be a consequence of stress, Statistics may be 
suggestive, but study of the decision. making process is 
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necessa.ry before they can be g:Lven a.ny real a.na.lytical 
valueo 
This i.s one of the main prebl ems with which I have 
been faced in this exerbise in research. This thesis is 
basically an analysis of the gardening systems of the 
Abelam. However} these systems are so integrated in~o 
the cult:ure that discussion of ma.ny· a.spects of social and 
econom:Lc orga.ni.za tion wa.s i.nevitable, lt will be very 
apparent that I have been thus dra.wn well. beyond my 
range of competence into anthropological invest]_gat:i.ons 
and into the use of ant:hropolog.l_cal techniques; thi.s 
had to be f'or otherwise my att€mpts 1~·:) measure and 
compare could have had no mea:nin.g, PPrhaps .• however, I. 
have merely come more sharply than mos~ geographers into 
contact with a problem which besets the d:i.sc:i.pline as a. 
whole. As Brookfield (1962b; 15~16) bas po.inted out 1 
geographers have been reluctant ~0 involve themselves in 
comprehens:i•:~n of the social o:rgan].zation of' production 
and consumption, yet i.t is questionable whether thi.s 
omission can be wholly JUStified even in our own society 
(cf, Williams 1963), 
Within the last decade 9 the move toward quantification 
i.n geographical enqui.ry has led to very extensive and 
increa.si.ngly sophisti.cated use of the a.dunda.nt sta.ti.sti.ca.l 
data either ava.i.lable or readily obtainable from h~ghly 
organized centralized agencies, but: jJ has become very 
difficult to make use of these new teehnigu.es in the 
study of a very large part. of the wor1 d~ where j_ t i.s the 
co1lec tion of' the data and not the analysis of them that 
presents the real problem. As Gould has recently pointed 
out9 1 in a. very rea.l sense our tools 3.re '~utrunni.ng our 
efforts to gather the necessary materia.1s 1 (Gould 1963~ 
292), It might be added that there i . .s some danger that 
the excessive elaboration of our ana.ly~ical methods is 
leading us away still further from a fuLl understanding of 
the processes .leading to the making of decisions whose 
results we study" 
In thi.s thesisJ I have trJ.ed to keep before me the 
central, chorographica.l objectl.ves of a geogra.ph:i.ca.~l 
enquiry, My major questions have been~ bow :i.s the land 
used? what groups work together and for \.:·hat purposes? 
what evi.dence is there to support or deny the hypot:hesis 
that stresses exist which affect the pattern of production 
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and consumpti.on? what are ·t;he differences between the 
t-wo chosen vi.ll.ages) and how am I to expJaj~n them? For 
these purposes measurement has been essential? a,nd I have 
spent ID'.J.Ch ti.me and effort on the collecti')n of numeri.ca.l 
data to a.ssi.s t i.n answering my ques ti.ons, But i.n the 
last an.a.lysi.s an understa.ndi.ng of the socia.l process is 
a. pre=requisi. te of any sati.sfactory ].nterpreta.ti.on? and 
at the end of the task I am lef~ with a feeli.ng of 
di.ssati.sfa.ctlon for 9 to me, the nature of thi.s under= 
standlng has been rather eluslve" Perhaps) however, 
the :"Lessons learnt from this attempt to measure and 
compare J.n such a. settlng as the Abe.la..rn m.a.y prov:Lde the 
ba.sis
9 
both in findlngs and i.n method, on v.rh:i.ch a more 
rational discussion of land shortage and swidden 
cul ti va tion mlgh t ln future be buLl to 
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Gleyed Red 
aDd Ye~ow 
Earths 
Meadow 
Pod.zollc Soila 
Meadow Soils 
Gleyed Brown 
Forest Soils 
llrown Forest 
Soils 
Shallow Blaolc 
Earths 
Dark Colltrvial 
Soila 
Plastic Heavy 
Clay AJ.J.urial 
Solli 
llediiD Text-
ured AlluviaJ. 
Soils 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
c 
A 
B 
1.3 0.11 12 I o 
0.3 0.05 6 0 
1.5 0.11 131 4 
0,.) 0.04 9 2 
3.7 o.36 10 I 4 
o.6 o.o7 10 2 
1.6 0.15 11 I o 
0.2 0,04 5 0 
1.7 0.19 9 20 
o.6 0,09 7 30 
2.1 0.24 9 10 
0,3 0.04 8 10 
1.1 0,12 91 10 
0.5 o,o6 7 o 
Tapsoill 0,9 0,14 81 64. 
Subsoil 0. 3 0. 0:5 7 100 
Topaoill' 1. 7 o. 24- 81348 
Subsoil 0.4 0, 07 7 lJii. 
2401 6.1, 35 155 5.8 29 
246 5.6 35 
127 5o5 36 
450 5.7 39 
150 6,1 48 
450 6.8 55 
80 6.6 56 
880,6.2 54 
292 6.; 53 
2.0 I 1.0 
1.7 1.0 
1.9 1.2 
3.1 4.0 
4..4 6.2 
6.5 13.2 
8,1 1.6 
6.2 3·4 
9·5 
9.8 
5·5 
e. 7 
730 I 6.2
1 
53 I 16.5 
950 8.o 83 35.5 
6.0 
3.7 
N~ 6.; 19 3.3 0,5 
da 6.9 7l> 10.4 16.9 
130 6.6 55 13.7 10.9 
840 7.0 53 12.4 12.8 
136016.5 
1000 6.8 
59 
66 
14.2 
11.9 
5.0 
1,..2 
0.2 
0.2 
0,7 
0,8 
1.2 
0.9 
1.5 
1.4 
0.7 
0.7 
1.8 
0.7 
0.3 
0.5 
0.5 
o.6 
0.8 
0.7 
0,1 
o.; 
0.1 
0,1 
0,5 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
o.3 
0.2 
o.; 
o.1 
0,2 
0.2 
0,5 
o.; 
o.G 
0.2 
1.0 I 9 
;.; ll 
1.4 12 
0,6 20 
i.l 34 
0.4 43 
o.6 20 
o.; zo 
1.0 30 
0,5 37 
0,6 47 
o.; 48 
o. 7 23 
0.5 38 
1.1 I 46 
o. 7 46 
1.8 
1.4 
34 
25 
20 
25 
20 
30 
36 
52 
39 
40 
45 
56 
54 
62 
54 
56 
56 
56 
66 
68 
47 26 
35 19 
14 30 
16 18 
l.2 13 
7 5 
9 28 
12 24-
8 
5 
1 
1 
10 
3 
1 
1 
5 
8 
21 
15 
10 
1 
25 
18 
5 
4 
15 
26 
18 
8 
19 
8 
16 
.J.2 ,, 
25 
16 
17 
10 
15 
22 
29 
24-
18 
l4 
25 
23 
1 
8 
19 
l4 
18 
24-
19 
14 
8 
29 
18 
43 
4.l. 
54 
l.9 
34 
26 I 29 
30 40 
28 
55 
10 
22 
4.l. 
46 
30 28 
46 
21 
26 
33 
35 
35 
25 
15 
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APPENDIX A 
SOME ANALYTICAL DATA FOR THE MAJ.OR SOILS GROUPS 
I collected a number of soil samples in July 
1963. These are being analysed in New Guinea but at 
the time of submission analysis was not completed. 
On Table 28 opposite I have shown the average results 
of soil analyses carried out by the Division of Land 
Research and Regional Survey (CSIRO 1961). 
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APPENDIX B. 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF YIELD DATA 
Statistical analysis may be divided into three 
main parts: 
(a) Analysis of Yenigo data to examine possible 
differences in yield of different varieties 
of ka by an Analysis of Variance Test, 
single classificatj_on (Snedecor 1948:214 - 26). 
(b) Analysis of Stapikum data to examine possible 
differences in yields of different varieties 
of ka by the same method. 
(c) Comparison of yields of ka grown in both 
villages to examine possible village differ-
ences by a more complicated Analysis of 
Variance Test (Snedecor 1948:291 - 92). 
(a) Analysis of Yield from Yenigo. 
First it had to be established whether a significant 
variation existed in yields from the different 
varieties grown in Yenigo. 
Analysis of Variance Table. 
Source of 
Variation 
Degrees 
freedom 
of Sum of Mean 
Squar~ Square F. 
Between varieties 
Within varieties 
28 
826* 
27,336.26 976.30 7.63 
105,709.62 127.98 
Total 854 132,045.88 
* This excludes 48 maleYka where individual readings 
were not made. They were all weighed together 
(total 626 pounds). 
The F va·lue O.f. ('7.63) is significant at the 0.1% 
level and this means that there is overllvhelming evidence 
for a between variety difference in yield. The next 
task was to look at the data further to find where the 
main differences lay. It was only possible to do this 
successfully for varieties 1 - 11 where there were more 
than 32 readings. 
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When the possible 55 "t" tests between the 11 
varieties are performed the following groupings are 
obtained. 
Group 
Group 
Group 
Group 
1.. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Mar 1 ka, male'ka, nyimbi~an1ka. 
Wolimile, wamatsikwus, walewasaka 9 kawaka. 
Asag-wa, _!pa 1 kan 
Tuma, mbia t. 
Varieties in group 1 are significantly lower than 
all other varieties. 
Varieties in group 2 are significantly lower than 
those in group 4, 
Varieties in group 3 are not significantly lower 
than those in group 2. 
(b) Analysis of Yield from Stapikum. 
As for Yenigo it has to be established whether there 
is significant variation in yield from the various 
varieties of ka grown in Stapikum. 
Analysis of Variance Table 
Source of 
Variation 
Degrees of 
freedom 
Sum of 
Squares 
Mean 
Square F. 
Between varieties 
Within varieties 
15 
834 
23,769.01 
56,738.19 
1,584.60 23.29 
68.03 
Total 849 80] 507.20 
This value ofF (23.29), is also highly significant 
at the 0.1% level and indicates a very highly significant 
difference in yield of the various varieties in Stapikum. 
By applying individual "t" tests as in Yenigo it 
is possible to place all varieties with a large number 
of observations (viz. more than eighteen) into two 
groups. 
Group 1 n Wolimile, mbiat, kawaka, nyimbikwaruka. 
Group 2. Asagwa, wamatsikwus. 
All varieties in Group 2 are significantly higher than 
those in Group 1 • 
. I 
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(c) Comparison of Yenigo and Stapikum. 
To make this comparison only those varieties 
are used where a large number of observations have 
been made in both villages. The varieties used 
are~ Asagwa, wolimile, wamatsikwus, mbiat and 
nyimbikwaruka. 
Analysis of' Variance Table. 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Variation freedom squares Square F. 
-
Between villages 1, 2' 120.9 3 2,120.93 24.75 
Between varieties 4 5,229.32 1 '307. 33 * Interaction; 
Villages and 
varieties 4 3~183.56 795.89 9.25 
Error 1 '048 90 9 16 7. 86 86.04 
Total 1 '075 
* No need to do this test for it has already been 
done in more detail in parts (a) and (b) above. 
The F value of 24.75 for 'between villages' indicates 
a highly significant difference of yield between 
villages and clearly Yenigo has higher yields than 
Stapikum. 
The F value of 9.25 for interaction is also 
signijfican tly high, and indicates that although the 
Yenigo yield may be generally better than that of 
Stapikum there is evidence that this is not necessary 
true for all varieties and that there may be some 
varieties for 1..rhich the Yenigo and Stapikum yields do 
not differ significantly. 
vlhen "t" tests were applied to compare the five 
varieties separately in the two villages, it was found 
that _§tsagwa., wamatsikwus, and nfimbikwaruka did not 
differ significantly in yieldsaccepting probability 
of 0.05) from village to village whereas wolimile and 
mbiat d1d. 
Thus there is evidence tha. t Yenigo gives sj_gnj_fi-
cantly higher yields than Stapikum although there may 
be some varieties for which this is not true. 
TABLE 29 A Summary of Yield Data Collected in Yenigo Village 1962 
Total Mean % of Total 
T2/ Sub- Number Weight Weight Number Zx2 Sum of Number Variety 8pecies Weighed in lbs. in lbs, Counted n Sguares 
1 • Mar'ka Mar'ka 163 2,313 14. 19 18,05 47,107 32,821.90 14' 285. 10 2. Apa'ka Apa'ka 123 2,673 21.73 13.62 74,388 58,088.85 16,299.15 J, Wolimile Apa'ka 99 2,055 20.76 10.96 57,693 42,656.82 15 '036. 18 4. Tum a Apa'ka 70 1 '671 23.87 7.75 49,399 39' 889. 16 9,509.84 5. Male'ka Male 1 ka 61 874 14.33 6,76 7,216 4,731.08 2,985.92 6. t-Ibia t Apa 1 ka 63 1, 544 24.51 6.98 45,756 37,840.25 7,915.75 7. Wama tsik"l'o"US Apa 1 ka 41 820 20,00 4.54 23,044 16,400.00 6,644,00 8. Asagwa Asagwa 34 756 22.23 3. 77 20' 704 16,809.88 3,894.12 
9· Walewasaka Mar'ka 32 658 20.56 3.54 22,578 13,530.13 9,047.87 10. Kawaka Apa'ka 35 656 18.74 3.88 18,432 12,295.31 6' 1 36. 69 11. N.yimbikwaruka Apa'ka 33 433 13. 12 3.65 6,689 5',681.48 1 '007. 52 
1 2. Legeto'ka Apa'ka 20 339 17.95 2.21 6,599 5,746.05 852.95 13. Gilewanba Mar'ka 8 284 35.50 0.89 11 '690 10,082.00 1 '608. 00 14. Ts 'li 'ka Mar'ka 4 88 22,00 0.44 2,032 1 '936. 00 96.00 1 5. Hbienyipka Mar'ka ? 9 127 14. 11 0.99 1, 96 3 1,792.11 170.89 1 6 • Kwiaka Mar 1 ka 13 232 17.84 1 • 44 4,692 4, 140. 31 551.69 1 7. Uamabieng Apa'ka 7 262 37.43 0. 77 10,440 9,806.29 633.71 18. Nambingile Apa 1 ka ? 9 384 32.67 0.99 17,076 16,384.oo 692.00 1 9. Ka tnangla-rari Mar'ka 5 157 30, 14 0.55 5,219 4,929.80 289.20 20. Yipalupka Mar'ka 9 399 44.33 0.99 18,217 17,689.00 528,00 21 • Maningget Mar 1 ka 14 151 10.79 1 '55 1,745 1,628.64 116.36 22. Apikoka Mar 1 ka 3 46 15.33 0,33 850 705.33 144.67 23. Kwarika Apa'ka 12 280 23.33 1. 33 8,826 6,533.33 2,292.67 24. Mogwia Mar 1 ka ? 3 25 8.33 0.33 225 208.33 16.67 25. Waledjambika ? 1 9 9.00 0. 11 81 81.00 o.oo 26. Tsimbi'ka Mar 1ka 19 390 20.53 2. 10 12,328 8,005.26 4,322.74 27. Kwalika Apa 1 ka 7 114 16.29 0. 77 2,332 1 '856. 57 475.43 28. Nyamioka Apa 1 ka 4 76 19.00 0.44 1 '670 1,444,00 266.00 29. Pa 1 lka Male 1 ka 2 ~1 12.,20 0.22 481 482·20 0. 20 
903 17,847 19.76 99.95 105,709.62 
TABLE JO A Summary of Yield Data Collected in Stapikum Village 1962 
Total Mean % of Total 
T2/ Sum of Sub- Number Weight Weight Number >f2 Number Varietv soecies Weighed in lbs. in lbs. Counted n Squares 
JO • Asagwa Asagwa 480 10,645 22. 18 56.47 279.762 2)6,075.00 4),687.00 )1. Wolimile Apa'ka 2)1 2,68) 11 . 61 27.18 J7,J96 )1,162.29 6,2)).71 )2. Wamatsikwus Apa 1 ka J8 784 20.6) 4.47 21 ' 184 16,175.16 5,008.'84 
JJ. Mbiat Apa 1 ka 18 213 11 • 8) 2. 12 2, 981 2,520.50 460.50 
34. Tsimbi 1ka Mar'ka 8 85 10.62 0.94 98J 90). 1 J 79.87 
35. Angeileka Male'ka 5 41 8.20 0.59 471 )36.20 134.80 
36. Kawaka Apa'ka 23 230 10.00 2.70 2,750 2,300,00 450.00 
J7. Kwiaka Mar'ka 3 42 14,00 0.35 650 588.00 62.00 
38. Nyimbikwaruka Apa 1ka 21 242 11.52 2.47 3,069 2,788.76 280.24 
39. Legeto'ka Apa'ka 4 90 22.50 0.47 2,042 2,025.00 17.00 40. Tserangget Mar'ka 5 36 7.20 0.59 278 259.20 16.80 
41. Malapmogwia Mar'ka ? 7 '54 7.71 0.82 428 416.57 11.43 42. Minyambil ? 1 8 8.00 0. 12 64 64.00 o.oo 
43. Hogwia ~far' ka 1 10 10.00 0. 12 100 100.00 o.oo 
44. Mar'ka Mar'ka 4 88 22.00 0.47 2,232 1, 936 .oo 296.00 
45. Djimungka ? 1 9 9.00 0. 12 81 81 .oo 0.00 
850 15,260 17.95 100.00 297,7)0.81 56,738.19 
~ . II' 
I ' . "• 
\ ' . ' 
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APPENDIX C 
PROTEIN ANALYSIS OF THE EDIBLE PORTION OF SOMl~ 
YAMS FROM THE MAPRIK AREA 
(Analysis done by Division of Plant Industry, 
DASF, Konedobu, Papua.) 
TABLE 31 
Protein as % Estimate 
Yenig:o Name Botanical Name dr;y: w-eight as ~ w-et 
Ka 
\IJolimile D. esculenta 10.2 2,55 
Kaw-aka II 6.3 1 • 57 
Asagw-a II 10.0 2.50 
rvrbia t II 8.8 2.20 
Tum a !! 8.8 2.20 
1''ama t s ikwus II 6.9 1.72 
P·iar 1 ka II 6.3 1 0 57 
Apa'ka 
" 
6,3 1 , 57 
Kyi.mbikwaruka H 8, 1 2.02 
Haleka H 
_2..?8 1 , 4 5 
Average II 7,8 1.]! 
\{abi 
Landji D. alata 9.4 2,35 
Mbandwan l1 1 1 0 9 2.97 
\Vundunggul n 15o6 3.90 
Yamewabi 
" 6.9 1 , 7 5 
Kw-andjel 'T 6.9 L75 
Wurawabi 
" 10.6 2.65 
Mambetap , .i I' 8 0 1 2. 02 
Ngg1vokurpi l! 1 3. 1 3.27 
Yepmane iT 12,4 3 0 10 
Yaimbu H 1 4. 1) 3, 62 
-- b...i! Average IT 10.9 
-Li:ema 
Djambwi (tuber) Do bulb if era 1 L ;~ 2,80 
Djambwi ( bulbil) " 10.6 2. 65 
protein 
>veight 
Some comparative figures and their sources are given below~ 
No, of Protein as ~ Sour·ce Botanical Name Sam£lE>~ wet weight 
Hips ley and 
Clements 1950~ 
273 Dioscorea spp, L~ 1 0 9 
Oomen & Malcolm 
19 58~ 140 D. alata ? 1 ') -? ,_ 
Brown 1951:388 D. alata 7 2, :~5 
FAO 1953:24 Dioscorea spp, ? 2 , lt-
Web-ster 1924: 
220-21 D.esculenta ,..., 2.64 I 
II :y II Do alata 6 2.23 
I I ! · I 
I. .' 
. . . . . · .. I . . I . - . . . . 
,, I : ' ' I 
• 1 I , ·, I I • • • 
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APPENDIX D 
PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF OVEI~LL DIET 
(Basis for Figure 16) 
TABLE 32 
Yams 
Taro 
Sago 
Bananas 
Greens 
Sweet Potato 
Meat 
Other 
Yams 
Taro 
Sago 
Bananas 
Greens 
Sweet Potato 
Meat 
Other 
YENIGO 
August 
~ Calo~ie % Protein 
J4.o 
19.8 
24.5 
9.4 
4,8 
2.8 
2.8 
1 ._2 
100,0 
J8o9 
20.8 
4.9 
22 0 1 
1 • 5 
9.3 
2.5 
100.0 
March 
% Calorie % Protein 
9.3 
1 , 4 
46.J 
7.5 
1 • 1 
5.J 
8.7 
20 a.l_ 
.2.2.!2._ 
9.6 
1 • 4 
3.6 
5.4 
2.5 
52" 1 
25.4 
100,0 
STAPIK.UM 
August 
% Calorie ~rotein 
79.2 77.9 
4.8 
100.0 
J.5 
1 4. 1 
4.5 
100.0 
March (estimate) 
% Calo~e ~ Protein 
5.0 9.8 
70.0 
1 1 • 0 
8.0 
6.0 
100,0 
1 1 • 2 
100,0 
Notes on the above~ 
1, These figures are based on the following weighings: 
In Yenigo from the 21st. to the 28th, August (inclusive) 
1962 and includes all the food eaten by a man, a woman 
and a child aged four and from. 17th, to the 30th, March 
for the same family with another man. 
In Stapikum from the 8th. to the 15th August (inclusive) 
and includes all the food eaten by a man] a woman and a 
child aged five., 
2. Taro ;v-as being harvested and eaten by other families 
in August in Stapikum; that it was not eaten by the 
' family selected in August was an error due to sampling. 
Sweet potato, birds, pig and tinned meat are also 
occasionally eaten in Stapikum but they are insignificant 
in terms of overall diet, 
I ' 
• I 
''I 
" 
'I 
, I' 
1.• T 1: I J . I : I ' 
' I I 
. I . . : . ~ 
' ' 
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TABLE 33 - Values Assumed for 
Product Includin 
Nutrient Content of Whole 
Waste as Wei~hed in Field 
per 100 gms.) Trials. 
Calories Protein 
Yam 96 2,0 
Taro 95 1.8 
Sago 350 o.o 
Bananas 80 0.8 
Greens 35 3.2 
s·w·eet Potato 1 16 1 • 0 
Meat 200 12.0 
Other 100 2.0 
1. With reference to Hipsley and Clements 
(1950:273), Oomen and Malcolm (1958:140), 
F.A.O. Food Composition Tables (FAO 1953) 1 
and my own estimates based on diet tables, 
methods of preparing food 1 the advice of 
Dr. K. V. Bailey and the protein analyses 
shown in Appendix C, 
( gms") 
. IiI 'II· i< 'I• ' 
I' I I . ' I. . 'I 
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APPENDIX E 
SOME SUGGESTIONS ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF NATIVE 
HORTICULTURE IN THE ABELAM AREA 
As Gourou noted, 'To change the agrarian system 
affects the family and the whole of the rest of the economic 
edifice. That does not shut out necessary reform 9 but yet 
reform should be carried out in the full knowledge of its 
economic and social consequences and also oj: its repercus-
sion on the physical enviro~ent' (Gourou 1959:98), This 
is the first requirement of reform, that the reformer should 
knm.,r ·what he is doing and should not force changes that 
will result in social distress between man and his environ-
ment. The second requirement is that the indigenes should 
be educated so that they desire improvement and realize that 
lt is necessary: they would also be more willing to experi-
ment themselves and to be discriminating in their selection 
and rejection of reforms. 
'There are two principal aims in native education: 
one is to foster all that is worth while in 
native culture as it exists; the other is to 
fuse into it, .or graft upon it, various accept-
able improvements from our own' (Williams 1933:6). 
In this appendix I set out in note form some thoughts 
on possible improvements and suggest some lines for future 
research and experimental work. I make no attempt to 
elaborate or to suggest how improvements could be 
implemented, 
1. The Upgrading of Staple Foods. 
I J.: 
I' 
I 
It is well known that most species of important 
f'ood crops throughout the Pacific Islands have many 
different varieties in small localities. There is 
no doubt that some varieti.es have a consistently 
higher yield or higher protein content than other 
varieties. Recently it has been found that in the 
Highlands of New Guin'ea the Okinawa variety of 
sweet potato has a higher protein content than any 
other variety (Bailey, personal communication), 
My own results (see Appendix c) also suggest that 
there are some varieties of yam with higher protein 
content than others. There is also no doubt that 
the yields of some varieties are consistently higher 
than other varieties, Trials could certainly be 
' ' 
' 
• I I I I I I 
~ 
I ' l ,', ' • , I '1 
' ' I I ' ' I I I • 
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carried out to determine .which are the be:s t 
varieties and they should be followed by extension 
;,rork to encourage wider planting, Taste prefer-
ences and prejudices would probably never be over-
come with adults so extension work should concentrate 
on encouraging children to eat them; this could 
well be linked with education. As Williams noted 
'We should aim at improving the culture of native 
products before we begin the scattering of unknown 
seeds' (Williams 1933:7). 
2. The Introduction of New Food Plant!• 
This topic has been discussed extensively 
elsewhere (Williams 1933 7 Barrau 1958ag100~102, 
Barrau 1960) but among the Abelam those food crops 
which are rich in protein and capable of being stored 
such as nuts. cereals and pulses are the most 
essential, To encourage the adoption of these crops 
the methods of cultivation must be easier and the 
returns higher than crops which are grown. now or 
there will be no incentive to plant them. 
3. Improved Hand Implements and Mechanization. 
Even although labour is very cheap in the area 
some form of mechanization is necessary to show that 
the Administration is concerned with improving the 
native way of life and also to give some incentive 
to the introduction of new crops. Some possibilities 
that immediately spring to mind are scythes instead 
of grass-slashing •pa.rapr; the sago rasper of 
Malaysia instead of the laboyf~ious methods now 
practiced (cf. Morris 1953, Burkill 1935:1463); 
hoes for \vee ding and grinders for peanuts (which 
keep almost indefinitely when ground to a paste), 
If rice could be easily grown and milled in the 
villages~ it is reasonable to suppose that unpolished 
rice might be eaten and that rice itself would be 
more widely grown. 
4. Mulch and Green Manures. 
The planting of l~gumes as green manures is 
probably not feasible because the necessary cultivation 
technique results in the soil lying exposed 1vhilst the 
legumes become established. Nye and Greenland (1960: 
136) state that 'the nitrogen status maintained beneath 
a forest fallow is good, and there is no reason to 
think that short~term leguminous fallows ·would offer 
any advantager. Probably the best use that could be 
I , , 
I 
' ·. I . •! . I' -~~ I . 
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made of legumes would be to encourage more inter-
cropping during the productive life of the garden 
in order to offset leaching by symbiotic fixation 
of nitrogeno 
Mulching, especially when loca1.ised to yam mounds 9 
would probably be far more successful,1 If dead 
organic matter and ashes from the burn were concen~ 
trated in yam mounds there is no doubt that yields 
would increase, By providing organic matter, 
plant nutrients would be __ supplied and the structure 
and moisture holding capacity of the soil improved. 
Yams could probably then be planted in the same 
holes for a number of s-,Jccessive years. With some 
mulch around the top of the yam mounds the soil 
would be protected from the pounding of the rain and 
the breaking down of the crumb structure of the soil. 
5. Soil Conservation. 
Soil conservation is closely connected with 
mulchingo If ground is to be used for several 
years before it reverts to fallow, the practice of 
exposing the soil for long periods and sweeping it 
clean before planting would have to cease. Cover 
crops would have to be planted as soon as possible 
and vegetable waste from the fallow and the garden 
could be used as a protective cloalc over the soil. 
It would certainly be better to plant yams much 
closer together in order to get higher yields per 
given area as well as providing cover for the soil, 
even though this may result in individual plants 
having smaller tubers. This wou.ld be difficult to 
encourage because large yams are so ritually important 
and are a status symbol (cf. Simoons 1960~214). As 
far as yams are concerned the Abelam are megalomaniacs 
and one's gardening ability is judged by the size of 
each tuber rather than by the total yields from each 
garden or even from each hole, 
Some form of terracing is also possible, even if 
it is only the very simple form at present practiced 
by the West Woseras. 
1. Mulching is not unknown in the Pacific area~ for 
examples see Defngin (1959:53)) Meggitt (1958:305), 
Barrau (1961:68) and Brookfield (1962a~244~5). 
I 
I I .. I 
I ' 
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6. Improved Storage Methods" 
It is difficult to imagine a more effective method 
of storing -whole yam tubers than that used by the Abelam 
for the large -wabi (see Plate 18). The tubers are 
>vell supported 7 off the ground:, safe from vermin, -well 
shaded and surrounded by circulating air. Tubers 
stored in this >vay keep -well for periods up to nine 
months. The smaller wabi and ka tubers, although they 
-keep well in the yam houses, do lie at least in part 
on the ground. Probably storage would be better if 
the tubers were lifted off the ground or stored on a 
raised cane floor permitting a better circulation of 
air around them. 
As it seems that a surplus is reg-Lllarly produced in 
most villages 1 it is important that a.l.l means of preserv-
ing this surplus should be investigated. Possibilities 
i.nclude pit storage methods (cf. Morgan 1959b~61), 
flour or meal making (Burki.ll 1935~816), dehydratation 
and other dryi.ng techniques, the use of chemicals whi.ch 
would aid preservation or stop sprouting (cf. McKee 
1957~20) and finally by preserving food in ensilage or 
in the ground (cfo Williamson 1912: 198). 
7. More Intensive Tree Cultivation. 
Many trees and palms and their products are securely 
integrated into the Abela.m economy. How·ever? there is 
still plenty of scope for more intensive planting of nut 7 
leaf and fruit bearing trees, and timber trees could be 
more intensively planted around hamlets and along ridge~ 
tops to provide shelter and to control runoff. Research 
should also be done to see whether it is worth leaving 
corridors of trees between gardens to aid reseeding and 
to act as firebreaks and in to the merits of' plan ted 
fallows1 and of the possibility of the 1 taungya' system 
(Allsop 1953). 
8. More Intensive Use of Livestock. 
Pigs and fowls are the only productive animals used 
by the Abela.m. Better use could be made of the products 
from both these animals and the quality could be vastly 
1. Some examples of planted fallows are Casuarina in the 
Central Highlands of Ne-w Guinea (Brookfield and Brown 
1963:50-1) and Acioa barteri in \vest Africa (Nye and 
Greenland 1961:136-7). 
1 . . 
i '' I I I I 
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~mproved by better breed~ng and select~ono On the 
Sepik grasslands and along paths and roads there are 
considerable areas of grass, If stock, particularly 
cattle (Zebu crosses) and goats, could be put onto 
these areas they could provide work, manure and 
protein-rich foods and they would only occupy, what 
are at present waste areas. Goats are a problem 
w~th their destructive eating habits but vrith peg and 
chain they could be easily controlled. 
Many other improvements are possible such as 
fertilizers, irrigation~ 1 more intensive use of the flood-
plains by growing wet rice 7 use of pig manure, better 
cook~ng methods, but as Barrau notes~ 1 the only real 
progress possible is through developing cash crops' (Barrau 
1958a:91). In conclusion we could again quote Barrau: 
It is absolutely essential that technical 
officers and agricultural assistants be 
thoroughly conv~nced that their purpose is 
to adapt new crops and methods without up~ 
setting and destroying traditional agr:Lcul.-
ture. They must always take ~nto account 
the merits of former horticultural techniques 
which have the advantage of being based on a 
profound knowledge of the natural environ-· 
ment and its requirements (Barrau 1961~77). 
1. Irrigation is not unknown in New Guinea 
(cf. Williams 1933:33). 
' I 
I 
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APPENDIX F 
SOME PLANTS IDENTIFIED IN THE MAPRIK AREA SHOWING 
BOTANICAL NAMES( AND THE ABELAM2 , ENGLISH AND 
PIDGIN ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS 
In the right hand column the Abelam name, as spoken in Yenigo, 
is shown italicized, the English name follows in ordinary 
type and the Pidgin English name follows in inverted commas. 
I have grouped all plants identified in alphabetical order 
under the following headings: Garden Plants, Some Trees of 
the Forest, Some Trees of the Fallow, Some food producing 
Trees and Plants, Some Other Trees and Shrubs, Some Weed 
Grasses and Canes, Some Palms and finally a few Miscellaneous 
Plants. 
Garden Plants 
Botanical Name 
Abelmoschus manihot (L.) Med. 
Alli.um sp. 
Amaranthus hybridus L. 
Amaranthus tricolor L. 
Amaranthus sp. 
Ananas comosus (L.) Merr. 
Arachis hypo$aea L. 
Brassica chinensis L. 
Brassica c.f. juncea 
Capsicum sp. 
Capsicum frutescens 
Carica papaya L. 
Celosia cristata L. 
Citrullus vulgaris Schrad. 
Coffea canephora Pre, 
Colacasia esculenta (L.) Schott 
and Endl. 
tsagne (many variety names), 
1 apika 1 • 
• I • i on1on, an1en . 
kumbur'ie aliagwus (Wosera) 
1 aupa 1 • 
bare, 1 aupa' . 
wuraman 1 leaves eaten. A 
coarse wild variety fed to 
pigs. 
tuan na d,jwia, pineapple, 
1 ananas 1 • 
peanut, 1 kasa.ng 1 • 
Chinese cabbage, 1 kabis 1 , 
mil, 'kabis'. 
chi.llie. 
capsicum 1 1 lambau'. 
mbale-minra, paw-paw, 1 popo 1 , 
kumburieleaf eaten). 
water melon, 1 mel en 1 , 
Robusta coffee. 
Mai and waula (many varieties), 
taro, 'taro'. Leaves eaten 
of four varieties. 
1. I am endebted to Mr. J. Womersley of the Division of 
Botany, DASF, Lae, for identifying many of the plants 
listed here, 
2. I am also indebted to Mr. Forge for checking much of 
the orthography. 
Cucumis sativus L. 
~ -
Cucu.rbita maximima Duchesne 
,Cucurbi ta 12epo DC 
peeringia amaran tho ides ( Lmk.) 
Merr. 
Dioscorea bulbifera L. 
Dioscorea alata L. 
Dioscorea esculenta Bkl. 
Ficus wassa Roxb. 
_!.-eomoea bata tas ( L,) Lam. 
.h'tCOJ?e.rsic:um esculentum Hill. 
Manihot esculenta Crantz. 
JYiusa sppo 
Nicotiana tabacum L. 
Q.rl':za sativa L. 
Psophocarpus tetragolobus ( L.). 
DC. 
Saccharum edule Hassk. 
Saccharum officinarum L, 
Vigna sinensis (L.) Savi. 
Xanthosoma sp. 
Zea Mays L, 
. : I. r lr 
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aman~; cucumber) 'Kukamba 1 • 
squash .• 
pumpkin. (shoots eaten), 'pamken' 
winba, 1 kumul 1 • 
lipma, aerial yam, 'patata'. 
~abi, yam, 'yam 1 • 
ka 1 yam, ' mami ' • 
-kwandj e 1, ' kumul' . 
kiwik~, S"\veet potato, 'kau kau', 
tomato. 'tomato' • 
tsagopi 9 cassava, 'tapiok'. 
lapu 9 (many varieties) 1 bananas, 
1 banana' . 
nyinggwus, tobacco 9 1 brus 1 , 
rice , 1 ra i s 1 • 
~bermarg~ and kwasiminim'g~, 
green and red winged bean. 
kundia, edible 'pit-pit'. 
nggwiJ sugar cane. 
bin rna 1 gwu, long bean, 'bin 1 , 
ya'mei, 'taro kong kong'. 
tsua rna'~"~' sweet corn, 'kawn 1 • 
Some Trees of the Forest (mainly strong building 
timbers) 
Aglaia sp. 
Casearia sp. 
Celtis g.rewioides Warbg. 
Casuarina sp. 
£!:!1 t i s s p .? 
Dio~Eyros sp. 
Eu_genia c, f. F. nu tans. 
f..i!::;u_s virgata Reinw. ex,B1. 
Gmelina sp. 
Homal iwn sp. 
In ts ia b!_juga 
Moraceae 
Pometia pinnata For. 
Ti.liaceae ?? 
Vi.tex cofassus 
Zizyphus sp. 
kaman. 
mangge (used for carving and 
mandatory for the ridgepoles 
of tambaran houses. 
angg:i (strong timber). 
tsige,, kwara, 'yiat 1 • 
_x:aun_g:g:u (sap used for glazing 
black paint). . 
kalau, (fruit eaten) . 
le puk (used for posts). 
miat .. 
nyingggrip. 
angg!,?? 
kw·a tmu, 1 kwila' . 
_g_unek (used for making cloth 
bark). 
wa, 1 taun 1 , 
d}awmarsa (bark pounded in 
water and stuns fish). 
miambe, 'garamut'. (N~. 2 
Kwila), also used for carving. 
d,j igimangge n 
? 
? 
? 
? 
. '.. I . ' I I ' . I 
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ndatbalang, brother to 1 kwila 1 • 
tagwanyinf~ (used for carving). 
ranggwul used for carving). 
ku 1 lavi (used for posts and 
drums). 
Some Trees of the Fallow 
Althoffia pleiostigma 
(F. Muell) Warbg. 
Callicarpa sp. 
Commersonia bartramii (L.) 
Merr. 
Debre_g_easi~a sp, 
Ficus wassa Roxb. 
Ficus septica Burm. f, 
Fi.cus sp. 
Garcinia sp. 
Gironniera sp. 
Glochi.di.on sp, 
Kleinhovia hospita Lo 
Macrarang_a quadriglandulosa 
JIIIallotus sp. 
Melanolepis multiglandulosa 
Pipturus spo 
Prema corxrubosa L. 
Ti_monius sp. 
Trema cannabina L. 
? 
. I I 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
j'. , I 
•I . ,, 
I, 
,I 
ma'am (used for making net 
bags) . 
vi 1 argwu. 
manangwul or sar~we (wosera 
make net bags with this). 
kwi 1 ambiat (used for frames 
in house building). 
k1vand,jel 9 'kumul 1 • 
malinge. 
mirek. 
nyarmwin (used for making net 
bags. Also planted in 
villages) , 
~~lpat (used for house posts). 
mbe 1 gwu (sometimes planted in 
the villages. Used for 
making net bags). 
weireman and tsambian (leaves 
eaten}. 
mbau. 
d,iungwule (medi_cine for runny 
noses). 
kwalamba and wamake (frui_t 
eaten by cockatoos). 
a 1 lain. (bark scrapings used 
as dressi_ng for sores). 
ningrup. 
nimbio 
mandambu. 
lepa (u~ed for making man 
killi_ng throwing spears). 
kjak'apwei, 
kolimbo 
mbobu'gar§. 
mbe'gwu, 
tsarbma. 
\valambuo 
\varna tagwu • 
' ; I I i I 
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Some Food Producing Trees and Plants 
Annona muricata L. 
Areca catechu L. 
Artocarpus atilis Fosberg 
Artocarpus atilis Fosberg 
_Bambusa sp. 
_Canariurn sp, 
parica papaya L. 
_Citrus sp. 
Cocos nucifera L. 
piospyros sp. 
Ficus aff. F.cynaroides Corner 
Ficus copiosa Steud. 
Ficus wassa Roxb. 
9raptophyllum sp. 
~}re tum gnemon 
£aeinhovia hospi ta L. 
Mangifera indica L. 
Hangifera minor 
Medusanthera papuana Becc. 
Metroxylon sagu Rottb. 
Horinda citrifolia L. 
Pandanus conoideus? 
- -Phaseolus lunatus L. 
PiE_er betle L. 
Pometia pinnata For 
~yzygium malaccanse L,Merr. 
& Perr. 
Leg1..:1-m·ino~ae 
mi-wal, soursop, 1 kapiok 1 , 
masa, betel nut palm, 1 bwoi 1 , 
talumba and kam nuts only 
eaten, breadfruit, 1 kapiok 1 , 
wal (flesh and nuts eaten) 9 
breadfruit, 'kapiok 1 , 
~anggwu, bamboo with edible 
shoots. 
mainggio, 'galip 1 • 
mbale-minya! paw-paw. 
lemons 9 limes etco 
tipma, coconut, 'kokonas 1 • 
kelau (inside kernels of 
fruit- eaten). 
mar'ru (shoot & fruit eaten). 
kwarmbi (nut kombasik) , 
1 kumul 1 • 
kwandj e l , 1 kumul 1 • 
mbar 1 gl (leaf eaten often 
planted in hamlets). 
yui t, 1 tulip 1 • Leaf and 
fruit eaten, 
weireman, leaves eaten - also 
tree of the fallow. 
tsake, introduced mango, 
tsake, native mango, 
mi-tip. Leaves eaten, Also 
fallow tree. 
nang, sago, 1 sak sak 1 • 
tsimbia (the red-hot fruit), 
dkwia, 1 arang' or 'garoka'. 
dungumene. A pea like plant 
of the early fallow 
immature white seed eaten. 
kwarsi2 1 daka 1 • ~(many varieties), 'taun'. 
nggwanggwale, Malay apple, 
1 lor lor' . 
k\varandungu (leaf eaten. 
Often planted to mark 
boundaries). 
. ; :1 , 
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Note~ 
1" The following garden plants are also grown outside 
the gardens~ 
Abelmoschus manihot, Amaranthus spp., Ananas comosus, 
.~rachis hypogaea, Brassica spp. 9 ,Capsicum spp., 
Cucumis sativus, Cucurbita spp., Manihot spp., Musa 
spp,, Nicotiana tabacum Lycopersicum esculentum, and 
Celosia cristata, 
2. Fronds from the following ferns are also eaten: 
mbandiie 9 mbumi, wangguk, tserai. See also some 
edible shoots under palms. Also many wild 
Cucurbitaceae eaten : tsargele~, kwarmbut 
(~richosanthes sp,??) marte-kinjo (Luffa sp.) 
arsel, yamekinjo (leaf also eaten), katabi. 
Some Other Trees and Shrubs 
Abroma augusta L. 
Amomum sp. 
Bixa orellana L. 
Cassia alata 
Ceiba. pentandra (L.) Gaertn. 
Cordyline sp. 
Curcuma longa L, 
-
,1;eucosyke sp. 
Mussaeda frondosa Gaertn. 
Pandanus sp. 
Note: 
yipa. (For making twine and 
net bags) . 
wambe, 'ngwongwot' (edible 
fruit, also used in cere-
monial washing at girls' 
puberty). 
weimba (red dye). 
gunminnikwus (Manimini in 
Wosera) (alleged cure for 
Tinea imbricata). 
to lambinge, kapok, 'kapok'. 
kawa, cordyline, 'tangas 1 • 
tani, (yellow dye). 
1 lanrlrow 1 (shade tree for 
c~ffee). 
tsitgile (used in black paint). 
nyarangga (shrub common in 
grasslands). 
bingra, mbandjan and ~gwa. 
The inner bark of the following trees, usually specially 
planted near the village, is used for making net bags; 
nyamum, yipa, yuit, kam, ma'am and tsa'kwi. 
I 
. ' 
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Some Weeds 2 Grasses and Canes, (Wara is the general 
Ageratum con:y:zoides L. 
Bambusa sp. 
Bambusa sp, 
term for weeds and grasses 1 
and vi for grass). 
begningi. 
kama, bamboo, 'mambu'. 
Coelorhachis rottboellioides 
dangu (shoot eaten), bamboo, 
tsike and tsikewara, 
(R,Br) A.Camus 
Eleusine indica Gaerin. 
Eriocaulon lon ifolium 
Imperata cyclindrica L.) 
PasEalum conjugatum Berg. 
Polytoca macroph~lla Bth. 
Saccharum spontaneum 
Sorghum sp. 
ti~mandugo. 
yugwia (salt grass). 
Beauv.nunggwai, 'kunai'. 
bulmunga. 
mbura. 
tsua, wild 
vi-kapuk. 
1 pit-·pit 1 • 
Palms (* indicates that the shoot 
can be eaten) 
Areca catechu L, 
Bora.ssus sp. 
Calamus sp. 
Caroyta sp. 
Cocos nucifera L. 
Cyrtostachys sp. 
Metroxylon sagu Rottb. 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
l ··I.!-
• I • I 
masa, betel nut palm, 'bwoi'. 
wa.l;tipma (bark used in yam 
magic) 
mbal, climbing palm, 1 kanda 1 • 
*yaman, black 'limbom 1 • 
*tipma, coconut. 
tapu, 1 limb om 1 • 
* ( . t. nang many varle les, sago 
palm,· 1 sak sak 1 • 
alo (used for flooring) 
mbandin (light coloured wood 
use~for spears). 
mbamb£ (black wood used by 
Arapesh for making bows. 
tsapumasa (a wild betel nut, 
Very thin and tall). 
tsauwil (used for flooring). 
vindu-ra substitute for betel). 
wangg~ (small ragged leaf. 
Used for spear points. Dark 
coloured). 
*mbandjin (flooring, fencing, 
spears, bows). 
*wambinan. 
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Some Miscellaneous Plants 
Alocasia sp. and/or 
- -
.Colocasia sp. 
Ip_omoea sp. 
1J2omoea sp. 
Lygodium sp. 
Pandanus sp. 
Pandanus sp. 
Pa.rsonia sp. 
Pa.ssiflora foetida L. 
Piper betle L. 
Selaginella sp. 
~gna lutea (sw.) A. Gray 
? 
II 
-
miamb~, 'wail taro', a wild 
taro. 
~u'gut (a vine). 
kiv 1 v~ ( a vine. The stem is 
mashed and mixed with coco-
nut water. Hakes the 
consumer vomit). 
nunnggwa (a vine from which 
armbands and yam masks are 
made). 
bingna (rope for lashing). 
tsi_g_~ (small pandanus. Common 
in alluvium forests), 
yeibowi (a vine). 
mbausei (an introduced vine 
with edible fruit). 
kwarsi, 1 daka' . 
tsike (a ground fern). 
1 bin 1 , grows plentifully in 
new fallow. 
pinu (large creeper. Pounded 
bark said to make people 
violently vomit. Death 
results if patients do not 
vomit). 
. i I . I I . ' 
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APPENDIX G 
MAPS AVAILABLE ON THE MAPRIK AREA, SEPIK DISTRICT, 
NEW GUINEA. 
There are a number of sketch maps showing approximate 
village locations and locations of rivers, roads and paths 
etc. in patrol reports (available in Sub--district Office, 
Maprik). The Terrain Studies (AGS 1943, 1944) also contain 
a number of sketch maps, plans of outstations~ and a survey 
of the Bainyik ~ Pagwi road. There are no pre-war maps of 
the area to my knowledge although the Australian Petroleum 
Co. had aerial photographs flown by Adastra Airways for 
most of the \\rosera and 1fora areas. Also Trimetric aerial 
photographs were flown by the R.A.A.F. in 1947. The 
following is an annotated list of all maps available and 
they are listed in the order of the dates released. 
1944 Compiled by the Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army from 
aerial_ photography flown by Aust. Petroleum Co. in 
1939 and by U.S.A.F. in 1944. Scale 1:63,360. 
Coloured and has form lines with i.nterval of 100 
feet. Village location and form lines very 
approximate. Sheets of the East Nanu, East Moi, 
Maprik West and lfihama. West cover the whole Abelam 
area, 
1944 - CompiJ.ed by 2/1 Aust. Army Topo. Survey Coy. from 
the SE~e sources as a.boveD Scale 1:253,440. 
Coloured but relief shown by oblique shading onlyo 
Many errors in village location and on the whole 
rather rough. Wewak sheet covers whole area. 
1950 - Produced by the Division of Regional Development, 
Canberra. A booklet form of maps on 'The Resources 
of Papua and New Guinea'. Scale 1:4,561,920. 
It is in colour. Very generalized and out of date, 
1951 - 'District of Sepik', Sheet A,b. Compiled by the 
National Mapping Section, Department of the Interior, 
Canberra. Scale 1:600,000. Shows rivers and some 
village location but is very approximate. Relief 
shown with hachures. 
1955 - 'Sepik District' compiled by the Dept. of Lands, Port 
Moresby. Scale 1:506,880. A plan showing 
approximate river and village location. 
1956 - 'lfewak 1 , compiled by the Dept. of Lands, Survey and 
Mines, Port Moresby. Scale 253,440. Somewhat 
more detailed and more accurate than the above. 
' j I I :; . I I I I "' ' 1 1 1 1 • · r I 
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1956 ~ 1 Aitape 1 (974C IV)G, Published by the Aeronautical 
Chart and Information Centre, U.S.A.F. Scale 1~250, 
OOOo In colour and shows the approximate 500 foot 
contour interval. The best topographical map 
available. Does not show village location. 
1959 ~Sheets entitled 'Haprik', 1 1fihama' and 'Korogo 1 
produced by the Division of National Mapping and 
compiled from aerial photos flown by Ada.stra 
Airways, August 1958. Scale 1~40,000, 
These maps are only for the area. east of 14J 0 E. 
They show accurate location of nearly all hamlets 
(unnamed), all rivers and most of the smaller streams, 
roads and areas under grass. 
1960 - Photomosaics of the aerial photos mentioned above. 
These photos were flown at 25,000 feet and these 
mosaics have a scale of 1~50,000, They are 
produced by the Division of National Mapping. 
These mosaics are available for those sheets 
mentioned above and likewise do not occur west of 
longitude 14J0 E. 
1960- 1 Wewak -·Lower Sepik Area' dra>vn by the Division of 
National Mapping, Canberra, for the CSIRO. Scale 
1~1?6,720. Compiled from the same sources as the 
above mentioned map and shows the same features as 
the 1959 map with a scale of 1~40,000 though hamlet 
location is rather generalized and some small 
streams are not shown. This map was used by the 
CSIRO for plotting Land Systems (see CSIRO 1961) 
and Forest Resources. 
1961 1 Hollandia' sheet of the Aust. Geog. Series prepared 
by the Division of National Mapping, Canberra. Scale 
1:1,000,000. Coloured with a contour interval of 
1,000 feet. Very generalized. 
1961 - 'Sepik District'. Prepared in the District Office 
lfewa.k. Scale 1 ~ 25J, 440. Shmvs rivers, Sub-district 
and Census Sub-district boundaries and fairly accurate 
village location. 
1962- 'ifora. and North Wosera CSD's'. Drawn by D.A.M. Lea 
and compiled from aerial photos flmm by Ada.stra. 
Airvrays in 1958. Shmvs same features as 1959 map 
with scale of 1~40,000. Some village names were 
incorrect on original map but have since been 
corrected. Scale of this map 1:48,210. 
Maps are also available in the District Office 1 We1vak 
of the Wosera and Proposed Amuk Native Local Government 
Councils. These are virtually copies of Lea's map but in 
addition show proposed e.lectora. tes and aliena ted land • 
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Figure 1 - The location of some villages. Inset 
shows the boundaries of Figure 15 which shows, 
inter alia, the location of all villages in 
the Wosera area. 
The approximate boundary of the .Abelam as 
shown on this map is according to Glasgow and 
Loving (1960). The southern boundary of the 
Abelam is however not elear for there is a 
gradual merging with the Sepik River people. 
Whether the people south of about Yambi 
Agricultural Station are .Abelam or Sawos 
(Sepik Plains speakers) is therefore open to 
question. Fi~~re 7 shows the Abelam boundary 
as accurately as I believe it can be drawn. 
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Figure 2 - Linguistic boundaries and dialect boundaries 
within the Abe.lam. The Boikin linguistic group 
(not shown) is immediately east of the Wingei 
dialect group. Many villages are bi-lingual 
(e.g .• Tatumba, Imbia 9 Ulupu and Balmo) o 
This map is based on the 11VOrk of' Glasgow and 
Loving ( 1960) who made 9 -~~· list of villages with-
in the Maprik Sub-district divided according to 
language breaks. v The :few changes made 1 have 
been based on my own observations and native 
cl.assif'ica.tion of' diaJ_ects. Umonoko and Wa.bin.-
dumakag have been included wi.th the West Wosera 
speakers instead of' the Woseras; -Seragaki.m has 
been included with the Maprik speakers instead 
of' the Woseras and I have moved the western 
boundary of' the Wingei speakers about three 
miles to the west. 
On the whole Glasgow and Loving 9 s five dialects 
( cp. Laycock 196 2 ~ 29) brj_ng out the main 
dialect groups a.l though accord:Lng to native 
classification, there are many different 9 kinds 
of' talk 9 in Abelam terr1toryo The one major 
exception is that most informants in all areas 
agreed that the people of' Kalabu~ Malba, Yenigo 
and Naramco speak a different dialect (mamu 
h.-und..f) :from the people further west ( shamu kuncyJ. 
For the non~specialist~ dialect boundaries are 
very difficult to determine. The natives 
have different dialect names for groups living 
close to them but further away groups become 
much larger. The people of' Yeni.go (mamu kundi) 
say that the people of' Waiknakum (wa kundi) 
speak a dialect different from their own and 
from the people of Yangisagu (i 9 ye kundi), but 
the people of Stapikum (kamu kundi) say that the 
same dialect :Ls spoken in Wa.iknakum, Yenigo and 
Yangisa.gu. 
According to Laycock (1962~8) there are 29 9 188 
Abelam speakers 9 17,332 Boikin speakers, 1;804 
Sawos (Sepik Plains) speakers and 17,791 Arapesh 
speakers based on the returns of' the 1958/59 
census. Wi th:Ln the Maprik Sub~distr.i.ct alone 
Glasgow and Loving g.i.ve the following :fi£ures~ 
,Language Number of S-;:.eal;;:ers 
Abelam (Maprik) 30 7 180 
Boikin 11 9 265 
Gawanga 7,515 
Sepik Plains ·1, 850 
Mountain Arapesh 3,647 
Southern Arapesh 8~070 
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Figure 3 - Census Sub-divisions. 
Each District is divided into Sub-districts, 
and within each Sub-district certain villages 
have been grouped into CSDs. 
Composition of CSDs is determined either on 
the basis of tribal or linguistic groups, or 
for convenience of patrolling, or in a quite 
arbitrary manner. 
An officer making a census patrol is expected 
to patrol a complete CSD. 
The following CSDs are patrolled from Maprik~ 
Mamblep, Albiges, Wora, Yamil, Tamaui, North 
Wosera, South Wosera, Sepik Plains and Mapriko 
Wingei, Nindepoyle, Kaboibus and Sepik are 
patrolled from Yangoru and all other CSDs 
are patrolled from Dreikikir. 
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Figure 4 - Physiographi~ Regions. 
East of Longitude 14J0 E this map is 
largely based on the Land Systems of 
the Division of Land Research and 
Regional Survey (CSIRO 1961). 
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Figure 5·- Average monthly rainfall of seven stations 
between the Sepik River and the north coast 
of New Guinea, 
On each rainfall graph Janua~ is on the left 
and December on the right. 
Average annual rainfall for the Stations 
shown on this map are ~ 
Dagua 95-90 inches 
Wewak 85.76 II 
Maprik 66.65 II 
Bainyik - 65.93 11 
Yambi 81.83 II 
Ambunti 97.58 II 
Angoram ~ 85.36 11 
(Source 
1 
Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology, 
Melbourne) 
Variability of annual rainfall expressed as 
a mean deviation from the mean is only 8.4 
per cent at Bainyik which is low compared 
with most tropical stations. 
The Physical Regions shown on this map are 
generalized and taken from the CSIRO Report 
(1961~38)o 
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Daily rainfall in Maprik between September 
and August 1961e ... ,,. 
Gaps occur during the Easter and Christmas 
holidays. 
Total for each month are as follows • • 
September 1960 2.65 inches 
October 11 7. 16 II 
November 11 4.04- 11 
December 11 (incomplete) 5.87 11 
January 1961 7.79 11 
February II 7 • .50 11 
March 11 9.79 11 
April 11 (incomplete) 4.94 11 
May 11 3.39 11 
June 11 7u14 11 
July 11 2~06 11 
August " 4 • .54 " 
-
66.87 " 
(Source, Malaria Control Pilot Project, 
Maprik). 
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Figure 7 - Abelam regions and population distribution. 
The boundaries between the various Abelam 
regions cannot be defined with any more 
accuracy than shown on this map. The con-
tinuous line shown as the boundary between 
the North Abelam and the Wosera and the 
North Abelam and the East Abelam is fairly 
clear because of a noticeable change in 
dialect. Elsewhere changes are more 
gradual. The Sepik Plains is basically a 
physiographic region; the people of Nala 
have close ties with the Wosera and the 
people of Kwimbu with the North Abelam. 
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Figure 8 - Government and mission stations - 1963. 
In 1962 there were 154 non-indigenous 
adults in the Maprik Sub-district~ 
About 35 of these were in Maprik or 
Bainyik atid another 45 were on mission 
stations and schools in the Abelam area. 
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Figure 9 ·- Age and sex structure of the people in 
Yenigo and Stapikum No. 1 in 1962~ This 
figure shows the structure of the popula-
tion in five year cohorts of the 386 
people who were included in my censuses 
of the two village segments. All birth 
dates before 1948 are estimated but are 
checked against genealogies and by my 
acquaintance of all concerned. 
I A_e 
There was no difference in the numbers 
of each sex in Yenigo village but in 
Stapikum there were 83 males and only 69 
females. 
Low birth ra.tes after the war are probably 
due to heavy recruiting of labour for post-
war reconstruction rround the coast and 
outbreaks of dysentry and influenza in the 
villages, which ar~ mentioned in patrol 
reports of 1948. 
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Figure 10 - The pattern of residence in Yenigo Village 
October 1961 to September 1962. 
Erratum ~ amei not amie. 
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Figure 11 -Example of land and tree ownership 
on a south eastern ridge of Yenigo. 
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Figure 12 - Examples of typical Abelam gardens. 
The two wabi gardens contained 52 
wabi mounds and the ~ garden con-
tained 635 ka, 59 small wabi, 2 
-lipma mounds and 1,979 taro plants. 
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Figure 13 - Cross section of a large wabd. hole. 
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Figure 14 - Cross section of a large wabi hole on a 
hill slope showing the form of the trellis. 
If the wabi hole is on level ground the 
trellis is the same but there is no retain-
ing wall, and the inspection hole is a 
long trench similar to the trench dug when 
the tuber is harvested except that only 
part of the tuber is exposed. 
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Figure 15 - The North Wosera. 
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The limits of this map are shown 
on the inset in Figure 1. 
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Figure 16 - Percentage calorie and protein 
contribution from various foods in 
Yenigo and Stapikum in August and 
March. 
For numerical data on which this 
figure is based, and some further 
comment see Appendix D. 
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FIGURE 17- Yenigo Village. Village Lands and Land Use 
1961 and 1962. 
FIGURE 18- Stapikum Village. Village Lands and Land Use 
1961 and 1962. 
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